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Logic optimization and clock network optimization for power, perfor-

mance and area trade-off have been imperative problems for the very large

scale integrated (VLSI) circuit designers. With further technology scaling,

complex designs and aggressive time-to-market targets, scalable algorithms

are very much anticipated than ever before. The logic optimizations can

be at pre-synthesis stage, post-synthesis stage or even cross-layer. The suc-

cess of the logic optimization is determined by how much it can benefit in

metrics such as power and performance after physical placement and rout-

ing. Meanwhile, building a process variation tolerant and On-Chip-Variation

(OCV) aware clock network to meet the performance/power target in mod-

ern designs has become an extremely difficult job, which calls for clock tree

resynthesis, i.e., restructuring of an existing clock network, to achieve better

power/performance.
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This dissertation first focuses on a pre-synthesis logic optimization

problem, high performance adder synthesis. The optimization of the prefix

network, capturing the carry-computation of any adder, has been shown to

be effective even after logic synthesis, placement and routing over existing

adder solutions, including even hand-made custom adders designed in indus-

trial designs. Second a post-synthesis optimization problem, a new paradigm

of discrete gate sizing under multiple operating conditions, is proposed to con-

sider both system and logic level information. Besides it helps in design space

exploration by providing feedback to the system level. Our paradigm is flexi-

ble to integrate various reliability and physical design issues. Finally, a clock

network optimization problem, clock tree resynthesis, is proposed to achieve

multi-corner, multi-mode timing closure and dynamic power minimization on

an already synthesized and routed clock tree. The clock tree resynthesis al-

gorithms have been integrated into an industrial placement and routing tool,

and validated on large-scale industrial designs.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

With aggressive technology scaling and complex design scenarios, tim-

ing closure has become a challenging and tedious job for the designers. In

addition, power consumption is a prime concern for today’s semiconductor

industry. The conflicting objective of high performance and low power along

with stringent time-to-market target calls for newer scalable optimization al-

gorithms in the Electronic Design Automation (EDA) community. Every syn-

chronous VLSI circuit comprises of logic and clock networks, which are very

much inter-dependent as shown in Fig. 1.1. The set-up time constraint ensures

that the sum of the set-up time and the propagation delay from launch-flop to

capture-flop should be less than the clock period. To satisfy this timing con-

straint for high-performance circuits, having lower clock period, the logic or

datapaths are adjusted leading to increase in power/area cost. Consequently,

there is always a power vs. performance trade-off, i.e., when the timing con-

straints are loosened, area/power cost decreases and vice versa.

Fig. 1.2 shows a conventional VLSI design flow. In the typical VLSI de-

sign flow, once the behavior of the RTL blocks are designed in Verilog/VHDL,

commercial tools perform the logic synthesis to convert the circuit behavioral

1



Figure 1.1: Logic and clock network inter-dependency

description into a gate-level implementation. Then the physical aspects of the

design are taken care of, starting with circuit partitioning, floorplanning and

placement. Next, the clock network is synthesized and routed, followed by

the signal net routing and post-routing optimizations to achieve the timing

closure. However, optimization only after routing or physical design may not

be able to meet the target power and timing metrics, thus usually logic and

clock networks are optimized at several stages for better power/performance

trade-off.

Logic network can be optimized at two stages, (i) pre-synthesis and

(ii) post-synthesis. The pre-synthesis optimization can be exercised before

the actual logic synthesis. Besides, post synthesis logic optimization includes

gate-sizing, buffer insertion etc., which are done after the logic synthesis. In

recent years, the CAD tools have matured to a great extent to achieve the

performance driven power optimization and vice versa at different stages of

VLSI design cycle, such as system level, logic level or physical level. How-

ever, since the constraints and objectives of lower levels can not be accurately

2



Figure 1.2: A typical VLSI design flow

mapped into those of higher levels, the optimization at the higher layer may

not always guarantee the same in the lower layers. As a result, the success

of the pre-synthesis and post-synthesis logic network optimization algorithms

often depends on how much these algorithms take into account the physical

aspects, such as placement, routing etc.

Meanwhile, clock networks are used to be abstracted as single net

buffering problem with the target objective of minimizing skew. However,

sometimes skew minimization compromises in operating frequency, area and

power. In addition, the clock network synthesis has become a very complicated

problem due to aggravating process variation, On-Chip-Variation (OCV), and

3



low power objective in large scale designs of deep nanometer regime. Con-

sequently, building a variation tolerant clock network from scratch with the

target objectives of optimizing skew, timing and power seems to be an infeasi-

ble job for the CAD and design engineers. Therefore, incremental optimization

after the clock tree synthesis (CTS) or clock tree resynthesis has become an

essential step in timing closure and clock power optimization.

In this dissertation, I present the proposed research works on logic and

clock network optimization at various stages of VLSI design flow as shown on

the right side of Fig. 1.3. The dissertation focuses on (i) high performance

adder synthesis as a pre-synthesis logic optimization problem, (ii) aging aware

discrete gate sizing considering system and logic level information as a post-

synthesis optimization problem, and (iii) clock tree resynthesis for (a) multi-

corner, multi-mode timing closure and (b) dynamic power optimization as a

clock network optimization problem.

High Performance Adder Synthesis: Adders are the most basic units in

microprocessors, and binary addition problem has long been a fundamental

problem in VLSI industry. While custom designed adders are typically used

in industrial designs due to the better performance/power trade-off [106] [46],

they require significant engineering effort and long turn-around-time (TAT) to

converge to a satisfactory design which is not suitable for today’s aggressive

time-to-market requirement. To tackle this, several algorithmic adder synthe-

sis approaches [22] [55] [45] [108] [34] have been proposed to target at high-

performance adder designs. However, they may be sub-optimal after physical
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Figure 1.3: Dissertation overview

placement & routing. Synopsys Design Compiler (DC) sometimes achieves a

better power/performance trade-off using a modified Sklansky structure [33],

but nevertheless it could not beat both the timing and power metrics of cus-

tom designed adders. In order to address the sub-optimality of the algorithmic

adder synthesis approaches, a scalable algorithm and a more comprehensive

pruning based algorithm have been proposed for adder synthesis to achieve

the best performance vs. power trade-off in comparison with the existing

approaches and even the custom designed adders.

Discrete Gate Sizing under Multiple Operating Conditions: Modern

SoCs and microprocessors, e.g., those in smart phones and laptops, typically

have multiple operating conditions, such as video streaming, web browsing,

standby, and so on. They will have different performance targets and run

5



under different supply voltages. Gate sizing (with threshold voltage assign-

ment) is a fundamental step for power/performance optimization. However,

conventional gate sizing algorithms [48] [15] [27] [62] [69] [42] [51] only con-

sider one scenario, e.g., the performance-critical operating condition, which

may be over-design for other operating conditions. In addition, (i) previous

aging-affected delay models do not take into account more than one operating

condition to estimate the aging impact, and (ii) earlier aging aware gate sizing

algorithms only consider one operating condition at a time. To tackle this, a

new paradigm of aging aware gate sizing, OSFA (One-Size-Fits-All), is pre-

sented to perform power/performance optimizations across multiple operating

conditions. The existing delay model for negative bias temperature instability

(NBTI) is extended to take into account multiple operating conditions, and

incorporated into our OSFA framework. Based on OSFA, the supply volt-

ages at various scenarios are adjusted targeting at overall power optimization.

Experimental results on industry-strength benchmarks demonstrate its effec-

tiveness in power optimization compared with conventional approach without

performance loss.

Clock Tree Resynthesis: Timing violations persist for multi-corner, multi-

mode designs in the deep-routing stage although careful optimization has been

applied at every step after synthesis. Useful clock skew optimization has been

suggested as an effective way to achieve design convergence and timing closure.

Existing approaches [53] [81] on useful skew optimization (i) calculate clock

skew at sequential elements before the actual tree is synthesized, and (ii) do
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not account for the implementability of the calculated schedules at the later

stages of design cycle.

A novel clock tree resynthesis methodology is proposed which is based

on a skew scheduling engine which works on an already built clock tree. The

output of the engine is a set of positive and negative offsets which translate

to the delays and accelerations respectively in clock arrival at the clock tree

pins. The effectiveness of the offsets at the output pins of the leaf-level clock

drivers in comparison to the traditional clock scheduling in the clock pins of the

flip-flops is demonstrated by showing better implementability and lesser area

overhead, and an algorithm is presented to accurately realize these offsets in

the clock tree. In addition, clock skew optimization is often accompanied with

routing overhead which increases the clock net capacitance thereby consuming

more power. A skew bounded buffer tree resynthesis algorithm is proposed to

optimize clock net capacitance after the clock network has been synthesized

and routed. The algorithm restricts the skew of the designs within a specified

margin from its original skew, and does not introduce any additional Design

Rule Check (DRC) violation. The effectiveness of both these clock resynthesis

approaches has been demonstrated by integrating into an industrial P & R

tool, and validating on large scale industrial designs.

1.1 Overview of this Dissertation

This dissertation studies various key aspects in both logic and clock

network optimization in nanometer VLSI circuits. The goal of this dissertation
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is to achieve performance vs. power trade-off broadly in three areas: pre-

synthesis optimization, post-synthesis optimization, and clock tree resynthesis.

Chapter 2 focuses on high-performance adder synthesis problem. First,

a comprehensive pruning based algorithm is developed to synthesize the min-

imum size prefix graphs embedded in the carry computation part of an adder

in Section 2.3. Then the issues of this algorithm in terms of scalability are

discussed, and Section 2.4 presents a polynomial time algorithm to address

this with special restriction in fan-out, which is a critical parameter to deter-

mine the performance of the adder after placement/routing. The preliminary

results have been presented at [71–73].

In Chapter 3, aging aware gate-sizing for timing driven power optimiza-

tion under multiple operating conditions is proposed, which is called as One

Size Fits All (OSFA). A cross-layer methodology is developed using OSFA to

guide the tuning of system level parameters, in addition to taking into account

the logic and system level information in OSFA algorithms. The preliminary

results have been presented at [74].

In Chapter 4, clock tree resynthesis is proposed for timing closure and

power optimization. Section 4.2 presents the clock tree resynthesis for multi-

corner, multi-mode timing closure, while the aspect of clock dynamic power

optimization is addressed in Section 4.3. The preliminary results have been

presented at [75–78].

The dissertation is summarized and concluded in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2

High Performance Adder Synthesis

In this chapter, we present the algorithms for high performance adder

synthesis.1

2.1 Introduction

Datapath logic constitutes a significant portion of a general purpose

microprocessor and frequently occurs on the timing-critical paths in high-

performance designs. Arithmetic components, such as adders, multipliers,

shifters are the basic building blocks in datapath logic and hence, to a great

extent dictate the performance of the entire chip. Binary addition is one of the

most fundamental and widely used arithmetic operations in microprocessors.

Several ad-hoc adder structures such as the carry-skip adder, the carry

1Preliminary results have been published in the IEEE Trans. on Computer-Aided Design
of Integrated Circuits and Systems (vol 33, no 10, pages 1517-1530, 2014), titled “Towards
Optimal Performance-Area Trade-Off in Adders by Synthesis of Parallel Prefix Structures”
by S. Roy, M. Choudhury, R. Puri and D. Z. Pan, and in Proc. Asia and South Pacific Design
Automation Conf. (pages 249-254, 2015), titled “Polynomial Time Algorithm for Area and
Power Efficient Adder Synthesis in High Performance Designs” by S. Roy, M. Choudhury, R.
Puri and D. Z. Pan. In the first article, S.Roy developed and implemented the algorithms,
and wrote the manuscript with the help from M. Choudhury. R. Puri and D. Z. Pan provided
important suggestions. In the second article, S. Roy developed and implemented algorithms,
and wrote the manuscript. M. Choudhury helps in some discussions and collecting results.
R. Puri and D. Z. Pan provided important suggestions.
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Figure 2.1: Regular adders (picture taken from [99])

select adder and the carry-lookahead adder have been proposed in the past [99].

Parallel prefix adders represent a class of general adder structures that exhibit

flexible performance-area trade-off, where logic-level and fan-out play a key

role. Extreme corners have been realized through regular parallel prefix struc-

tures [99] like Kogge-Stone [35] (minimal logic level and fan-out), Sklansky [85]

(minimal logic level and wire-tracks) and Brent-Kung [8] (minimal fan-out and

wire-tracks) as shown in Fig. 2.1. In addition to these structures, Ladner-

Fischer [39], Han-Carlson [25] and Knowles [34] implemented the trade-off

between each pair of these corners. Today, adders are designed in 2 ways -

either manually through full custom design or in an automated manner using

synthesis tools. In a custom adder design methodology, a designer has to man-

ually choose between regular adder structures such as Kogge-Stone [35], Sklan-

sky [85], Brent-Kung [8], Han-Carlson [25] and tune physical design parameters

such as placement, gate sizing, buffer optimization to maximize performance
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under power constraints for the target technology [106] [46]. In contrast, auto-

mated synthesis approach is productive and flexible to late design changes but

traditionally has lagged behind in performance as compared to custom designs.

Therefore, the prevalent design approach for high-performance datapath logic

continues to be custom design. However, custom adder design methodology

is expensive, takes a long time to converge to a satisfactory design, and is

inflexible to late design changes. As a result, this methodology is not suitable

to today’s aggressive turn-around-time requirement. In addition, the regular

adders or custom adders typically assume that all bits arrive at the same time,

which may not be true always. All these call for newer algorithms for high

performance adder synthesis which is more flexible to Engineering Change Or-

ders (ECOs), and raise a question whether algorithmic synthesis can beat the

custom adders or not!

2.2 Preliminaries and Previous Work

Given an ordered n inputs x0, x1, ..., xn−1 (where xn−1 is the most

significant bit or MSB and x0 is the least significant bit LSB) and an associative

operation o, prefix computation of n outputs is defined as follows:

yi = xi o xi−1 o...o x0 ∀i ∈ [0, n− 1] (2.1)

where i-th output depends on all previous inputs xj (j ≤ i). A prefix

graph of width n is a directed acyclic graph (with n inputs/outputs) whose

nodes correspond to the associative operation “o” in the prefix computation
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Figure 2.2: Prefix graph representation

and there exists an edge from node vi to node vj if vi is an operand of vj . Fig.

2.2 represents a prefix graph for 6 bit. In this example, we can write y5 as

y5 = i1 o y3 = (x5 o x4) o (i0 o y1)

= (x5 o x4) o ((x3 o x2) o (x1 o x0)) (2.2)

Next, we will explain this prefix graph in the context of binary addition.

Binary addition problem is defined as follows: given n bit augend

A = an−1....a1a0 and n bit addend B = bn−1....b1b0, compute the sum S =

sn−1....s1s0 and carry out Cout = cn−1, where si = ai ⊕ bi ⊕ ci−1 and ci =

aibi + aici−1 + bici−1.

With bitwise (group) generate function g (G) and propagate function

p (P ), n bit binary addition can be mapped to a prefix computation problem

with three components as follows [26]:
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Figure 2.3: Binary addition as a prefix graph problem

• Pre-processing: Bitwise g, p generation

gi = ai.bi and pi = ai ⊕ bi (2.3)

• Prefix-processing: The concept of generate/propagate is extended to

multiple bits and G[i:j], P[i:j] (i ≥ j) are defined as

P[i:j] =

{

pi if i = j
P[i:k].P[k−1:j] otherwise

G[i:j] =

{

gi if i = j
G[i:k] + P[i:k].G[k−1:j] otherwise

(2.4)

The computation for (G, P ) is expressed in terms of associative operation

o as:
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(G, P )[i:j] = (G, P )[i:k] o (G, P )[k−1:j] (2.5)

= (G[i:k] + P[i:k].G[k−1:j], P[i:k].P[k−1:j])

• Post-processing: Sum generation

si = pi ⊕ ci−1 and ci = G[i:0] (2.6)

Among the three components of binary addition problem, both pre-

processing and post-processing parts are fixed structures. However, o being

an associative operator, provides the flexibility of grouping the sequence of

operations in prefix processing part and executing them in parallel. So the

structure of the prefix graph determines the extent of parallelism. At the

technology independent level, size of the prefix graphs (# of prefix nodes) gives

the area measure and the logic levels of the nodes estimate roughly the timing.

It is important to note that the actual timing depends on other parameters

as well like fan-out distribution and size of the prefix graph. Smaller sizes of

prefix graph offer better flexibility during post-synthesis optimizations such as

gate sizing, buffer insertion etc.

Eqns.(2.3-2.6) represent the Weinberger recurrence equation [105] for

carry-propagation. Ling adders [105] [17] have been proposed as an alternative

in the past by transforming these equations which have provided better per-

formance. Since there is direct mapping between Weinberger’s equations and

Ling’s equations [17], one can explore the Ling implementation of any prefix
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network, such as Sklansky, Kogge-Stone etc. As another design alternative,

sparse tree-adders have also been used in [54] for specific applications, however

it needs conditional sum generators as additional design blocks. In Eqn.(2.2)

or Fig. 2.2, we can see that the number of fan-ins for each of the associative

operation o is two and thus it is often termed as radix-2 implementation of

prefix network. However, there exist other choices such as radix-3 or radix-4

implementation, but the complexity is very high and not beneficial in static

CMOS circuits [33]. In [32] [57] fast domino adders are implemented using

radix-4 Ling network, but domino logic has been phased out due to the high

power consumption. [63] demonstrates that radix-2 implementation is indeed

the most energy-efficient. An implementation of mixed-radix Jackson adder

has also been shown to be inefficient in terms of energy/area [33].

For radix-2 adders, the traditional parallel prefix adder synthesis prob-

lem is to minimize the size of the prefix graph (s) under given bit-width (n)

and logic-level (L) constraints. A prefix graph is said to be zero deficiency if

s+L = 2n−2. Snir [86] has proved this theoretical bound for L ≥ 2 log2 n−2

with uniform input profile. In [13], zero-deficiency prefix graphs Z(L) are

proposed, where Z(L) has the provable maximum bit-width for a given depth

L among all zero-deficiency prefix circuits. The bit-width of Z(L) circuit is

given by NZ(L) = F (L + 3)− 1, (F denotes the fibonacci function) for L > 1.

Compared to [86], [13] indeed gives a more general bound for size of the prefix

graphs. For instance, NZ(6) = 33, so for a prefix graph of bit-width 32 and

level 6, the minimum achievable size smin = 32 ∗ 2 − 2 − 6 = 56, which Snir
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fails to give as 6 < 2 ∗ 5− 2

The existing algorithms like a greedy depth-decreasing heuristic [22],

dynamic programming based approaches ( [55], [45]) or non-heuristic opti-

mization [108] could achieve this bound for some cases but yield sub-optimal

result as logic level constraints are reduced (for e.g. to log2 n) – which is more

relevant for high performance adders. In [45], an algorithmic approach is pro-

posed to achieve minimal delay at all output bits for uniform/non-uniform

input profile, although this work does not focus on minimizing the size of the

prefix graph. [108] presents an algorithm for the generation of parallel prefix

structures for arbitrary level constraints to minimize the size, but it fails to

get size-optimal solutions for levels closer to log2 n. [107] proposes logarithmic

adder structures with a fan-out of 2, and presents a model to analyze the area-

delay product of those structures. However, the key limitation of [107] is that

these parallel prefix structures have more than log2 n levels leading to a com-

promise in performance. [34] attempts to generate a family of adder structures

for log2 n levels, but that does not give the size-optimal solutions. In [94],

an exhaustive approach is attempted to explore the optimal arithmetic-circuit

architectures through selective factorization, but it is very limited in terms of

scalability.

One of the most recent approach [55], that uses dynamic programming

(DP) on a restricted search space to generate a seed prefix graph followed by

an area-heuristic to further reduce the size of the seed prefix graph, is the most

effective in minimizing the size of the prefix graphs. However, the quality of the
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area-heuristic solution depends on the selection of seed solution from DP, which

is not unique. Furthermore, this algorithm cannot handle fanout/wire-length

constraints on nodes in the prefix graph or arrival/required time constraints

on individual input/output bits that impact the performance, area, and power

consumption of the adder after physical design.

In the following sections, we present two algorithms to automatically

synthesize parallel prefix adders for performance vs. area/power trade-off, (i)

A comprehensive pruning based algorithm, and (ii) A polynomial algorithm

particularly for fan-out restricted prefix structures.

2.3 Comprehensive Pruning based Algorithm

This section proposes a comprehensive pruning based algorithm to gen-

erate prefix graphs for synthesizing adders [71]. In this approach, prefix graph

structures are constructed in bottom-up fashion by exhaustively generating

all possible n + 1 bit prefix graphs from n bit prefix graphs. For scalabil-

ity to large adders up to 128 bits, our approach proposes a novel compact

data structure for manipulating prefix graphs, efficient memory management

techniques like lazy copy for storing several prefix graph solutions, and search

space reduction strategies like level-restriction, dynamic size pruning, repeata-

bility pruning for targeting prefix graph structures relevant for achieving the

best performance-area trade-off. Furthermore, we have described a method

to generate size-optimal solutions for any 2m bit adder with level restriction

of m [72]. Compared to existing algorithms our approach has the following
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advantages:

• It provides a way to generate size-optimum prefix graph structures for

2m bit adder with level m and theoretically proves its optimality.

• It is more effective than all existing algorithms in minimizing the size of

the prefix graph for given bit-width n and arbitrary logic level, including

bitwise input/output logic level constraints.

• It provides greater opportunity for improving performance of the adder

because the algorithm can handle fanout/wire-length constraints on nodes

in the prefix graph and arrival/required time constraints on individual

input/output bits.

• It generates many candidate prefix graph structures for a given set of

constraints, which can also be evaluated for placement and wiring con-

gestion to yield efficient physical and routing implementation.

2.3.1 Problem Size

Due to the associative nature of the prefix operation o, each output for

bit-index i can be constructed by combining the previous input bits 0, 1 ...

i in any way keeping their relative orders intact and the number of possible

ways is catalan(i), where catalan(i) = 1
i+1

(

2i

i

)

. Let Gn denotes the set of all

possible prefix graphs with bit-width n. Then size of Gn grows exponentially

with n and is given by catalan(n− 1) ∗ catalan(n− 2) ∗ .... catalan(0). For
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example, |G8| = 332972640, |G12| = 2.29 ∗ 1024. However, we will be exploring

the set of prefix graphs with the following restrictions.

1. One of the fan-in node of any prefix node is the most recent node sharing

the same MSB with that of the prefix node. For instance, in Fig. 2.4, x

can not be a fan-in node of z. Alternatively y and c can be combined to

form z. So each prefix node (p) in a prefix graph has 2 fan-in nodes. One

node is vertically above p having the same MSB as that of p, we define

it as trivial fan-in (tf) and the other node is termed as non-trivial fan-in

node (ntf). For instance, a and c are respectively trivial and non-trivial

fan-in node of b.

2. The prefix-graph is non-overlapping, i.e., for any prefix node, LSB(tf)−

MSB(ntf) = 1. However, idempotence property can be used to generate

correct and overlapping prefix trees [34].

But we impose these restrictions to reduce the search space and at the same

time attempt to generate the potential candidate prefix trees which could give

best performance/area trade-off after placement/routing. We denote this set

of non-overlapping prefix graphs as PG.

However, the search space is still huge and we require compact data

structure, efficient memory management and search space reduction techniques

to scale this approach.
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Figure 2.4: Prefix graph restriction

2.3.2 Compact Notation and Data Structure

We represent the prefix graph by a sequence of indices (seq), where

each index represents a prefix node and it is the MSB of that node. Fig. 2.5

illustrates the compact notation, where the sequence is determined in topo-

logical order, and in addition, precedence is given to higher significant bits in

the sequence of indices. Let SEQ be the set of all sequences representing any

prefix graph. Suppose V S is the set of valid sequences in our approach, where

the restriction of left-to-right precedence is imposed in addition to topologi-

cal ordering, inherent in SEQ. For instance, in Fig. 2.5 (right side), indices

{3,1} and {3,2} occur at first and second topological levels respectively. With

only topological ordering, 4 sequences are possible - 3132 (N1N2N3N4), 3123

(N1N2N4N3), 1332 (N2N1N3N4), 1323 (N2N1N4N3). Thus all 4 sequences

belong to SEQ. But since 3 is given precedence over 1 and 2 at the first

and second topological levels respectively, the only valid sequence or the only

element of V S here is 3132. So although the mapping from SEQ to PG is

many-to-one, the mapping from V S, a subset of SEQ, to PG is 1 − 1 and

bijective as well (Fig. 2.6). Later, we will formally prove this bijective rela-
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Figure 2.6: Bijective mapping between V S and PG

tionship.

Algorithm 1 presents a procedure ‘checkValidSequence(seq, n)’, which

returns ‘true’ if seq ∈ V S representing an n bit prefix graph. Here bitSpan(i)

at any instant of traversing the sequence represents the LSB of the node with

index i, having maximum logic level at that instant. So when we start travers-

ing seq, bitSpan(i) is equal to i and bitSpan(i) should be equal to 0 when the

entire sequence is traversed. Line 2-4 initializes bitSpan(i) with i representing

the input nodes. Line 11-14 checks whether seq represents a prefix graph by

ensuring that the LSB of each output node is 0, where as Line 6-8 checks the

topological left to right ordering. For instance, for the sequence 3123, when

the second 3 is visited, then index = 3 > 2 = lastIndex indicating right-to-left
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ordering. So the node represented by this 3 should topologically depend on the

node represented by 2 and bitSpan(3)−1 should be equal to 2 to maintain the

topological left-to-right ordering, but bitSpan(3)−1 = 2−1 6= 2. So 3123 is not

a valid sequence. On the contrary, for the example sequence 3132, when the

second 3 is visited, index = 3 > 2 = lastIndex, but bitSpan(3)− 1 = 2− 1 =

1 = lastIndex. For other indices in the same sequence, index < lastIndex.

So the condition for Line 6 in Algorithm 1 is not satisfied for any of the indices

and 3132 is determined as a valid sequence.

On the other hand, we can construct a prefix graph by traversing the

sequence of indices from left to right in the following way: for each index i in

the sequence, we add a node p which is derived from 2 nodes – the most recent

node r with index i (or input bit i) and the node just before p in the sequence

(or the input bit LSB(r)−1). For instance, in the sequence ‘3132’ in Fig. 2.5,

the node for first 3 is constructed from input bits 3 and 2, where as that for

second 3 is constructed from the node for first 3 and the node (with index 1)

just before it.

Lemma 2.3.1. The mapping from V S to PG is 1 − 1, i.e., if s1, s2 ∈ V S

represent the same prefix graph in PG, then s1 = s2

Proof. First, we will show that if we enumerate the prefix nodes of a prefix

graph in a topological order from left to right, then the order of the list of the

prefix nodes is fixed. For instance, in Fig. 2.5 (right side), this fixed order

is N1N2N3N4. Once we prove this, the sequence representation is guaranteed
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Algorithm 1 Procedure to check if seq ∈ V S

1: Procedure checkValidSequence(s, n);
2: for i = 0 to n− 1 do
3: bitSpan(i) = i;
4: end for
5: for all index ∈ seq from left to right do
6: if index > lastIndex and bitSpan(index) − 1 6= lastIndex then
7: return false;
8: end if
9: bitSpan(index) = bitSpan(bitSpan(index) − 1);

10: end for
11: for i = 1 to n− 1 do
12: if bitSpan(i) 6= 0 then
13: return false;
14: end if
15: end for
16: return true;
17: end Procedure

to be unique as each index in the sequence corresponds to the MSB of each

prefix node. We will prove this by induction. We consider that the order of

the prefix nodes is fixed till some node xn in the list. At this point, we will

have a set of topologically dependent prefix-nodes (St) for which both trivial

and non-trivial fan-in are either any node in the list till xn or any input node.

So the next node in the list will be any one node in St and this node will be

shown unique. Since the trivial fan-in of any prefix node is the most recent

node with the same MSB as that of the prefix node, for any 2 nodes xi, xj

∈ St, MSB(xi) 6= MSB(xj), otherwise either xi would topologically depend on

xj or xj on xi which is not possible. This implies that there exists a unique

prefix node xu ∈ St, such that MSB(xu) is maximum and the next node in
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Figure 2.7: Bit slicing

the list is xu. Note that for the base case of induction, i.e., when the list is

empty, the first node corresponding to the first element in the sequence is the

node in the sequence having highest MSB with logic level 1 and thus unique

as well.

Corollary 2.3.2. There exists a bijective mapping between V S and PG.

Proof. For any prefix graph in PG there exists a sequence representation fol-

lowing topological ordering from left to right. So the mapping is surjective.

Also, it follows from Lemma 2.3.1 that the mapping from V S to PG is injec-

tive. Hence proved.

Bit-slicing: Apart from storing the index, we also need to track the LSB,

level, fanout for each node in the prefix graph. We store all this informa-

tion using a single integer for each node, and represent a prefix graph by a

list/sequence of integers. Since we want to explore adders up to 128 bits and

provision a carry-in as the 129th bit, we reserve 8 bits (⌈log2(129)⌉) for index,

level, fanout and LSB. Thus, all information for a node can be stored in a

single integer as shown in Fig.2.7.
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Figure 2.8: Bottom-up enumeration

This compact data structure helps in reducing memory usage and run-

time (due to faster copy/delete operation for a prefix node) as compared to

using a structure to store index, LSB, level, and fanout as individual integers.

2.3.3 Exhaustive Bottom-up Enumeration

We start from a prefix graph of 2 bits (represented by a single index

sequence ‘1’) and construct the prefix graph structures for higher bits in an

inductive way, i.e., given all possible prefix graphs (Gn) for n bit, we construct

all possible prefix graphs (Gn+1) of n+1 bit as shown in Fig. 2.8. The process

of generating such graphs of n + 1 bit from an element of Gn by inserting n

at appropriate positions is a recursive procedure. Fig. 2.9 explains this for an

element (‘12’) of G3 with the help of a recursion tree.
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Figure 2.9: An illustrative example

At the beginning of this recursive procedure (RP ), we have a sequence

‘12’ (node 1) with an arrow on ‘1’. The arrow points to the index before

which 3 can be inserted. At any stage, there are two options, either insert

3 and call RP , or move the arrow to a suitable position and then call RP .

This position is found by iterating the list/sequence in forward direction until

searchIndex (= LSB(recentNode(3)) − 1) is found, where recentNode(i)

signifies the most recent node with index i in the sequence. The left subtree

denotes the first option and the right subtree indicates the second option. So

the procedure either inserts ‘3’ at the beginning of ‘12’ and goes to node 2

or it goes to node 7 by moving the arrow to the appropriate position. We

can see that, searchIndex = LSB(recentNode(3)) − 1 = 3 − 1 = 2 for this
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case. Similarly, for node 2, the searchIndex has become 2 − 1 = 1, and so

this procedure either inserts ‘3’ (in node 3) or shifts the pointer after ‘1’ (in

node 5). The traversal is done in pre-order and this recursion is continued

till LSB(recentNode(3)) becomes ‘0’ or alternatively, a 4 bit prefix graph is

constructed. The right subtree of a node is not traversed if a prefix graph for

4 bits has been constructed at the left child of the node. For example, we do

not traverse the right subtree of node 3 and node 5.

Algorithm 2 illustrates the steps of this exhaustive enumeration tech-

nique. The algorithm preserves the uniqueness of the solutions by insert-

ing the indices at appropriate positions. In the ‘buildRecursive’ procedure,

nodeList is an STL list (insert and erase operations are thus O(1) operations),

recentNode is passed as a parameter which is used to find searchIndex and to

track if a solution has been generated. currIter is the iterator corresponding

to ↓ in Fig. 2.9. The return value of the procedure is true, when nodeList

is a solution of Gn+1, thereby indicating that the right subtree of parent of

nodeList does not require traversal.

Theorem 2.3.3. The bottom-up enumeration in Algorithm 2 is exhaustive

and non-repetitive.

Proof. We construct all possible prefix graphs of bit-width n + 1 from any

element of Gn, by inserting n at appropriate positions. At any instant, say the

arrow is pointed to a node xi and either we insert n before xi or we forward

the pointer in the sequence for next possible insertion point, and suppose the
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next insertion position be after xp, i.e., xp is the first node in the sequence

after xi, such that searchIndex = MSB(xp). If we can prove the proposition

that inserting n at any other intermediate position does not follow the topo-

logical left-to-right ordering, then we are generating all sequences following

the topological left-to-right ordering (V S), and since the mapping from V S to

any prefix graph of our consideration (PG) is bijective (by Corollary. 2.3.2), it

would be sufficient to infer that Algorithm 2 is exhaustive. Also, this bijective

mapping from V S to PG ensures that we are generating non-repetitive prefix

graph solutions of Gn+1.

Suppose, for contradiction, we insert n after xq which is an intermediate

node between xi and xp, and the inserted node be xn. But MSB(xn) = n >

MSB(xq), so xq would be at right to xn. Since xn comes after xq, xn should

be topologically dependent on xq, which means the non-trivial fan-in node of

xn should depend on xq. But xn is just the next node to xq, which means xq is

the non-trivial fan-in node of xn. So MSB(xq) = LSB(recentNode(n)) − 1,

which is the searchIndex. As xp is the first node in the sequence after xi, for

which MSB(xp) = searchIndex, xq = xp. Hence the bottom-up enumeration

in Algorithm 2 is exhaustive and non-repetitive.

2.3.4 Efficient Recursion Implementation

The key step of Algorithm 2 is the recursive procedure as explained

in Fig. 2.9. In a pre-order traversal of typical recursion tree implementation,

when we move from root node to its left subtree, a copy of the root node is
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stored to traverse the right subtree at later stage. In our approach, we copy the

sequence only when we get a valid prefix graph, otherwise keep on modifying

the sequence. As for example, we do not store the sequences (‘312’, ‘3312’)

in Fig. 2.9, i.e., when we move to the left subtree of a node in the recursion

tree, we insert the index and delete it while coming back to the node in the

pre-order traversal, and store only the leaf nodes. This notion of late copy is

motivated by a concept in object-oriented-programming, known as lazy copy

or copy-on-write [87] which is a combination of deep copy and shallow copy.

In lazy-copy, when an object is copied initially, a shallow copy (fast) is used

and then deep copy (slow) is performed when it is absolutely necessary (for

example, modifying a shared object). Lazy copy helps to significantly reduce

run time by replacing list copy and delete operations with list entry insertion

and deletion operations at a given position (iterator) which are O(1) operations

and thus improves the runtime. For the simple example shown in Fig. 2.9, an

implementation without lazy copy needs 5 list copy and 2 list delete operations

whereas an implementation with lazy copy only needs 3 list copy operations

and no list delete operations. The benefits of lazy copy increase exponentially

with bit-width.

2.3.5 Search Space Reduction

As the size of the solution space of all prefix graphs is huge, it is not

feasible to generate all possible prefix graphs. Many prefix graphs are also

not relevant because they do not have a good performance-area trade-off. We
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are interested only in generating candidate solutions to optimize performance

(prefix graphs with minimum logic levels) and area (prefix graphs with min-

imum number of prefix nodes). Hence, the following search space reduction

techniques are employed to scale this approach, however the details of these

techniques are not shown in Algorithm 2.

2.3.5.1 Level Pruning

The performance of an adder depends directly on the number of logic

levels of the prefix graph. Our approach intends to minimize the number of

prefix nodes with given bit-width and logic level (L) constraints. In Algorithm

2, we keep track of the levels of each prefix node and solutions are discarded

if the level of the inserted node (or index) becomes greater than L.

2.3.5.2 Dynamic Size Pruning

As discussed in section 2.3.3, we construct the set Gn+1 from Gn. While

doing this, we prune the solution space based on size (# of prefix nodes) of

elements in Gn. Let smin be the size of the minimum sized prefix graph(s)

of Gn. Then we prune the solutions (g) for which size(g) > smin + ∆. For

example, suppose the sizes of the solutions in Gn = [9 10 11] and ∆ = 2. To

construct Gn+1, we select the graphs of Gn in increasing order of sizes and build

the elements of Gn+1. Let the graphs with sizes X1 = [12 13 14 15], X2 =

[11 14] and X3 = [13 16] be respectively constructed from the graphs of sizes

9, 10, 11 in Gn. In this case, the minimum size solution is the solution with
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size 11 and so the sizes of the solutions stored in Gn+1 = [[12 13], [11], [13]].

This pruning is done to choose the potential elements of Gn+1, which can give

minimum size solution for the higher bits. The selection of ∆ is critical to

reduce the search space and we found empirically that ∆ = 3 is sufficient

to get minimum size solutions for log2 n level till 128 bit. But any kind of

restriction (like fanout) on the graph structure requires higher ∆ to achieve

feasible solutions. In that case, we store a fixed number of solutions of Gn for

each size s (smin ≤ s ≤ smin + ∆), which allows higher ∆ without increasing

memory usage too much.

However, pruning the superfluous solutions after constructing the whole

set Gn+1 can cause peak memory overshoot. So we employ the strategy “Delete

as early as possible”, i.e., we generate solutions on the basis of current min-

imum size scurrent
min . Let us take the same example to illustrate this. In X1,

scurrent
min = 12 and so we do not construct the graph with size 15, as 15 > 12+2.

Similarly, when we get the solution with size 11 in X2, we delete the graph

with size 14 from X1 and do not construct the graph with size 14 in X2 and 16

in X3. Indeed, whenever the size of the list/sequence in algorithm 2 exceeds

scurrent
min by ∆+1, the flow is returned from RP . Apart from reducing the peak

memory usage, this dynamic pruning of solutions helps in improving run time

by reducing copy/delete operations.
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sequence: 3132

level = 2, size = 4

sequence: 33312

level = 3, size = 5

Figure 2.10: 3132 is better prefix structure than 33312

2.3.5.3 Repeatability Pruning

The sequence (in our notation) denoting a prefix graph can have con-

secutive indices. We denote the maximum number of consecutive indices in

a sequence by R. For instance, ‘33312’ in Fig. 2.9 has 3 consecutive 3’s in

the sequence so R = 3. We have observed that R = 1 does not degrade the

solution quality, but significantly reduces the search space at an early stage.

For instance, in Fig. 2.10, ‘3132’ is a better solution than ‘33312’ both in

terms of logic level and size. Algorithm 2 is modified to track repeatability

and prune solutions with R > 1.

Lemma 2.3.4. If R > 1, the non-trivial fan-in node of the prefix node repre-

sented by the repetitive index is an input node. For instance, N1, N2 and N3

in Fig. 2.10 are represented by the index 3 consecutively. Among them, N2

and N3 are the nodes where repetition of the index 3 occurs. By this lemma,

the non-trivial fan-in nodes of N2 and N3 would be input nodes. Please note
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Figure 2.11: Proof of Lemma 2.3.4

that, the non-trivial fan-in node of N1 (represented by first occurring index) is

also an input node in this example, but it is not necessarily true always.

Proof. Let p and x be 2 consecutive prefix nodes in a sequence and they have

the same MSB as shown in Fig. 2.11. Then the trivial fan-in node of x is p

and suppose the non-trivial fan-in node of x be y. We need to prove that y is

an input node. We shall prove this by contradiction. Let us consider that y is

a prefix node, then the relative order of the prefix nodes must be p→ x → y

or y → p → x, since p and x are consecutive. p → x → y is not possible as

it violates the topological ordering and y → p → x violates the left-to-right

ordering (since y must be right to p). So y must be an input node.

Prefix Structure Restriction: This is a special restriction in prefix graph

structure for 2m bit adders with m logic levels. For instance, if we need to

construct an 8 bit adder with logic level 3, the only possible way to realize

output bit 7 using the same notation as Eqn.(2.2) is given by

y7 = ((x7 o x6) o (x5 o x4)) o((x3 o x2) o (x1 o x0)) (2.7)

So 2m − 1 prefix nodes are fixed and must be present in any 2m bit

adder with m level. These fixed prefix nodes form a binary-tree structure as
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Figure 2.12: Prefix structure restriction

illustrated for 8 bit in Fig. 2.12. Among these fixed nodes, we define the

bottom-most node (or the node with highest topological level) in each bit-

column of this binary-tree prefix structure to be the base node for that bit.

For instance, b3 is the base node for bit-index x3. Please note that, we have

used the terms bit-width and bit-index interchangeably. As bit-index starts

from 0, the prefix graph of bit-width n is same as that for bit-index n− 1.

Lemma 2.3.5. Let lv(bi) denotes the level of base-node of bit-index i and

j = i− 2lv(bi). Then ∀j, s.t. j > 0, lv(bj) > lv(bi).

Proof. Let a bit-index i be represented as i + 1 = 2a0 + 2a1 + ... + 2ak−1 + 2ak ,

where a0 > a1 > ..ak−1 > ak. Then lv(bi) = ak (bit-index starting from 0).

For example, lv(b5) = 1, since 5 + 1 = 6 = 22 + 21. Therefore, j + 1 =

2a0 + 2a1 + .. + 2ak−1 , which implies that lv(bj) = ak−1 > ak = lv(bi).

Next, we will prove several lemmas/theorems which will hold good un-

der this prefix structure restriction and provide a basis of generating size-

optimum solutions for 2m bit prefix graph with level m. Please note that,
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we are not claiming that our approach with the restrictions imposed by these

lemmas/theorems will provide all size-optimum solutions. Instead, we will

prove theoretically that our approach with each of these restrictions does not

hamper the optimality and we will be able to obtain at least one optimum

solution. In practice, our approach provides more than one optimum solution

(to be discussed in section 2.3.6).

Any node N1 is said to be above (or below) another node N2 if MSB(N1)

= MSB(N2) and level(N1) < (or >) level(N2). For example, node nb2 is above

the node b7 in Fig. 2.12.

Lemma 2.3.6. There exists an optimum solution even when a restriction is

imposed in search space by not allowing non-trivial fan-in from the nodes which

are above the base nodes. For example, if we do not allow non-trivial fan-in

from nb1, nb2, nb3 (Fig. 2.12) for constructing any prefix graph of bit-width

2m with level m, we will still get a size-optimum solution.

Proof (Lemma 2.3.6). Let us denote any node by a triplet, viz. bit-range of

the node (MSB and LSB) and level. We consider a node M1 (msb1, lsb1, level1)

to be no worser than another node M2 (msb2, lsb2, level2) iff msb1 = msb2,

lsb1 = lsb2 (i.e., bit-ranges of M1 and M2 are equal) and level1 ≤ level2. We

define a restricted set of bit-range (RBR) as any bit-range msb : lsb ∈ RBR,

if ∀i, such that msb > i ≥ lsb, LSB(bi) ≥ lsb. For instance, 7 : 4 ∈ RBR,

since LSB(b6) = 6 ≥ 4, LSB(b5) = LSB(b4) = 4 ≥ 4, where as 4 : 2 6∈ RBR,

since LSB(b3) = 0 < 2. It is easy to notice that if there is no non-trivial
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fan-in from nodes above base-nodes, then there does not exist any node in the

prefix graph, for which the bit-range is not in RBR, because for any bit-range

msb : lsb 6∈ RBR, ∃q, such that msb > q ≥ lsb and LSB(bq) < lsb, which is

not possible unless there is a non-trivial fan-in from any node above bq (black

node marked in Fig. 2.13).

The structure of the proof is as follows. We will first prove the proposi-

tion (by induction) that by not allowing any non-trivial fan-in from the nodes

above base-nodes, we can still realize any bit-range br ∈ RBR with same (or

less) level restriction and size, compared to allowing non-trivial fan-in from

nodes above base-nodes. Once we prove this for any such bit-range, it directly

follows that we can get the size-optimum solutions of 2m bit prefix graph with

level m by not allowing any non-trivial fan-in from the nodes above base-nodes,

because the bit-ranges of all output bit nodes ∈ RBR.

xp xq xr xs

bq

Figure 2.13: xp : xr 6∈ RBR =⇒ Non-trivial fan-in from node above bq

Let bx (x, z + 1, r) be a base-node for bit-index x and N1 (x, y + 1,

l1) be any node above bx, where l1 < r (Fig. 2.14). We assume that this

proposition holds for bit-ranges with MSB ≤ x and then prove its validity
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for any bit-range with MSB = x + 1 (by induction). Please note that, the

proposition holds for x = 1 (Bit-range 1 : 0 can be constructed only by adding

input bits for bit-index 0 and 1). The node N1 may be used for constructing

any bit-range with MSB x + 1 by taking a non-trivial fan-in from N1. But

if we can show that there is always an alternative way by taking non-trivial

fan-in from or below bx (which is no worser than allowing the non-trivial fan-in

from N1) to construct the bit-range with MSB x + 1, then we are done. Let

we combine the node N1 with the input node for bit-index x + 1 to get N5

(x + 1, y + 1, l1 + 1). Let N2 (z, u, l2) be the node for bit z, which is used for

realizing any arbitrary bit-range x + 1 : u ∈ RBR with MSB x + 1. By our

assumption of induction, l2 ≥ lv(bz) and lv(bz) > lv(bx) = r (by lemma 2.3.5).

Therefore, l2 > r.

Now, there are 2 options to get x + 1 : u by using nodes N5 and N2.

Firstly, we can combine N5 and some node N3 (y, z + 1, l3) to generate N6

(x + 1, z + 1, l6) and then combine with N2 to generate N7 (x + 1, u, l7)

(Fig. 2.14(a)). l6 = max(l1 + 2, r + 1) (since x + 1 − z > 2r). Therefore,

l7 = max(l1 + 3, r + 2, l2 + 1) = max(l1 + 3, l2 + 1) (since l2 > r). In the

second case (Fig. 2.14(b)), we combine N4 and N5 to generate N8 (x + 1, u,

l8), where l8 ≥ max(l1 + 2, l2 + 2). But we can always have an alternative

choice to construct the bit-range x+1 : u by combining bx and the input node

for bit-index x + 1 and then combine with N2 (Fig. 2.14(c)) to generate N10

(x+1, u, l10) where l10 = max(r+2, l2 +1) = l2 +1. Compared to both option

1 and option 2, the alternative choice adds less or equal number of nodes and
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(c) Alternative option

Figure 2.14: Proof of Lemma 2.3.6

still realize the same bit-range with less or same level restriction (l10 < l8 and

l10 ≤ l7).

Hence the proposition holds for any bit-range ∈ RBR with MSB = x+1,

given it holds for any bit-range ∈ RBR with MSB ≤ x. This proves the

lemma.

Corollary 2.3.7. ∀m, there exists an optimum solution when all non-trivial

fan-ins from bit-index (2m − 1) are taken from its base-node, b2m−1.
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Proof. Since the base-node for any bit index (2m − 1) is the output node for

that bit-index as well, the proof directly follows from Lemma 2.3.6.

Theorem 2.3.8. Let Gopt
2m be an optimum prefix graph of bit-width 2m and level

m with the imposed restriction mentioned in lemma 2.3.6. Suppose Gx be the

prefix graph of bit-width x, embedded in Gopt
2m . Then Gx is an optimum prefix

graph of bit-width x and level m under prefix structure restriction, if either of

the following conditions are satisfied for x.

1. x = 2p

2. x = 2p + 2q

where p, q ∈ Z+ and p, q < m.

Proof. Suppose, G2p is not an optimum prefix graph of bit-width 2p and level

restriction m. By Corollary 2.3.7, all non-trivial fan-ins from bit-index 2p − 1

are from its base-node b2p−1 (this is the output node for bit-index 2p − 1 as

well), which implies that any prefix node, which is at the right-side of the

bit-index 2p − 1 (or alternatively bit-indices lesser than 2p − 1), will not be

used for constructing higher output bits (i > 2p − 1). So if G2p is not opti-

mum, then we should be able to reduce the size of G2p keeping the rest of the

prefix-structure, which is at the left side of bit-index (2p−1), intact. But that

reduces the size of Gopt
2m , leading to contradiction.
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b2p−1
N3
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Figure 2.15: Proof of Theorem 2.3.8 (2)

Without any loss of generalization, we can assume p > q (p = q leads

to condition 1) and suppose Gx is not optimum, where x = 2p +2q. Therefore,

lv(bx−1) = q and q prefix nodes, in the column corresponding to bit-index x−1,

are fixed under prefix structure restriction. The optimal way to generate the

output for bit-index x − 1 is by combining the base nodes b2p−1 (2p − 1 : 0)

and bx−1 (x − 1 : 2p) as shown in Fig. 2.15, because it adds only 1 node N3

and increases its level to its minimum possible value p + 1 (output bit for

bit-index x− 1 can not be realized in less than p + 1 levels as x− 1 > 2p). By

lemma 2.3.6, the non-trivial fan-in from bit-index x − 1 can only come from

b2p−1 or N3, which signifies that for any prefix node of bit-index i > x − 1,

there is no non-trivial fan-in from the bits Y for optimality, where y ∈ Y if

x − 1 < y < 2p − 1. Moreover, G2p is optimum. Now, if Gx is not optimum,

then we should be able to reduce the size of Gx restoring the prefix structure

between the bit-ranges 2m − 1 : x and 2p − 1 : 0, but that reduces the size of

Gopt
2m , leading to contradiction.
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ielsb

lsb = ie + 1

Figure 2.16: Proof of Lemma 2.3.9

Let we denote the bit-indices 0, 2, .. be even indices (E) and 1, 3, ..

be odd indices (O). In our approach, we construct the prefix-graphs of higher

bits in a bottom-up fashion.

Lemma 2.3.9. Under prefix structure restriction there exists an optimum so-

lution without allowing any non-trivial fan-in from a prefix node corresponding

to bit-index ie ∈ E.

Proof. ∀io ∈ O, lv(bio) ≥ 1, which means there exists an optimum solution

where any input node corresponding to odd indices is not a non-trivial fan-in

node (by Lemma 2.3.6) implying that it is not essential to have any prefix

node with LSB lsb ∈ O to get an optimum solution. But to have a non-trivial

fan-in from a prefix node of bit-index ie ∈ E we need to have at least one

prefix node whose LSB lsb = ie + 1 ∈ O (Fig. 2.16). Hence proved.

Theorem 2.3.10. There exists an optimum solution under prefix structure

restriction when prefix-graph of bit-index io + 1 is constructed from a prefix

graph (gio) of bit-index io, by adding minimum number of prefix nodes, where

io ∈ O.
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R > 1

Figure 2.17: Proof of Theorem 2.3.11

Proof. It follows from lemma 2.3.9 that there exists an optimum solution where

no non-trivial fan-in is taken from any prefix node of bit ie ∈ E. So addition

of minimum number of prefix nodes to construct a prefix-graph of bit-index

io + 1 from gio restores the optimality.

Theorem 2.3.11. There exists an optimum solution when search space is

restricted by setting R = 1.

Proof. Let R > 1. By Lemma 2.3.4, the non-trivial fan-in node for the corre-

sponding node is an input node. Since ∀io ∈ O, lv(bio) ≥ 1, there exists an

optimum solution where any input node corresponding to odd indices is not a

non-trivial fan-in node (by Lemma 2.3.6). Now it remains to prove that, we

do not need such non-trivial fan-in input node to be of bit-index ie ∈ E either.

For contradiction, let us consider that input node corresponds to ie. But, this

will require a non-trivial fan-in from an input node of io = ie + 1 (Fig. 2.17),

which is not essential to get an optimum solution. So R = 1 will provide an

optimum solution.
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2.3.6 A Method to Generate Size Optimum Solution for 2m Bit
Adder with Level m

Procedure ‘buildBottomUp’ in Algorithm 2 generates Gn+1 from Gn

exhaustively and we call this procedure for bit-indices 2 to 2m− 1 to generate

the solutions for G2m . We apply certain pruning strategies to this approach,

and each pruning strategy is proven not to degrade the optimality of the

solution. These strategies are:

1. Enabling prefix-structure restriction, which is a constraint for generating

any 2m bit adder with level m.

2. Not allowing any non-trivial fan-in from any node above base-nodes.

(Lemma 2.3.6 ensures the optimality in this case).

3. Set ∆ = 0 for any bit-index x− 1, such that x = 2p + 2q (p, q ∈ Z). We

have proved in Theorem 2.3.8 that prefix graphs of bit-width x embedded

in an optimum prefix graph (with the restriction imposed by Lemma

2.3.6) for 2m bit adder with level m is also optimum for x bit adder with

level m under prefix structure restriction. So keeping only the minimum

size solutions at each bit-index x−1 is not going to hamper the optimality

of the solution.

4. Greedy construction of prefix graph of even bit-index by adding the

minimum prefix node to the prefix graph of its immediate next lower

bit-index. (Theorem 2.3.10)
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5. Set R = 1. (Theorem 2.3.11 ensures optimality)

With this approach, we are able to generate the size-optimum solutions

for 32, 64 and 128 bits (optimum sizes are 74, 167, 364 respectively). The

total number of size-optimum solutions for them are respectively 2, 8 and 768.

It is interesting to note that we also get exactly these many size-optimum

solutions without using the restriction imposed by Lemma 2.3.6, Theorem

2.3.10, 2.3.8, rather by setting ∆ = 0, 1, 2 for n = 32, 64, 128 respectively and

enabling prefix structure restriction (Note that without this prefix structure

restriction, ∆ needs to be 3 to achieve the optimum size for n = 128). This

is intuitive as we need higher ∆ (i.e., more exploration of search space) to get

optimum solutions for higher bits. Increasing ∆ beyond that does not reduce

the size further, and this reinforces our claim of theoretical size-optimality for

2m bit adders with level m. The run-time for generating the size-optimum

solutions for 128 bit is 5.8 sec, where as the same for 64 bit adder is 0.04 sec.

We denote the pruning strategies 1 to 4 as the set of special pruning

strategies (Sbin
pruning) which is effective under binary prefix structure restriction

and without any other restrictions, such as fan-out. However, we will be using

Sbin
pruning for more general cases to be illustrated later. Please note that, we have

kept the restriction R = 1 outside this set, as we will be using this pruning

strategy more extensively and in all situations.
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2.3.7 Generating Solutions for More General Case

In the earlier section, we have described a method to generate size-

optimum solutions for n = 2m bit adder with level m. We have extended

our approach for bit-width n 6= 2m and levels other than log2 n. We impose

the pruning strategies Sbin
pruning till 2⌈log2(n)⌉−1 and then remove that restriction.

For example, while we run our algorithm to generate 64 bit prefix graphs with

level > 6, we remove the prefix structure restriction after 32 bit. The notion

behind this heuristic is that keeping the balanced structure till some point

would help in getting minimum-size solutions for higher bits. In addition to

this, we set ∆ = 3 and R = 1 to scale the approach in general case.

2.3.8 Experimental Results

We have implemented our approach in C++ and integrated our ap-

proach to a placement driven synthesis (PDS) [70] tool in IBM. It has been

executed on a linux machine with 72GB RAM and 2.8GHz CPU. First, we

present our results at the logic synthesis (technology independent) level. As

the dynamic programming based area-heuristic approach presented in [55] has

achieved better results compared to the other existing techniques [45] [108],

we have implemented this approach as well to compare with our experimen-

tal results. Table 2.1 presents the comparison of minimum number of prefix

nodes for adders with different bit-width (n) with log2 n logic level constraint

for all output bits. The number of prefix nodes for Sklansky adders are also

mentioned in Table 2.1 for adders of bit-widths which are power of 2. For 128
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Figure 2.18: 32 bit prefix graphs generated by our approach with level 5 and
6

bit adder, our approach improves Sklansky adder by 18.8% in terms of the size

of the prefix graph. Table 2.2 compares the result of our algorithm with [55]

for levels greater than log2 n. We can see that we have achieved theoretically

possible minimum size solutions for most of the cases, where the bound is

known. Prefix graph solutions for 32 bit adders with level 5 and 6 generated

by our approach are shown in Fig. 2.18.

Next, we run our algorithm to generate the zero-deficiency prefix graphs.

For example, we can build a zero-deficiency prefix graph with L = 7 till 54

bit and the minimum achievable size is 99. So we ran our algorithm for 54 bit

graph with level restriction of 7, and got the minimum size (smin) as 99 which

is the theoretical minimum indeed. With same constraints, the minimum size

solutions for [55] is 109 and for [108] it is 104 [13]. Table 2.3 presents the result

for L = [3, 8] and our approach is able to achieve the theoretically possible

minimum prefix graph sizes.

In Tables 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3, the input profile is uniform, i.e., the arrival
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Table 2.1: Prefix graph size for log2 n level
n Our Approach Area Heuristic [55] Sklansky
16 31 31 32
24 45 46 -
32 74 74 80
48 102 106 -
64 167 169 192
96 222 241 -
128 364 375 448

times of all input bits are assumed to be the same. In Table 2.4, we have com-

pared the result for non-uniform input profile. The required time of arrival

for all output bits are set to 9 and the input arrival levels have been randomly

generated between 0-4. Finally, we run our algorithm for 32 bit adders with

non-uniform input/output profiles appeared in [108]. In these examples, the

input arrival times are correlated, for example late higher words or monoton-

ically increasing inputs, which are more common in practical situations like

multiplications etc. Table 2.5 compares the result with [55] and [108] for those

profiles. We can see that we have obtained comparable/better results than [55]

and [108] in all cases.

As mentioned earlier, the existing automated synthesis approaches (

[55], [45], [108] etc.) are not flexible in restricting parameters like fan-out,

which is a critical parameter to optimize post-synthesis design performance.

Usually, electrical violations at high-fanout points are mitigated by buffer-

insertion and gate-sizing, but at the cost of performance. We study the impact

of the parameter maximum fan-out (MFO) by plotting the worst negative slack

(WNS) against the size of the prefix graph for 16 bit adders (Fig.2.19). We
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Table 2.2: Prefix graph size for other than log2 n level
n L Our Approach Area Heuristic [55] Bound
16 5 25 25 25

6 24 24 24
7 23 23 23
8 22 22 22

32 6 56 58 56
7 55 55 55
8 54 54 54
9 53 53 53

64 7 126 138 -
8 118 120 118
9 117 117 117
10 116 116 116

128 8 276 304 -
9 250 284 245
10 245 257 244

observe that the prefix graphs of higher node count and smaller MFO are

better for timing. For high-performance designs, Kogge-Stone [35] is the most

effective adder structure due to the special property that maximum fan-out

(MFO) of a n bit adder is less than log2 n (without any buffer insertion) and the

fan-out for prefix nodes at logic level log2 n−1 is 2. Table 2.6 shows that, even

with a fan-out restriction of 2 for all prefix nodes, the prefix graph generated

Table 2.3: Prefix graph size for zero-deficiency prefix graphs
L NZ(L) smin Our Approach Area Heuristic [55]
3 7 9 9 9
4 12 18 18 18
5 20 33 33 34
6 33 58 58 61
7 54 99 99 104
8 88 166 166 190
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Table 2.4: Prefix graph size for non-uniform input profile in a 32 bit adder
Profile Our Approach Area Heuristic [55]

A 55 56
B 55 58
C 56 60
D 54 59
E 53 59
F 55 59
G 53 57

Table 2.5: Comparison on Zimmermann’s examples
DATA Our Approach Area Heuristic [55] ZIM [108]

A 49 49 50
B 59 61 61
C 56 56 56
D 63 64 63
E 50 55 55
F 73 73 73
G 56 58 59
H 78 79 78
I 68 68 68

by our approach has fewer prefix nodes than the prefix graph for a Kogge-Stone

adder. Fig. 2.20 shows such an example for 16 bit. As mentioned in Section

2.3.5.2, ∆ needs to be set to a higher value in this case. For instance, the

parameters used to generate the 64 bit adder solution with a fan-out restriction

of 2 is ∆ = 20, R = 1 and MFO=2. However, it should be noted that although

our approach scales with fan-out restriction and logic level log2n, it does not

scale well with fan-out restriction and levels higher than log2n for adders of

higher bit-width (n > 32).

We run our approach, integrated in PDS tool, on the minimum size
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Figure 2.19: # of prefix nodes vs. WNS for 16 bit adder

Table 2.6: Comparison with Kogge-Stone adder
n Our Approach Our Approach Kogge-Stone

(MFO = 2) (MFO = log2 n)
8 14 13 17
16 42 35 49
32 114 89 129
64 290 238 321
128 706 631 769

solutions of 8, 16, 32, 64 bit adders under tight timing constraints. A cutting-

edge technology node (CMOS SOI 22nm) is used for technology mapping. In

addition to this, other optimization techniques such as buffer-insertion, gate-

sizing etc., which are inherent in the tool are applied followed by placement.

However, we have prevented Vth-swapping in the placement tool so that the

leakage power becomes proportional to area. We present the various metrics

like area, WNS, wire-length, total-negative-slack (TNS) after placement in

Table 2.7 for the solution having best WNS. The target delay specified for 8,
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Figure 2.21: Area vs. worst negative slack plot for 16 and 32 bit adders

16, 32 and 64 bit adders are respectively 35ps, 45ps, 65ps and 75ps. So we can

calculate the critical path delay by adding the target delay and the absolute

value of the WNS. For instance, the critical path delay for 64 bit Kogge-

Stone adder is 75 + 84.5 = 159.5ps. Both wirelength and area are unitless.

Area is reported as the number of icells and wirelength as the number of

tracks. An icell has a constant area based on pitch. Our approach is compared

against regular adders like Brent-Kung (BK), Kogge-Stone (KS) adders, adders

generated by Dynamic Programming (DP) [55], and 64 bit full custom adder

(CT).
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Table 2.7: Post placement comparison

n Method Area
Worst Wire TNS

Slack (ps) Length (ps)
8 Brent-Kung 828 -71.7 3996 -527

Kogge-Stone 1146 -48.9 5889 -391
Dyn. Prog. 853 -47.4 3761 -371

Our Approach 871 -43.4 3804 -351
16 Brent-Kung 2147 -75.7 12712 -1156

Kogge-Stone 2101 -55.5 13604 -878
Dyn. Prog. 1980 -56.2 9776 -852

Our Approach 2152 -50.7 11102 -812
32 Brent-Kung 4292 -107.5 26397 -3072

Kogge-Stone 5495 -65.5 39474 -2082
Dyn. Prog. 4538 -71.3 25784 -2096

Our Approach 4692 -64.9 24683 -2074
64 Brent-Kung 9832 -120.3 59402 -6931

Kogge-Stone 13389 -84.5 120600 -5181
Dyn. Prog. 10718 -88.9 66249 -5334

Custom 10905 -89.1 71054 -5709
Our Approach 10048 -83.8 60450 -5230

Fig. 2.21 represents the plot of area versus WNS for the solutions

provided by our approach along with those provided by other methods. We

can draw a pareto curve with the solution points obtained using our approach,

which gives the option to select the individual points on the pareto curve based

on area/power budget. We see that the solution points of the other methods

are above and/or to the right of this curve, which indicates that we can always

get some solution on the pareto-front, which is better in terms of performance

and/or area than each of the other methods. For a 16 bit adder, the total

number of pareto-optimal points is 4 and the single point p1 provides better
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Figure 2.22: 64 bit adder after placement.

solution than DP, KS and BK. For a 32 bit adder, the points p1, p2, p3 are

better solutions than BK, DP, KS respectively.

Fig.2.22 compares these metrics for single solution (with best WNS)

of 64 bit adder with other approaches. Our approach improves performance

by 19% with 2% higher area over a Brent-Kung adder, improves performance

and area by 0.4% and 33%, respectively over a Kogge-Stone adder, improves

performance and area by 3% and 6.7%, respectively over Dynamic Program-

ming [55], and improves performance and area by 3.2% and 8.5% over a full

custom adder design. Note that the performance improvement was computed

based on the actual critical path delay value and not the worst negative slack.

Our approach also improves wire-length and TNS over both Kogge-Stone and

full custom adder design.

Since most adders today are synthesized in Design Compiler (DC) using

Synopsys DesignWare, the adder architectures provided by our approach are

also synthesized in DC (Version G-2012.06-SP4) and placed, routed and timed

by IC Compiler (ICC) to compare with the behavioral adder implementation

(Y = A + B) by DC. To generate high-performance adders, DC produces mod-
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ified Sklansky adders consisting of alternating AOI21 and OAI21 gates, and

employing gate-sizing or buffer insertion to handle the high-fanout nodes. This

generally gives delay almost close to Kogge-Stone at much lower area/power

and competitive power/performance/area with even custom adders. 32nm

SAED LVT cell-library [4] (available through Synopsys University Program)

has been used for technology-mapping. All experimental results for DC/ICC

are in ‘tt1p05v125c’ corner, in which the supply voltage is 1.05V and temper-

ature is 125◦C. The FO4 delay of a unit-sized inverter in this corner is 36ps

and the area of the unit-sized inverter is 1.27µm2.

Fig. 2.23 shows the delay vs. power (total power i.e., leakage + switch-

ing + internal power) plot for minimum size solutions of 64 bit adder architec-

tures provided by our approach after synthesis by DC and placed, routed by

ICC. For all these runs (including those for Sklansky, Kogge-Stone and behav-

ioral adder synthesis by DC), the target delay is set to 200ps, the operating

frequency is 1GHz, activities at the primary inputs are 0.1, and the adders

are synthesized by the command ‘compile ultra’. Please note that, the option

‘-area high effort script’ is on by default. We also perform some experiments

by (i) switching on the option ‘-timing high effort script’ which can further

optimize at the expense of run time, and (ii) altering the target delay (180ps

or 220ps), but observe that the change in delay value remains within a range of

5-10ps. We can draw the pareto-optimal curve of delay vs. power with those

solutions and see that the solution provided by Sklansky adder, Kogge-Stone

adder and that by behavioral adder implementation of DC are above and/or
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Figure 2.23: Delay vs. power plot for 64 bit adder

to the right side of the pareto-front. For instance, the solution p2 in Fig.

2.23 improves Sklansky adder in all metrics, i.e., delay (1.8%), area (2.4%)

and power (2.8%) or solution p1 in Fig. 2.23 improves Kogge-Stone adder

in area by 30.6% and power by 29.6% with 3.8ps or 1.1% overhead in delay.

Compared to DC behavioral adder implementation, our approach (point p1)

provides competitive delay (5ps better) with significant area (26%) and power

(18%) reduction. Table 2.8 compares our approach with other approaches in

terms of delay, power and area. Note that the solution with best delay is

considered for this comparison.

Table 2.8: Comparison for 64 bit adders, synthesized by DC and placed/routed
by ICC

Method Delay (ps) Area (µm2) Power (mW)
Our Approach 343.2 1813.83 6.19
Y = A + B 348.3 2456.96 7.60
Sklansky 359.0 1794.86 6.02

Kogge-Stone 339.4 2611.62 8.79

It should be stressed that our approach generates several candidate

prefix graphs for performance/area trade-off and prefix networks, which would
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give best performance, are not the same across different technology node and

libraries. For instance, we have run our approach in PDS (IBM) with CMOS

SOI 22nm and in Synopsys DesignWare (DC + ICC) with 32nm SAED library,

and the prefix trees which have given the best performance in the two cases

differ one from another. Ling transformations [17] can also be applied to the

prefix graphs generated in our approach to further optimize the performance.

Also, since the solutions for regular adders are located above and/or to the

right side of the pareto-front, we believe that the solutions on the pareto-front

can be used as alternatives for regular adders for use in custom designs.

2.3.9 Summary

In this section, a highly efficient parallel prefix graph generation driven

high performance adder synthesis technique is presented. The complexity of

parallel prefix graph generation problem for adders is exponential in the num-

ber of bits. We present efficient pruning strategies and implementation tech-

niques to scale this approach up to 128 bit adders. We have demonstrated a

way to generate size-optimum prefix graphs for 2m bit adders with level m and

proved its optimality. The results, both at the technology-independent level

and after physical synthesis (post placement) show that this approach signif-

icantly improves over existing techniques by yielding better quality of results

in terms of both timing and wire length for high performance adders in state

of the art microprocessor designs. The proposed approach improves over even

the manually designed custom adders yielding, up to 3% better delay and 9%
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better area. As our approach can generate multiple prefix graph structures for

given constraints, it provides a framework for further exploration to identify

structures that can account for practical design issues like wire congestion and

power consumption.

2.4 Polynomial Algorithm for Fanout Restricted Prefix

Adder

In the previous section, a comprehensive pruning based algorithm, ex-

ercised on exhaustive bottom-up enumeration, is presented to explore several

parallel prefix structures at a time. However, there are certain limitations in

this, (i) although this approach scales well to provide minimum size solutions

without any fan-out restriction, it does not scale to higher bit adders with fan-

out restriction. So it can not explore the wide design space of parallel prefix

adders, especially for n ≥ 64. (ii) the algorithmic complexity is exponential in

n, so in spite of several pruning techniques, the run time/memory overhead is

very high.

In Fig. 2.19, we have observed that we can get better performance by

constraining fan-out. In general, wire-length, load-distribution and congestion

play important roles in determining the performance of the adders in mod-

ern space-constrained designs after placement/routing. At the logic-synthesis

level, congestion and load-distribution can be controlled by constraining fan-

out. However, stringent fan-out restriction with logic-level log2n can lead to

significant wire-length cost as in Kogge-Stone, and even Sklansky can give com-
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parable timing to Kogge-Stone with appropriate buffer-insertion [28]. There-

fore, more design space exploration is necessary to strike the right balance

between congestion, load distribution and wire-length cost in order to achieve

the best performance-area/power trade-off.

In this section, we present an O(n2 log2 n) algorithm to synthesize n-bit

parallel prefix adders of logic level log2n with any maximum fan-out restriction

mfo [73]. This is performed by first constructing a graph computing outputs

for odd bit-indices with fan-out restriction of ⌊mfo

2
⌋ and then constructing the

prefix graph by computing outputs for even bit-indices with fan-out restriction

of mfo. Although the main problem has been divided into two sub-problems,

our algorithm can still achieve the same solution quality (i.e., the same size

of the prefix graph) with our previous highly runtime/memory intensive ap-

proach (CPBA) for adders of lower bit-width (n ≤ 32). For higher bit-widths,

such as n ≥ 64, CPBA fails to provide solutions in most cases, whereas our

algorithm generates solution for any n. In addition, we propose an algorithm

for cloning the prefix nodes to achieve further optimization on the size of the

prefix graph keeping the same fan-out and logic-level constraints. Also, the

proposed rewiring of the cloned nodes is placement/routing friendly. Our main

contributions are summarized as follows:

• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to synthesize prefix

adders of bit-width n with logic level log2n under any arbitrary fan-out

restriction in polynomial time.
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• A structured placement aware prefix node cloning algorithm is proposed

to reduce the size of the prefix graphs, which enables our approach

to achieve better performance/area/power metrics after placement and

routing.

• The design space exploration by our algorithm has provided adders which

excel in timing, area/power over highly competitive Design Compiler

adder and fast regular adders, such as Sklansky and Kogge-Stone.

• Our approach even beats 64 bit custom designed adders implemented in

an industrial high-performance design. It also improves in power/performance/area

over our previous memory/run-time intensive comprehensive pruning

based algorithm.

2.4.1 Problem Formulation

The performance of a parallel prefix adder depends on how efficiently

the prefix-processing unit is realized in terms of logic-level, fan-out and size.

Size (s) and mfo of any prefix graph are respectively defined as the number

of prefix nodes and the maximum fan-out in that prefix graph. For instance,

mfo = 3, s = 13 and L = 3 in Fig. 2.2. As discussed in Section 2.2,

lower logic level helps in improving timing and size of the prefix graph gives

a measure of area and wire-length at the logic-synthesis stage. Also, smaller

size of prefix graph offers better flexibility during post-synthesis optimizations,

such as gate sizing, buffer-insertion etc., thus indirectly improving timing as

well. Lower fan-out gives better timing by improving wire-congestion and
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load-distribution. So logic-level, size and maximum fan-out of the prefix graph

at the logic-synthesis stage altogether determine the area/performance of an

adder after placement/routing.

To target high-performance designs, we fix L = ⌈log2n⌉, i.e., the min-

imum feasible logic level, and focus to explore the design space of adders by

optimizing s under different fan-out restrictions. We formulate our problem as

follows. Given maximum fan-out (mfo) constraint of a parallel prefix adder

of bit-width n with L = ⌈log2n⌉, minimize the size (s) of the prefix graph.

However, this ⌈log2n⌉ logic level restriction can be realized in 2 ways, - (a) the

maximum level for each output bit-index m is ⌈log2n⌉, which can be termed

as fixed level restriction and (b) the maximum level for each output bit-index

m is ⌈log2(m + 1)⌉, which can be termed as bit-wise level restriction.

2.4.2 Steps of the Algorithm

A prefix graph of bit-width n computes output bits for bit-indices 1

to n − 1. An n bit prefix graph will have ⌊n
2
⌋ odd bit-indices, i.e., 1, 3,

... (2 × ⌊n
2
⌋ − 1) and ⌈n

2
⌉ even bit-indices, i.e., 0, 2, ... (2 × ⌊n

2
⌋). We

divide the main problem into 2 sub-problems, (a) construct a graph (Godd)

which computes the outputs for odd bits with fan-out restriction of ⌊mfo

2
⌋

and (b) construct the prefix graph G from Godd by computing the even bit

outputs with fan-out restriction of mfo. This division of the problem into

2 sub-problems of computing odd and even bit outputs is motivated by the

regular adder structures, such as Han-Carlson [25] or Brent-Kung [8], where
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the computation of odd bit outputs is followed by that of even bit outputs.

Once a prefix graph (G) solution is obtained, we exercise a structure aware

prefix node cloning mechanism to further improve the size of the prefix graph

and rewire the cloned nodes which is favorable to placement and routing for

any P & R tool.

2.4.2.1 Constructing Output for Odd Bit-indices

We first generate a seed-structure for an n bit prefix graph (Gseed(n))

computing the odd bit outputs with a fan-out restriction of 2. This is followed

by a heuristic which restructures Gseed(n) to generate Godd by relaxing the

fan-out restriction to ⌊mfo

2
⌋ (where ⌊mfo

2
⌋ > 2), thereby reducing several prefix

nodes. Please note that, we do not add any prefix node of even indices at this

stage. By prefix node of an odd/even index, we mean a prefix node whose

most significant bit (MSB) is an odd/even index.

Generating Seed Structure: The generation of the seed structure is divided

into 2 steps as shown in Algorithm 3. Fig. 2.24 shows the graph Gseed(16), in

which the prefix nodes generated in the first step are separated from that in

the second by a dotted line. Note that 16 bit prefix adder is from bit-index 15

to 0. In the 1st step, 2 ‘for’ loops are run, one within another. The outer loop

runs for each level (lv), i.e., from level 1 to ⌈log2n⌉. For each lv, the inner

‘for’ loop adds nodes at odd indices starting from n− 1 or n− 2 (whichever is

odd) to loopIndex(lv) (Line 8). At the end of step I, for any prefix node Nx,l

of bit-index x at level l, MSB and least significant bit (LSB) are respectively
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given by msb(Nx,l) = x and lsb(Nx,l) = x − 2l + 1 and Nx,l is obtained by

combining Nx,l−1 (trivial fan-in node) and Nx−2l−1,l−1 (non-trivial fan-in node).

Here, by trivial fan-in node (trNode) of a prefix node N , we mean the fan-in

node sharing the same MSB as that of N . For instance, N13,2 and N9,2 are

respectively the trivial and non-trivial fan-ins of N13,3 in Fig. 2.24. It should

be stressed that this Nx,l notation has been used to specifically illustrate the

construction of the prefix nodes in Godd. However, we have mostly used the

MSB:LSB notation to specify a prefix node. For instance, N9,2 indicates the

prefix node 9:6.

In the second step, we add ⌊n
2
⌋ prefix nodes in the increasing order of

odd-indices to generate the outputs for ⌊n
2
⌋ odd bit-indices. To do this, we

keep a map (bitSpan) from the bit-index to the lsb of the highest-level prefix

node of that bit-index in the existing structure. For instance, in Fig. 2.24

after step I, the highest level node of bit-index 7 is N7,2, and its lsb is 4. So

bitSpan(7) = 4 at the end of step I of Algorithm 3 and thus at step II, we

add N7,2 and N3,2 to get the output node for bit-index 7.

13579111315

N9,2

N13,3

N13,2

Figure 2.24: Seed structure for 16 bit prefix graph
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It is worth-mentioning to draw an analogy of this seed structure with

Han-Carlson adder. Suppose GHC
odd (n) be the graph structure for the computa-

tion of odd output bits in n bit Han-Carlson adder. In Line 6 of Algorithm 3,

if we modify the loopIndex(lv) from 2lv + 2lv−1 + 1 to 2lv + 1, then the prefix

nodes after step I would correspond to the black nodes in Han-Carlson adder,

and the resultant Gseed(n) would be same as GHC
odd (n).

Lemma 2.4.1. Complexity of Algorithm 3 is O(nlog2n).

Proof. Algorithm 3 runs in two steps. In the first step, outer loop runs for

⌈log2n⌉ times, the inner loop runs for ⌊n
2
⌋ times and O(1) operations are

executed in the inner loop. So the complexity of first step is O(nlog2n). The

second step runs in O(n) time, so the overall complexity of Algorithm 3 is

O(nlog2n).

Fan-out Relaxation Heuristic: Algorithm 4 shows the steps of this heuris-

tic. We define the last fixed node for any bit-index i (lfn(i)) as the node

of bit-index i with minimum level, such that any node of the same bit-index

i with higher level has no non-trivial fanout. This variable implies that any

node of bit-index i with higher level than that of lfn(i), having no non-trivial

fan-out, is more flexible to be removed in the graph-structure. If none of

the node of bit-index i has non-trivial fan-out, then the node with level 1 is

considered as the lfn(i). For instance in Fig. 2.24, lfn(13) = N13,1 as N13,2

and N13,3 have no non-trivial fan-out. Algorithm 4 reconstructs the outputs
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of odd bit-indices in a decreasing order. For each odd bit-index i, it removes

the nodes with higher logic level than that of lfn(i) and introduces minimum

number of prefix nodes at that i keeping the fan-out restriction of ⌊mfo

2
⌋ and

level restriction (fixed or bit-wise). The condition checks for level/fan-out re-

striction are not shown in Algorithm 4. As we are not changing the nodes of

bit-index i with lower levels than that of lfn(i), including itself, we need to

find a list of bit-slices spanning from lsb(lfn(i)) − 1 to 0. This is found by

calling a procedure “searchRecursive”.

The procedure “searchRecursive” is a recursive subroutine with 2 argu-

ments, (a) ‘sliceList’, the existing list of bit-slices and (b) ‘node’ the last node

in the ‘sliceList’, except when ‘searchRecursive’ is called from the main algo-

rithm (Line 8), ‘node’ is lfn(i). It also maintains a list of bit-slices finalList,

which is the best bit-slice found at any instant. At any time, if the sliceList

spans to bit 0, it compares the size of current sliceList and current finalList

and if it finds that the former is less or equal to the latter, then finalList is

changed to sliceList (Lines 13 − 16). However, there could be a number of

choices for forming this bit-slice. We impose the restriction in the sliceList

that if 2 nodes N1, N2 ∈ sliceList and N1 appears before N2 in sliceList,

then level(N2) > level(N1). Line 19 in Algorithm 4 imposes this restriction.

This search-space restriction makes Algorithm 2 polynomially bounded in bit-

width.

Let us illustrate this procedure with an example. Fig. 2.25 represents

Gseed(20) and suppose we are interested in finding a prefix graph structure of
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bit-width 20 with maximum fan-out of 8. We can see that lfn(19) = N19,1

and ⌊mfo

2
⌋ = 4. So the marked nodes in Fig. 2.25 are deleted and to find

the bit-slices spanning from bit-index 17 to 0, ‘searchRecursive’ explores the

following set of bit-slices in order - [17:10 + 9:0], [17:14 + 13:0], [17:16 + 15:0],

maintaining the restriction in logic level, fan-out and our imposed search-space

restriction. Now there is a tie-breaking situation since these three options are

of same size and Algorithm 4 prefers the last one ([17:16 + 15:0]). The intuition

behind choosing this set of bit-slices is that this makes N17,1 to be lfn(17).

The other 2 choices ([17:10 + 9:0], [17:14 + 13:0]) make lfn(17) to be N17,3

and N17,2 respectively. This preference offers more flexibility in reducing the

number of prefix nodes for bit-index 17, as less is the level of lfn(17), more is

the scope to reduce the number of prefix nodes.

135791113151719

Figure 2.25: [19:18 + 17:16 + 15:0] is the choice of bit-slices for bit-index 19
in Algorithm 4

Lemma 2.4.2. ‘searchRecursive’ procedure with a level restriction of p is an

O(p.2p) operation.
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Proof. ‘searchRecursive’ procedure finds the bit-slices spanning from any bit-

index to bit-index 0. For instance, we see in the Fig. 2.25 that 19:18 is the

last fixed node for bit-index 19, i.e., lfn(19) and ’searchRecursive’ finds the

bit-slices 17:16 and 15:0, spanning from bit-index 17 to bit-index 0, thereby

constructing the output node for bit 19.

Let x be the level of any bit-slice and y = p− x. Since the level of the

bit-slices are in strictly increasing order, the level of the next bit-slice can be

in the range [x+1, p−1]. So we can write the recursion relation in terms of y

as T (y +1) ≤ T (y)+T (y−1)+T (y−2)+ ...+T (1)+O(y), with T (1) = O(1).

Solving this recurrence relation we get, T (y) = O(y.2y). Since the maximum

value of y can be p, ‘searchRecursive’ procedure with level restriction p is

O(p.2p).

Corollary 2.4.3. With log2n level restriction, ‘searchRecursive’ procedure is

an O(n.log2n) operation.

Proof. This follows from Lemma 2.4.2 by putting p = log2n.

Lemma 2.4.4. The complexity of Algorithm 4 is O(n2log2n).

Proof. The inner ‘for’ loop (Line 2-6) is executed in O(log2n) time and each

‘searchRecursive’ procedure (in Line 8) is an at-most O(nlog2n) operation (by

corollary 2.4.3). Also, the outer loop runs ⌊n
2
⌋ times. So the complexity of

Algorithm 4 is O(n2log2n).
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2.4.2.2 Constructing Output for Even Bit-indices

The generation of output for even bit-indices consists of two stages as

described in Algorithm 5 and 6. In Algorithm 5, the outputs of the even

bit-indices are constructed by taking nodes from odd-bit indices using the

same procedure ‘searchRecursive’, mentioned in Algorithm 4. It is to be

noted that, for outputs of odd bit-indices we modify a seed structure and then

apply the procedure ‘searchRecursive’, where the nodes of a particular bit-

index are traversed in decreasing level (Line 18) to provide more flexibility in

reducing the number of prefix-nodes for lower bit-indices. On the other-hand,

the output for even bit-indices are generated without modifying the existing

nodes in Godd. So the traversal of nodes in ‘searchRecursive’ is not mandatory

to be in the order of decreasing level. At the end of Algorithm 5, a prefix graph

of bit-width n is generated with the desired fan-out restriction. Note that in

certain cases (for example, mfo = 2, 3) it is not possible to construct the

output bit of an even index p with the fan-out restriction, and then Algorithm

3 is run with the variable i iterating from p to 2 in steps of 2. This does not

increase the fan-out count of any prefix node of odd bit-index and bounds the

fan-out of any prefix node of even bit-index to 2 as well.

In Algorithm 6, it is further restructured by either of the two transfor-

mations, specifically useful for fixed level restriction. The first one checks

the condition (Line 6) whether it is possible to construct the output for

even bit-index by connecting the output node of its previous odd-bit index

(outNode(i − 1)) and the input node for i (inNode(i)) without violating the
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level/fan-out constraints. If it returns ‘true’ value, this transformation is ap-

plied and continue with the next even bit-index in decreasing order. If unsuc-

cessful at this transformation, the possibility of another local transformation

is explored. It consists of adding 2 nodes, (a) node1 derived from inNode(i)

and inNode(i − 1), and (b) node2 derived from node1 and outNode(i − 2).

This transformation is also applied if it does not violate the level/fan-out con-

straint. The advantage of the first transformation is that it reduces the number

of prefix-nodes, where as for the second one the benefit is two-fold. The first

is that it can reduce the number of prefix nodes, if there were more than 2

prefix nodes at that bit-index before the transformation, and the second is that

this step reduces the fan-out count for output node of an odd-index, thereby

facilitating the first transformation for lower bit-indices.

This situation is illustrated in Fig. 2.26, where the output of an even

bit-index x + 1 is constructed by adding node1 and node2 and this transfor-

mation reduces the fan-out count for the output node of odd bit-index y, i.e.,

N1. Consequently, the output for bit-index y + 1 can be now constructed by

connecting N1 and the input node of y +1 through first transformation, which

might not have been feasible if the second transformation was not applied

earlier reducing the fan-out count of N1.

Lemma 2.4.5. The complexities of Algorithm 5 and Algorithm 6 are O(n2log2n)

and O(nlog2n) respectively.

Proof. Algorithm 5 constructs a prefix graph of bit-width n from Godd. The
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Figure 2.26: Second transformation facilitating first transformation by reduc-
ing fan-out at N1

‘for’ loop runs for O(n) times. Within the ‘for’ loop Line 2 and 5 are O(1)

operations, Line 4 is at most O(log2n) operation and Line 3 is an O(nlog2n)

operation. Therefore, complexity of Algorithm 5 is O(n2log2n).

For Algorithm 6, the ‘for’ loop runs for O(n) times and each of the

operation inside the loop is either O(1) or O(log2n) operation (Line 7). So the

complexity of Algorithm 6 is O(nlog2n).

2.4.2.3 Structure Aware Prefix Node Cloning

For any n-bit prefix graph with a given level restriction, the size of the

prefix graph increases as the fan-out is restricted more and more, i.e., there

is a trade-off between s and mfo. The average fan-out of the prefix nodes

in the prefix graph foav = 2s
s+n
≤ 2, where s is the size of the prefix graph.

This is so because there are s prefix nodes, each having 2 fan-ins, equals to 2s

fan-ins which are derived from total n + s nodes (n input nodes and s prefix

nodes). So only a few prefix nodes in a prefix graph (having higher mfo)

can have higher fan-out. For instance, 16 bit Sklansky prefix structure have

mfo = 8, but only 7:0 node have fan-out of 8, and except 3 prefix nodes, all
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Figure 2.27: Prefix node cloning

prefix nodes have less than 4 fan-out. In this context, we introduce the concept

of prefix node cloning, which clones the prefix nodes with higher fan-out to

reduce its fan-out count. This technique can be used to reduce the mfo of the

prefix graph by adding several cloned nodes, and thereby increasing s. This

approach also performs a trade-off between s and mfo, however happens to

be a better trade-off than that without prefix node cloning. Before explaining

this in detail, we will first illustrate the operation of prefix node cloning by an

example.

Fig. 2.27 shows such an example. The node N is derived from the prefix

nodes N1 and N2, and driving four prefix nodes N3, N4, N5 and N6. So the

fan-out count of N is 4. A cloned node of N is generated, called Ncloned, and

each of N and Ncloned is derived from N1 and N2. In addition, Ncloned drives

N5 and N6, and N drives only N3 and N4. So the fan-outs of N are distributed

among N and Ncloned reducing the fan-out count from 4 to 2 by adding one

prefix node. It should be noted that the prefix node cloning preserves the

functionality.

Fig. 2.28 illustrates the operation of prefix node cloning in n = 16 bit
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prefix graph with L = 4. The prefix graphs with mfo = 4 and mfo = 8 are

shown in Fig. 2.28(a) and 2.28(b) respectively. The sizes of the prefix graphs

are 34 and 31 respectively. Now in Fig. 2.28(b), there are only 2 nodes which

have fan-out higher than 4 (11:8 and 7:0), which are marked. If we do clone

these 2 nodes and perform the re-connections as shown in Fig. 2.28(c), mfo

is reduced from 8 to 4, the size becomes 33, which is still one less than the

prefix graph with mfo = 4 without cloning. The benefit of this prefix node

cloning is two-fold. Firstly, the size of the prefix graph with cloning is less

than that without cloning for same n, L and mfo. It should be stressed that

although the improvement in s is very small for the illustrated case, the prefix

graph size reduction becomes higher as n increases. Secondly, it can help to

reduce wire-length cost for a regular structured placement. For instance, 11:8

is driving 11:0, 13:8, 14:8 and 15:8 in Fig. 2.28(a) which are more distributed

than the case when 11:8 is driving 14:8,15:8 and its cloned node is driving 13:8,

12:8 and 11:0 in Fig. 2.28(c). As a result, the interconnect delay is expected

to be smaller in case of cloning.

Algorithm 7 presents the steps of structure aware prefix node cloning

on a prefix graph generated by Algorithm 3 - 6. We call this graph as Guncloned

hereafter on which Algorithm 7 is exercised. The prefix nodes in Guncloned are

traversed from higher to lower index, and for the same index more precedence

is given to higher level. For instance, the traversal order in Fig. 2.28(b) is 15:0,

15:8, 15:12, 15:14, 14:0, 14:8 .... and so on. For each node in that order, the

fan-out count is checked (Line 2). If it is greater than mfo, fan-out nodes of
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(a) size = 34, mfo = 4
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(b) size = 31, mfo = 8

13579111315

(c) With prefix node cloning: size =
33, mfo = 4

Figure 2.28: Cloning reduces size by 1 with same mfo constraint for n = 16,
L = 4

node are partitioned in order of decreasing bit-index. The number of partitions

(numPartition) is ⌈fanout(node)
mfo

⌉, so that after partition, the number of nodes

in the partition is ≤ mfo. So (numPartition − 1) prefix nodes are cloned

and the nodes in each partition, except the last one, are connected to each

of the cloned nodes after disconnecting them from node (Lines 7-10). The

connections for the prefix nodes in the last partition are untouched. Also, the

partition with nodes which are closer to node are treated as the last partition.

For instance, in Fig. 2.28(c), the fanout nodes of 7:0 are partitioned into

P1 =(15:0, 14:0, 13:0, 12:0) and P2 =(11:0, 10:0, 9:0, 8:0). The nodes in P1 are
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connected to the cloned node, whereas the nodes in P2 are kept connected to

the actual node 7:0. Please note that a partition in random order of bit-index

such as (15:0, 13:0, 10:0, 9:0) and (14:0, 12:0, 11:0, 8:0) might not be a good

option, as that would increase the wire-length cost.

It should be emphasized that the closeness to a prefix node or distance

between two prefix nodes is not well-defined as the prefix graph generation

is much before actual placement, and even before the gate-level synthesis.

However, the closeness here refers to the pictorial closeness which can map

well with a structured regular placement. In Section 2.4.3.2, we have experi-

mentally demonstrated how the structure aware ordered partition can help in

improving the solution quality in comparison to random partition which does

not take into account the structure of the prefix graph.

When a node is cloned, the fan-out count of the fan-in nodes increases.

For instance, in Fig. 2.28(c), when the node 7:0 is cloned, the fanout counts

of 3:0 and 7:4 increase from 3 to 4 and 1 to 2 respectively. So it may be

possible that some prefix nodes have lesser fan-out than mfo initially before

the cloning, but the fan-out count may go beyond mfo after cloning. However,

traversal order of the prefix node ensures that once any prefix node is traversed

and the fanout count is reduced to mfo, if required, the fanout count of that

node can not increase. For instance, once we visit the node 7:0, after that the

fan-out count of 7:0 can not increase since the nodes visited after 7:0 are the

nodes either with indices lower than 7 or with index 7 but lower level. Note

that at the end of this algorithm, the fan-out count of some input nodes may
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go beyond mfo, particularly when mfo = 2.

Lemma 2.4.6. Complexity of Algorithm 7 is O(n2log2n).

Proof. Size of a prefix graph or the total number of prefix nodes in a prefix

graph with n bit and log2n logic level is upper bounded by nlog2n. This is

because, maximum number of prefix nodes with MSB equal to a particular bit-

index = log2n, otherwise the level of the prefix graph would exceed log2n. So

the ‘for’ loop in Algorithm 7 will run at most nlog2n times. If fc be the fanout

count for any node, then the complexity of Lines 3-10 would be O(fc), as there

will be O(fc) re-connections (Lines 7-10) and Lines 3-6 would be also O(fc).

Since fc ≤ n always, the operations inside the ‘for’ loop will be at most O(n).

Therefore, the complexity of Algorithm 7 is O(n× nlog2n) = O(n2log2n).

Theorem 2.4.7. Our approach of generating an n bit parallel prefix graph with

bounded fan-out mfo and logic level restriction log2n is a polynomial algorithm

in n, viz. O(n2log2n).

Proof. It directly follows from Lemma 2.4.1, 2.4.4, 2.4.5 and 2.4.6.

2.4.3 Experimental Results

We have implemented our approach in C++ and executed on a Linux

machine with 72GB RAM and 2.8GHz CPU. We compare our approach at

the logic synthesis stage with the most recent algorithmic adder synthesis

approach CPBA, and after placement/routing with regular adders, CPBA,

Design Compiler (DC) adder and custom adders.
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2.4.3.1 Comparison at Logic-Synthesis Level

Table 2.9 compares our approach with our comprehensive pruning based

approach (CPBA) for 32, 64 96 and 128 bit adders in terms of the size (which

is unit less) of the prefix graph under different mfo and bit-wise/fixed level

restriction. Please note that this comparison does not include the cloning

(Algorithm 7). For n = 32, CPBA can generate solutions under different mfo

(except for mfo = 2, 4 under fixed level restriction), and this approach can

also provide the same solution quality. However, as n increases, CPBA fails

to give solutions in most of the cases. Apart from providing solutions in all

cases, the most important advantage of our algorithm is its fast run-time (0.02

sec for n = 64 and 0.08 sec for n = 128) due to its polynomial-time complexity

in n.

Next, we present the impact of cloning on the prefix graphs obtained by

Algorithm 3 - 6 in Table 2.10 and 2.11 respectively for 64 and 128 bit adders. In

each table, Columns 2 and 3 respectively show the size of the prefix graphs for

bitwise and fixed level restriction with the fan-out restriction of mfo. Now,

for cloning we apply Algorithm 7 on a prefix graph with higher mfo. For

instance, we can apply Algorithm 7 on a prefix graph with mfo = 8, 12, 16, 32

etc. and finally generate the prefix graphs with mfo = 4. Column 4 presents

the mfo of the prefix graph Guncloned which acts as the input to Algorithm 7.

Columns 5 and 6 respectively show the size of the resultant prefix graph after

cloning with the desired mfo (in Column 1). For instance, with bitwise level

restriction, mfo = 4 and 64 bit adders, the size of the prefix graph without
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Table 2.9: Comparison with CPBA in terms of the size of the prefix graphs
n MFO Our Approach CPBA Approach

Bit-wise Fixed Bit-wise Fixed
32 2 114 114 114 -

4 92 90 92 -
6 86 81 86 81
8 83 78 83 78
12 81 76 81 76
16 79 74 79 74

64 2 290 290 290 -
4 227 219 252 -
6 214 197 238 -
8 207 192 - -
10 202 184 - -
12 198 180 - -
16 194 178 192 -
32 185 169 185 167

96 2 417 417 450 -
4 337 295 - -
6 317 261 - -
8 307 258 - -
16 289 242 - -
32 278 235 278 -

128 2 706 706 706 -
4 536 512 - -
6 507 462 - -
8 488 447 - -
16 455 413 - -
32 433 390 - -
64 416 373 416 364
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cloning is 227, whereas after cloning we can get prefix graphs with size 223,

220, 220 and 215 respectively when the mfos of Guncloned, input to Algorithm

7, are 8, 12, 16 and 32.

In general, the trend of prefix node cloning is that more is the mfo of

Guncloned, more is the total savings in size. This is because, the total size after

cloning is the sum of size of Guncloned before cloning and the number of cloned

nodes (cntcloned). For instance, consider the case mfo = 4, n = 128 and fixed

level restriction. Algorithm 3 - 6 could get a size of 512. If the mfo of Guncloned

is 8, then size(Guncloned) = 447 and cntcloned = 25, totaling 447 + 25 = 472.

But if the size of mfo of Guncloned is changed from 8 to 16, size(Guncloned)

decreases to 413, and cntcloned increases from 25 to 44 totaling 413+44 = 457.

This is intuitive that when mfo of Guncloned increases, we need to clone more

to achieve our desired mfo constraint. But since size(Guncloned) typically

decrease faster with relaxing (or increasing) mfo of Guncloned, we get overall

savings in size with increasing mfo of Guncloned. However, there are some

exceptions where cntcount increase more than the decrease in size(Guncloned)

causing lesser savings with increase in mfo of Guncloned. For instance, for

n = 64, mfo = 6 and fixed level restriction, size(Guncloned) reduces from 180

to 178 when mfo of Guncloned is changed from 12 to 16, but cntcloned increase

from 6 to 10 causing overall increase in size from 186 to 188.
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Table 2.10: Size improvement by prefix node cloning on 64 bit prefix graphs
with different mfo

mfo Size without cloning mfo of Size after cloning
Bit-wise Fixed Guncloned Bit-wise Fixed

2 290 290 4 301 281
6 284 254
8 290 260
12 281 253
16 281 250
32 275 239

4 227 219 8 223 204
12 220 195
16 220 198
32 215 191

6 214 197 12 207 186
16 205 188
32 199 181

8 207 192 16 202 183
32 195 176
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Table 2.11: Size improvement by prefix node cloning on 128 bit prefix graphs
with different mfo

mfo Size without cloning mfo of Size after cloning
Bit-wise Fixed Guncloned Bit-wise Fixed

2 706 706 4 703 645
6 657 589
8 663 583
12 660 576
16 642 559
32 622 540
64 616 529

4 536 512 8 526 472
12 521 463
16 514 457
32 498 439
64 485 423

6 507 462 12 490 440
16 481 432
32 467 417
64 451 358

8 488 447 16 471 424
32 455 406
64 442 392
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2.4.3.2 Comparison after Placement/routing

The adder architectures provided by our approach are synthesized in

Synopsys DC (version H-2013.03-SP5), functionally verified by VCS, and placed,

routed and timed by IC Compiler (ICC) to compare with other approaches

( [55], CPBA, Kogge-Stone, Sklansky etc.) and behavioral adder implementa-

tion (Y = A+B) by DC. The technology and DC settings are same as before.

The target delay specified for 64 and 128 bit adders are respectively 100ps

and 200ps, the operating frequency is 1GHz and the activities at the primary

input are 0.1.

First, we demonstrate the benefit of prefix node cloning in our approach.

Table 2.12 compares our solutions with and without prefix node cloning for 128

bit adders. Column 1 shows the mfo of the prefix graph. The multi-columns 2-

4, 5-7 and 8-10 compare respectively the delay, area and power between them.

As illustrated in Table 2.11, there can exist several prefix graph solution in our

approach with prefix node cloning for same mfo. In general, we obtain similar

or better delay in comparison with the uncloned version with improvements in

area/power. For comparison in Table 2.12, we pick up the solution with the

best delay. The mfos of Guncloned in Table 2.12 are not the same for all the

entries, and are respectively 4, 64, 32 and 64. Note that the solution with the

best delay does not typically have the best area/power numbers, so we have

some solutions which are minutely worse compared to the reported delay, but

they have better area/power than the reported ones.

We can see that the maximum improvement in power could be up to
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14.6% with cloning and same mfo restrictions, with slightly better delay. In

general, the power/area improvement is higher for lower mfo, because the per-

centage reduction in size is higher for lower mfo (Table 2.10 and 2.11). The

improvement in delay is not significant, since we have run DC/ICC with an ag-

gressive target delay, and those tools will try the best to get the fastest circuit

implementation. However, it would need more aggressive post-synthesis opti-

mizations, such as gate-sizing and buffering etc. which cost more area/power.

So we have obtained significant improvement in area/power.

Table 2.12: Comparison between with and without prefix node cloning for 128
bit adders

mfo Delay (ps) Area (µm2) Power (mW )
Cloning+ Cloning- Imprv. Cloning+ Cloning- Imprv. Cloning+ Cloning- Imprv.

2 403.7 400.7 0.7% 5467.8 4853.0 11.2% 17.1 14.6 14.6%
4 410.7 403.8 1.7% 4346.6 3777.0 13.1% 13.4 11.8 11.9%
6 411.3 405.4 1.4% 4056.6 3751.7 7.5% 12.6 11.8 6.3%
8 414.7 405.0 2.3% 3968.3 3616.8 8.9% 12.4 11.5 7.3%

In order to demonstrate the benefit of the structure awareness during

the cloning mechanism, we take an example solution of 128 bit adder with

mfo = 8. In the first case, we apply our regular structure-aware cloning

mechanism to reduce its mfo to 4. In the second case, instead of doing an

ordered partition as in our cloning mechanism, we perform a random parti-

tion. Then we pass these two solutions through DC/ICC, and observe that the

area/power numbers are very similar for the two solutions. But the first solu-

tion has better (2%) critical path delay than the second solution (with random

partition during cloning). Similar observations have been made with 64 bit
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adders as well. So although the two solutions are similar in terms of logic-level,

fan-out and size, the prefix graph structure aware cloning solution with the

ordered partition of the nodes achieves better delay. This can be illustrated

as the placement/routing tools are capable of exploiting the structure-aware

prefix node cloning, and placing the actual logic gates accordingly.

Next, we compare our approach with CPBA in Table 2.13 for n = 64.

Column 1 denotes the mfo, and the multi-columns 2-4, 5-7, 8-10 and 11-13 re-

spectively present the delay, area, power and run-time for both the approaches.

In terms of run-time, our approach is much faster (800X-12050X) than CPBA

due to its polynomial time complexity. In case of mfo = 2, our approach ex-

cels CPBA in performance by 4.5%, area by 12.8% and power by 15.4%. For

mfo = 4, our approach improves performance by 1.5% with respectively 17.2%

and 15.3% improvement in area and power over CPBA. The general trend is

that as mfo increases more, the comparative performance/area/power benefit

of our approach decreases. In case of mfo = 16, we got minor degradation

(1.7%) in performance with 6-7% improvement in area/power.

Table 2.13: Comparison with CPBA for 64 bit adders

mfo Delay (ps) Area (µm2) Power (mW ) Run-time (sec)
CPBA Our Imprv. CPBA Our Imprv. CPBA Our Imprv. CPBA Our Imprv.

2 348.3 332.8 4.5% 2387.6 2081.9 12.8% 7.71 6.52 15.4% 16 0.02 800X
4 345.3 340.0 1.5% 2132.9 1765.6 17.2% 6.68 5.66 15.3% 241 0.02 12050X
6 355.0 350.2 1.4% 2058.2 1752.9 14.8% 6.49 5.68 12.5% 212 0.02 10600X
16 355.0 360.9 -1.7% 1835.0 1709.1 6.9% 5.89 5.53 6.1% 149 0.02 7450X

Typically, adders are synthesized with a target delay constraint. Since

our algorithm works at the technology-independent stage, it is difficult for
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Figure 2.29: Delay vs. power plot for 128 bit adders

the algorithm to adapt to the target timing constraint which is relevant after

technology-mapping/placement/routing. However, under a certain timing con-

straint, the solutions provided by our approach can search for pareto-optimal

points for delay vs. power. Fig. 2.29 shows the delay vs. power pareto-front

for 128 bit adder solutions provided by our approach. For comparing with

CPBA, we plot two solutions of CPBA with respectively best performance

and best power number. We can see that the solutions from other approaches

are on the right and/or above this pareto curve. P1 provides better solution

than Kogge-Stone, behavioral DC adder and the best performance solution

of CPBA, and P2 provides better solution than Sklansky and the best power

solution of CPBA and P3 provides better solution than [55].

Table 2.14 compares our approach with other approaches for 128 bit

adders. Our approach (solution P1) improves over Kogge-Stone adder in area

by 16.4% and power by 20.7%, excels behavioral DC adder in area by 10.2%
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and power by 15.6%, and improves over CPBA (best performance version) in

area by 11.2% and power by 14.6% with slight improvement in performance

over all the approaches. The other solution (P2) excels Sklansky adder in

performance by 4.6%, area by 7.8% and power by 6.3%. It also improves

over CPBA (with best power number) in performance by 8.1%, area by 3.2%

and power by 3.3%. Our best power solution (P3) achieves same power in

comparison to [55] with a slight improvement in area and performance. Note

that the points P1, P2 and P3 are the same solution points in the delay vs.

power pareto-optimal curve in Fig. 2.29.

Table 2.14: Comparison with other approaches for 128 bit adders

Method Delay (ps) Area (µm2) Power (mW )
Kogge-Stone 401.5 5803.3 18.4

CPBA (best perf.) 403.7 5467.8 17.1
Behav. DC 402.2 5405.4 17.3
Our (P1) 400.7 4853.0 14.6
Sklansky 423.3 4094.8 12.6

CPBA (best power) 439.4 3902.7 12.2
Our (P2) 403.8 3777.3 11.8

[55] 428.2 3626.3 11.4
Our (P3) 427.5 3618.2 11.4

2.4.3.3 Comparison with Custom Adders

The designers come up with detailed gate-level verilog/VHDL netlist to

build custom adders. This takes a lot of engineering effort but achieves good

performance/area trade-off for target technology node. In order to compare
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with such 64 bit custom adders implemented in an industrial high-performance

design and targeting a cutting-edge technology node (CMOS SOI 22nm), we

have integrated our algorithm to an industrial placement driven synthesis [70]

tool. Fig. 2.30 compares our approach with 64 bit custom adder blocks after

placement in terms of area, worst negative slack (WNS) and wire-length. Our

approach improves area by 9.4% and wire-length by 17.5% over custom Kogge-

Stone adder with same performance, improves area by 3.8%, performance by

2.1% and wire-length by 3.3% over custom Han-Carlson adder and improves

area by 1%, performance by 2.5% over custom Ladner-Fischer adder with 4%

overhead in wire-length. Note that the performance improvement has been

calculated based on the actual critical path delay of the adders.

Figure 2.30: Comparison with 64 bit custom adder blocks
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2.4.4 Summary

In this section, a novel polynomial-time algorithm is presented to syn-

thesize n bit parallel prefix adder structures with the objective of minimizing

the size of the prefix graph for log2n level and any fan-out constraint. A post-

processing cloning mechanism is also proposed which further optimizes the size

maintaining the same constraints, and takes into account the structure of the

prefix graph. This makes the prefix graph more friendly to placement/routing

tools, which has been experimentally demonstrated. The design space explo-

ration by our algorithm has provided high-performance adders which are more

power/performance/area efficient than regular adders, industry-standard DC

adder and adders generated by the state-of-the-art adder synthesis algorithms.

It even beats 64 bit custom designed adders targeting 22nm technology library

and implemented in industrial designs. Furthermore, since our algorithm is

highly scalable, it can be integrated into any commercial logic synthesis tool

to synthesize designs containing thousands of adders and could provide the

flexibility of performance-area/power trade-off in industrial designs.
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Algorithm 2 Exhaustive Bottom-up Enumeration

1: // Given Gn construct Gn+1..
2: Procedure buildBottomUp(Gn)
3: for all g ∈ Gn do
4: buildRecursive(g, null, g.begin, n);
5: end for
6: end Procedure
7: Procedure buildRecursive(nodeList, recentNode, currIter, index)
8: if recentNode 6= null and LSB(recentNode) = 0 then
9: save solution nodeList in Gn+1;

10: textbfreturn true;
11: end if
12: searchIndex← LSB(recentNode) − 1;
13: newIter ← nodeList.insert(currIter, index);
14: newNode← value at newIter;
15: flag ← buildRecursive(nodeList, newNode, currIter, index);
16: if flag = true then
17: return false;
18: end if
19: nodeList.erase(newIter);
20: repeat
21: node← value at currIter;
22: currIter ← currIter + 1;
23: until MSB(node) 6= searchIndex and currIter 6= nodeList.end
24: buildRecursive(nodeList, recentNode, currIter, index);
25: end Procedure
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Algorithm 3 Generating Seed Structure Gseed(n)

1: Step I:
2: for lv = 1 to ⌈log2n⌉ do
3: if lv = 1 then
4: loopIndex(lv)← 3;
5: else
6: loopIndex(lv)← 2lv + 2lv−1 + 1;
7: end if
8: for i = 2× ⌊n

2
⌋ − 1 to loopIndex(lv) do

9: msb(trNode)← i;
10: lsb(trNode)← i− 2lv−1 + 1;
11: msb(nonTrNode)← lsb(trNode)− 1;
12: lsb(nonTrNode)← i− 2lv + 1;
13: node← trNode + nonTrNode;
14: bitSpan(index)← lsb(node);
15: i← i− 2;
16: end for
17: end for
18: Step II:
19: for i = 1 to 2× ⌊n

2
⌋ − 1 do

20: msb(trNode)← i;
21: lsb(trNode)← bitSpan(i);
22: msb(nonTrNode)← lsb(trNode)− 1;
23: lsb(nonTrNode)← 0;
24: node← trNode + nonTrNode;
25: i← i + 2;
26: end for
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Algorithm 4 Generating Godd from Gseed(n) with ⌊mfo

2
⌋

1: for i = 2× ⌊n
2
⌋ − 1 to 1 do

2: for all node ∈ nodes(i) do
3: if level(node) > level(lfn(i)) then
4: delete node;
5: end if
6: end for
7: sliceList← createEmptyList;
8: searchRecursive(lfn(i), sliceList);
9: add nodes from finalSliceList to the prefix graph;

10: i← i− 2;
11: end for
12: Procedure searchRecursive(node, sliceList)
13: if lsb(node) = 0 and sliceList.size() < minSize then
14: finalSliceList← sliceList;
15: minSize← sliceList.size();
16: end if
17: nextIndex← lsb(node)− 1;
18: for all nextNode ∈ nodes(nextIndex) in decreasing level do
19: if level(nextNode) ≤ level(node) then
20: break;
21: end if
22: sliceList.insert(nextNode);
23: searchRecursive(nextNode, sliceList);
24: sliceList.erase(nextNode);
25: end for
26: end Procedure

Algorithm 5 Generating prefix graph G from Godd

1: for i = 2× ⌊n
2
⌋ to 0 do

2: node← inNode(i);
3: searchRecursive(node, sliceList);
4: add nodes from finalSliceList to the prefix graph;
5: i← i− 2;
6: end for
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Algorithm 6 Reducing size of G by local transformations

1: for i = 2× ⌊n
2
⌋ to 0 do

2: if numOfNodes(i) < 2 then
3: continue;
4: end if
5: oddOutBitNode← outNode(i− 1);
6: if fo(oddOutBitNode) < mfo and level(oddOutBitNode) <

maxLevel(i) then
7: deleteNodes(i);
8: outNode(i)← oddOutBitNode + inNode(i);
9: continue;

10: end if
11: evenOutBitNode← outNode(i− 2);
12: if level(evenOutBitNode) < maxLevel(i) then
13: deleteNodes(i)
14: Add node: node1← inNode(i) + inNode(i− 1);
15: Add node: node2← node1 + evenOutBitNode;
16: end if
17: end for

Algorithm 7 Structure aware prefix node cloning on Guncloned

1: for node ∈ prefix nodes from higher index and level to lower index and
level in Guncloned do

2: if fanout(node) > mfo then

3: numPartition = ⌈fanout(node)
mfo

⌉;

4: (P1, P2, ....PnumPartition) = partition (fanoutNodes(node));
5: numClonedNodes = numPartition− 1;
6: (c1, c2, ...cnumClonedNodes) = clone(node);
7: for i ∈ 1 to numClonedNodes do
8: disconnect node to prefix nodes in Pi;
9: connect ci to prefix nodes in Pi;

10: end for
11: end if
12: end for
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Chapter 3

Discrete Gate Sizing under Multiple

Operating Conditions

In this chapter, we present a new paradigm of gate sizing under multiple

operating conditions.1

3.1 Introduction

With growing design complexity of System-On-Chip (SoC) and increas-

ing number of cores in microprocessors, same design IP may run under dif-

ferent operating conditions or scenarios [49]. For instance, video streaming

and gaming in laptops or smart phones are high-speed applications, whereas

the performance requirement for the applications such as web-browsing or

text messaging is not stringent. Consequently, supply voltage (Vdd) for the

performance-relaxed scenarios are typically kept lower to save the dynamic

and leakage power.

1Preliminary results have been published in Proc. ACM/IEEE Design Automation
Conference (pages 129:1-129:6, 2015), titled “OSFA: A New Paradigm of Gate Sizing for
Power/Performance Optimizations under Multiple Operating Conditions” by S. Roy, D. Liu,
J. Um and D. Z. Pan. S. Roy primarily developed and implemented the algorithms, and
wrote the manuscript. D. Liu contributed in generating the testcases for the experimental
runs. J. Um contributed in the problem formulation part. D. Z. Pan provided important
suggestions in developing the algorithms, and writing the manuscript.
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However, the physical gate sizes of the design need to be fixed and

discrete across all operating conditions. A lot of work have been done in

the past on simultaneous gate sizing and threshold voltage (Vth) assignment

to perform power/performance optimization [48] [15] [27] [62] [69] [42] [51].

But the traditional gate-sizing algorithms consider only one scenario and then

designers need to ensure that it meets the timing constraints in all scenarios.

This approach has several limitations. Firstly, the timing models in

modern cell-libraries are non-linear, and look-up table based [62], and in ad-

dition, the supply voltage induced delay scaling in the multi-threshold cell-

library depends on Vth as well [68]. For instance, the scaled delay at a particu-

lar lower Vdd would be higher for cells with higher Vth than the cells with lower

Vth as CMOS gate delays depend on the over-drive voltage (Vdd − Vth). So it

may be possible that the gate-sizes suitable for the constrained scenario do

not meet the timing constraints for other scenarios under reduced voltage. As

a result, designers either need to fix the timing violations incrementally for all

scenarios which is tedious or boost up Vdd in the scenarios where timing is not

met. Secondly, in addition to Vdd, the total power of the design depends on (i)

the fraction of time spent and (ii) the switching activities of the nets in each

scenario. Consequently, consideration of only one scenario during gate-sizing

can be sub-optimal in terms of power optimization. Finally, the conventional

approach may need significant engineering effort, thereby increasing the turn-

around-time which is intrusive for today’s strict time-to-market requirements.

Additionally, aging can considerably reduce the operational lifetime
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of an integrated circuit in the nanometer VLSI regime. It is also predicted

that since supply voltage does not scale at the same pace with the device

geometrics, device will degrade more in future technology nodes due to higher

current density and temperature [96] [97]. To cope with the aging phenomena,

such as Bias Temperature Instability (BTI), Hot Carrier Injection (HCI) etc.,

designers typically add pessimistic timing margins.

NBTI is one of the dominant reliability issues among them causing ag-

ing induced degradation in the circuits. NBTI is exhibited in PMOS devices,

and it is manifested by the increase in threshold-voltage (Vth). It is a two-

phase phenomenon, namely (i) stress-phase when interface traps are generated

under negative gate-to-source bias, and (ii) recovery phase under positive gate-

to-source bias, annealing some of the interface traps. However, the interface

traps are never annealed completely [38]. Several models [93] [5] [37] have been

developed in the past to predict the shift in Vth due to NBTI considering this,

causing as much as 20% degradation in circuit speed in 10 years [96]. Apart

from increasing the rise-delay, the increase in Vth can adversely affect the rise

slew as well in the logic gates as shown in [79]. In [18], aging aware logic

synthesis along with gate sizing is proposed tackling NBTI and HCI. [104] for-

mulates an NBTI aware gate sizing problem by adding the delay-degradation

component into the traditional gate-sizing problem. However, all these previ-

ous work do not consider multiple operating conditions during tackling NBTI

in gate-sizing. Also, all NBTI affected delay models only consider single oper-

ating condition as well.
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In this chapter, we propose a new paradigm of gate-sizing One-Size-

Fits-All (OSFA) which selects Vth and sizes of the logic gates in the design

to optimize power meeting timing constraints across all scenarios considering

NBTI. To solve this, we extend the Lagrangian Relaxation based formulation

of one scenario to tackle multiple scenarios followed by sensitivity driven power

recovery. NBTI-affected delay model is extended to consider multiple operat-

ing conditions. Multi-threaded implementation is done to cope with the high

computational need of our algorithm. A design-space exploration for power

vs. Vdd is performed to tune Vdd in the performance-relaxed scenarios. We also

propose a speed-up technique in the design-space exploration for more than

two operating conditions. Our key contributions are summarized as follows:

• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first NBTI-aware gate-sizing

problem formulation considering multiple operating conditions to opti-

mize the total power of any IP design. To tackle multiple operating

conditions holistically, scenario aware Lagrangian Relaxation (SALR)

problem is formulated for OSFA.

• A cross-layer methodology is developed where system and logic level

specifications such as Vdd, scenario percentage and the switching activi-

ties in different scenarios are considered to select the gate-sizing options

which can further guide design-space-exploration by providing feedback

to the system level to optimize overall power consumption.

• The existing model to characterize the rise delay and rise slew of the
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input-to-output arcs of the digital gates is enhanced to consider the

multiple operating conditions.

• A speed-up technique is proposed to scale this methodology for higher

number of operating conditions, and the degradation in the solution

quality for this speed-up is experimentally demonstrated to be small.

It is also observed that the percentage savings in power compared to

the conventional methodology increases with the number of operating

conditions.

3.2 Motivational Examples

In this section, the problem of scenario aware gate sizing has been

motivated by examples from the perspectives of timing, power and aging. In

the example of timing perspective, we have shown that the sizing and threshold

voltage assignments which meet the timing in one scenario may not meet the

same for the other scenario, and vice versa. In the next example, we have

illustrated that two sizing schemes may meet timing for both the scenarios,

but the scheme considering both scenarios and the scenario percentages (or

fraction) results in lesser power than the other scheme which considers only

the constrained scenario. In the final example, we have described how NBTI-

consideration across multiple scenarios can impact the selection of sizes and

threshold levels for the gates.
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3.2.1 Timing Perspective

Consider a chain of two inverters with fast and slow scenarios, namely

sc1 and sc2 respectively with target delays of 70ps and 100ps. Due to lower

Vdd in sc2, suppose the delay-scaling factors for sc2 w.r.t. sc1 are 1.5 and

1.3 respectively for the slow (high-threshold) and fast (low-threshold) library

cells. Fig. 3.1 illustrates the situation, where the symbols inside the inverters

indicate the cell types. For instance, sl represents a slow and lower size library

cell and fh represents a fast and higher size library cell. The numbers in the

bracket indicate the delay of the inverters in sc1 and sc2, except for the output

it represents the arrival times. It should be noted that the ratio of the delay

values in case of second inverter is slightly higher than the scaling factors (1.5

or 1.3) in order to account for the impact of slew degradation at the output

of the first inverter.

sl fh

(50ps, 75ps) (20ps, 28ps)

(70ps, 103ps)

(a) Meeting timing constraints of sc1, but vio-
lating that of sc2

f l sh

(45ps, 58.5ps) (26ps, 40ps)

(71ps, 98.5ps)

(b) Meeting timing constraints of sc2, but vio-
lating that of sc1

Figure 3.1: Motivation for scenario aware gate sizing: timing perspective
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We can see that the sizing and Vth selection scheme shown in Fig. 3.1(a)

can meet the target delay of sc1, but violates the delay constraint for sc2 and

vice-versa for the scheme in Fig. 3.1(b). So by considering only one scenario

for gate-sizing, it might not be possible to meet the timing constraints for all

the scenarios.

3.2.2 Power Perspective

n1

n2

n3

n4

I1(size = 2)

I2(size = 2)

I3(fast)

LP (I1) = LP (I2) = 5

LP (I3) = 80

DP (n1) = DP (n2) = 8

DP (n3) = DP (n4) = 10
(a) Scheme 1

n1

n2

n3

n4

I1(size = 8)

I2(size = 8)

I3(slow)

LP (I3) = 10

LP (I1) = LP (I2) = 20

DP (n1) = DP (n2) = 30

DP (n3) = DP (n4) = 10
(b) Scheme 2

Figure 3.2: Motivation for scenario aware gate sizing: power perspective

Consider two scenarios sc1 and sc2 and two sizing schemes Scheme1
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and Scheme2 as shown in Fig. 3.2. Let the supply voltage, usage percentage,

and clock frequency for sc1 are respectively 1V , 10% and 1GHz and those for

the other scenario are respectively 0.8V , 90% and 0.7GHz. Let saij be the

switching activity of the net ni in scenario j and sa11 = sa21 = sa31 = sa41 =

0.5, sa12 = sa22 = sa32 = sa42 = 0.32. Suppose both the schemes meet timing

in both scenarios. The leakage power (LP) and dynamic power (DP) of the

cells and nets, mentioned in Fig. 3.2(a) and 3.2(b), are for the scenario sc1.

If we add up the power numbers in sc1 the total power in Scheme1 and

Scheme2 are respectively 126 and 130. So Scheme1 is the better scheme con-

sidering only sc1. But if we consider both the scenarios, then LP in Scheme1

is 0.1× (5 + 5 + 80) + 0.9× (5 + 5 + 80)× (0.8
1

) = 73.8 and DP in Scheme1 is

0.1× (8 + 8 + 10 + 10) + 0.9× ((0.32
0.5

)× 8 + (0.32
0.5

)× 8 + (0.32
0.5

)× 10 + (0.32
0.5

)×

10)× (0.8
1

)2 × (0.7
1

) = 12.9 totaling 86.7. Note that the scaling factors for Vdd,

frequency and switching activity of the nets ni (∀i ∈ [1 4]) in sc2 w.r.t. sc1

are respectively 0.8, 0.7 and 0.32
0.5

. Similar calculation on Scheme2 gives the

total power number as 69.6. So Scheme2 is actually the better option when

considering both the scenarios.

3.2.3 Aging Perspective

Let us again consider two scenarios sc1 and sc2 for the circuit as shown

in Fig. 3.3 and the usage percentage are respectively 0.2 and 0.8. Let the

signal probabilities (SP ) for the nets n1 and n2 are respectively 0.7 and 0.2

in scenario sc1, and the same in scenario sc2 are respectively 0.1 and 0.8.
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By SP of a net we mean the probability that the signal of the net is logic ‘1’.

Suppose sc1 is the performance-constrained scenario, and we take into account

the NBTI-induced aging impact for sc1. Then I2 will have more degradation

than I1 as the ON-time for PMOS in I2 (1 − SP ) is more. However, usage

percentage of sc2 is higher and in that scenario, PMOS for I1 is ON more

(duty cycle for PMOS of I1 in sc2 = 1 − 0.1 = 0.9) than that for I2. So a

sizing scheme, considering aging impact for sc1, can aggressively up-size I2,

which might not be a good choice. Instead another sizing scheme, up-sizing

I1 more aggressively, may meet the timing. So qualitatively, aging impact

should be determined by considering the SP s and the usage percentage in

each scenario. In Section 3.5, we present the quantitative aging estimation

taking into account of these parameters.

n1

n2

n3

n4

I1

I2

I3

Figure 3.3: Motivation for scenario aware gate sizing: aging perspective

3.3 OSFA Problem Formulation

Suppose there are n scenarios and each scenario i ∈ [1, n] is character-

ized by the voltage level V i
dd, the usage percentage and the switching activities
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(SAi) of the nets in the design. The timing targets in each scenario are differ-

ent and say it is Ti for the ith scenario. In each scenario i, leakage power (LP)

depends on V i
dd, and the dynamic power (DP) depends on V i

dd (quadratically)

and the switching activities. The formulation for our problem is as follows:

minimize:
∑

ai[LP (V i
dd) + DP (V i

dd, SAi)]

subject to: ∀i ∈ [1, n] T nbti
delay(V

i
dd) ≤ Ti

(3.1)

where, T nbti
delay(V

i
dd) is the maximum combinational delay between timing start-

point to timing end-point in ith scenario considering NBTI-induced delay

degradation and ai is the fractional percentage for the scenario i so that
∑

ai = 1.

3.4 OSFA Algorithms

In this section, we present the OSFA algorithms (a two-step approach)

to solve the gate sizing problem under multiple operating conditions. In the

first step, the Lagrangian Relaxation (LR) based formulation in [62] is en-

hanced to consider more than one scenario. This step gives a solution which

meets timing in all scenarios. But since discrete gate sizing problem is NP-

hard [43], LR based solution can not be optimal. So a scenario aware sensitiv-

ity driven power recovery technique is then applied to further optimize power.

Before going into the details of these steps, we first describe the models used

for delay and power to consider multiple scenarios.
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3.4.1 Delay and Power Models

Modern industrial cell libraries have look-up table based delay models

for various scenarios. In our case, we have taken the industrial benchmarks

and cell-library from the recent ISPD’12 contest [61]. However, it contains

the delay and leakage power information for single Vdd. In Section 3.6.1, we

have described in details how we have generated the scenarios with different

voltages. To calculate delay and leakage power across various scenarios, scaling

factors have been introduced. Let V nom
dd and V i

dd be the supply voltages at the

nominal scenario and the ith scenario. Assuming a first-order delay model for

CMOS gate delay [68] and velocity saturation constant α ≃ 1 the ratio of

delay of the ith scenario to that of the nominal scenario is given by:

tdelay(V
i
dd)

tdelay(V nom
dd )

=
1− Vth

V nom
dd

1− Vth

V i
dd

(3.2)

Although Vdd has a second-order effect on leakage current [82], we have as-

sumed leakage current to be independent of Vdd for the sake of simplicity and

thus the corresponding ratio for leakage power is given by:

LP (V i
dd)

LP (V nom
dd )

=
V i

dd

V nom
dd

(3.3)

Dynamic power for a net with switching activity sa is computed as DP =

sa × fclk × CL × Vdd
2, where fclk is the clock frequency and CL is the total

capacitance of the net. Since the internal (short-circuit) power of the library

cells are not provided in the library, we have not considered it, but it can be

easily added into the power component if available.
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3.4.2 Scenario Aware Lagrangian Relaxation (SALR)

It has been shown that by using Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) condi-

tions, LR-based formulation for single scenario discrete gate sizing problem

can be transformed to the following functional form [62] [11]:

α · power +
∑

u→v

µu→vdu→v +
∑

po

µpo(−rpo) +
∑

pi

µpi(api) (3.4)

where, µu→v, µpo and µpi are the Lagrange Multipliers (LM) for the timing arc

u→ v, primary output po and primary input pi respectively, du→v is the delay

of the arc u→ v. rpo denotes the required time of arrival at po, api denotes the

arrival time at pi, and α is the trade-off parameter between power and timing

slacks.

To tackle multiple scenarios at a time, we modify the Eqn. (3.4) as

follows:

n
∑

i=1

(αiai[LP (V i
dd) + DP (V i

dd, SAi)] +
∑

u→v

µu→v,idu→v,i

+
∑

po

µpo,i(−rpo,i) +
∑

pi

µpi,i(api,i)) (3.5)

where subscript i has been added in the terms to signify the corresponding

terms for ith scenario. It should be stressed that the power components are

weighed by the respective ais, but no such weighing factor is added for the

timing terms as the timing needs to be met for all scenarios.

Algorithm 8 presents the key steps of the SALR optimization. At first

the maximum load violations are fixed by traversing the cells in reverse topo-

logical order and choosing best possible legal cell-types [27]. No max-load
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Algorithm 8 SALR Optimization

1: Procedure SALROpt(design, library)
2: Initialize Lagrange multipliers for all scenarios;
3: while Leakage power improvement is more than a threshold do
4: for all i ∈ Scenarios do
5: slackFactor(i)←

Tclk,i

Tclk,i−worstSlack(i)
;

6: end for
7: sc← scenario with the minimum slackFactor;
8: if worstSlack(sc) > slackThreshold(sc) then
9: αglobal ← αglobal × (slackFactor(sc))2;

10: else
11: αglobal ← αglobal × (slackFactor(sc));
12: end if
13: LRSOpt(design, library, αglobal);
14: for all i ∈ Scenarios do
15: runSTA(design, library, i);
16: updateLagrangeMultipliers(design, i);
17: end for
18: end while
19: end Procedure

violation is introduced throughout the optimization procedure by checking

the legality before any cell-type substitution. This is not shown in Algorithm

8. Then the LMs are initialized for all the scenarios (Line 2). This is done by

setting the LMs at the timing end-points (primary output/flop input) and then

traversing in reverse topological order to assign the multipliers at other pins

satisfying the KKT conditions [11]. Then slackFactor for all scenarios are cal-

culated (Line 5) representing the global timing picture of the design across the

scenarios. Since lesser the slackFactor, more timing constrained the scenario

is, the scenario sc with minimum slackFactor is selected to scale αglobal (Lines

8-12). If the worstSlack(sc) is less than 0, then αglobal is down-scaled to impose
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more importance on the timing and vice-versa. If the worstSlack(sc) is greater

than slackThreshold(sc), then αglobal is up-scaled aggressively to impose more

weight on leakage power reduction. In our algorithm, slackThreshold(i) is set

to be equal to
Tclk,i

50
.

At the next step, the Lagrangian sub-problems are solved for individual

cells in topological sorted order. For each of the cell, αi in Eqn. (3.5) is

calculated by scaling αglobal for individual cell based on the slack of that cell

in the ith scenario. The cost for each cell-type (ct) from the cell library is

calculated according to Eqn. (3.6), and ct which minimizes the cost for that

cell is selected.

costc(ct) =

n
∑

i=1

(αiai[LPct(V
i
dd) +

∑

net∈N

(DP (V i
dd, SAi))]

+
∑

u→v

µr
u→v,id

r
u→v,i + µf

u→v,id
f
u→v,i) (3.6)

To illustrate this consider the Fig. 3.4 for cost calculation of the cell

c3. For the timing part of the Eqn. (3.6), the rising (r) and falling (f) timing

arcs (u → v) for the cells, which are immediate fan-ins (c1, c2), siblings (c6,

c7) and fan-outs (c4, c5), are taken into account. From the power perspective,

leakage power of the cell c3 with type ct (LPct) and the dynamic power of the

fan-in nets (n1 and n2) are considered in the cost computation.

Finally, the STA engine is run and Lagrange multipliers are updated

at the end of the iteration (Lines 14-17) for all the scenarios. The update is

done by first scaling the Lagrange multipliers of individual timing arc/primary

output according to the available slack. For instance, the Lagrange multiplier
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c1

c2

c3

c4

c5

c7

c6

n1

n2

n3

n4

n5

Figure 3.4: Cost calculation for a cell

(for rise delay) at primary output (po) is updated as µr
po,i = µr

po,i ×
ar

po,i

Tclk,i
,

where ar
po,i represents the rise arrival time at po in the ith scenario. Then the

multipliers are updated to match the KKT conditions.

Algorithm 8 is computationally intensive as it needs to run the STA

engine and calculate costs across the scenarios. So we have implemented STA

(Line 15), update of LMs (Line 16) and cost estimation in ‘LRSOpt’ using

Intel threading building blocks [1]. Typical STA implementation involves the

calculation of arrival times (AT) in topological order and required time of

arrival (RTA) in reverse topological order. The cells in the design are divided

in accordance to the topological levels, and the computation of AT/RTA, LM

update and cost estimation in a certain topological level are done in parallel.

3.4.3 Sensitivity Driven Power Recovery (SDPR)

Since the problem is non-convex, the optimal solution cannot be achieved

by only solving the Lagrangian sub-problems. Instead the solution obtained
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in the first phase is considered as a seed solution on which a sensitivity based

power recovery technique is applied to lead towards optimality by recovering

more power at the non-critical paths.

In this phase, again another ‘while’ loop is executed. Algorithm 9

shows the steps of this phase. Like Algorithm 8, the constrained scenario (sc)

is determined by choosing the scenario with minimum slackFactor. Then

the cells are sorted according to its criticality (Line 4), determined by the

maximum among the Lagrange multipliers (in sc) of its input pins and then

these sorted cells are processed in order, i.e., the cells, which are less timing

critical, are processed first (Line 6). For each cell, we calculate a sensitivity

factor for each of the available cell-type. The sensitivity factor is the ratio

of the power gain to the loss in timing slack by substituting the cell. The

cell-type which gives the maximum sensitivity factor is selected.

Consider the cell c3 as shown in Fig. 3.4. Let its original cell-type be

ct1 and we want to calculate the sensitivity factor for changing its cell-type to

ct2. By changing the cell-type, the input capacitances of c3 is modified leading

to change in input-to-output delays across c1 and c2. For each scenario i, the

arrival time/slew at n3 is calculated considering this. Then we calculate the

loss in timing slack ∆slackloss,i as the difference of the updated arrival time

and the actual arrival time at n3. We also consider the impact of change in

slew at n3 by taking the maximum increase in the arrival at the output nets

of its fanout cells, i.e., c4 and c5, and add that to ∆slackloss,i. If this slack loss

is greater than the available slack at n3 for any scenario, then we skip that
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Algorithm 9 SDPR Optimization

1: Procedure SDPROpt(design, library)
2: while Leakage power improvement is more than a threshold do
3: sc← scenario with the minimum slackFactor;
4: Sort cells in accordance to maximum LM in sc;
5: Set all cell status to true;
6: for all cell ∈ sortedCellList in increasing order do
7: if status(cell) = false then
8: Continue;
9: end if

10: Select a celltype maximizing Sfactor ←
∆P

∆slackloss
;

11: Run BFS in the fan-in/fan-out cone of cell;
12: Set flag to false for all discovered cells;
13: end for
14: for all i ∈ Scenarios do
15: runSTA(design, library, i);
16: updateLagrangeMultiplier(design, i);
17: end for
18: end while
19: end Procedure

cell-type. Otherwise, to consider various scenarios and the rise/fall slack loss,

we take the worst case slack loss of the two across all scenarios in sensitivity

calculation. Suppose the gain or decrease in power be ∆P =
∑n

i=1 ai(Pct1,i −

Pct2,i) and so we calculate the sensitivity factor (Sfactor = ∆P
∆slackloss

) for each of

the cell-types available in the library and select the cell-type with maximum

Sfactor.

Once we change the cell-type, we set a flag false corresponding to all

the cells which are in fan-in and fan-out cone of c3 and we do not try to modify

the cell types of those cells in that iteration. This process is repeated by going

over all cells (note the cells for which the flag becomes false are not processed
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in that iteration). It might be possible that the timing slack becomes negative

for the design in one scenario. This is possible because when we change the

cell type we do not propagate the slew impact throughout the design. In such

case, we swap the cells, where we find negative timing slack, back to its earlier

cell-type (not shown in Algorithm 9). The iterations are continued until we

do not get any improvement in leakage power.

3.5 NBTI Consideration for OSFA

The analytical model for NBTI in [37] is derived using Reaction-Diffusion

model, and the observed phenomenon of frequency independence of NBTI has

been mathematically proved. It has been shown that the impact of NBTI

on a particular PMOS device depends on the duty cycle of stress, i.e., the

ratio between the time of the device under stress (Ton) and the total aging

time (Taging). Based on this, the s-factor equations are developed to predict

the NBTI-effect on increasing Vth. In [79] this duty cycle is termed as NBTI-

factor, and NBTI-factors for different logic gates are computed which again

vary with different inputs due to the stacking effect. For instance, consider

the 2-input NOR gate as shown in the Fig. 3.5. If SPA and SPB respectively

denote the signal probabilities at the input A and B, the NBTI-factors at the

inputs are given by

γnbti,B = (1− SPB)

γnbti,A = (1− SPA)(1− SPB) (3.7)
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This is because for the PMOS with input A to be under stress, both PMOS

should be ON [38].

B

B

A

A

Vdd

Vss

Figure 3.5: Stacking effect in NOR gate

In this section, we have extended the notion of NBTI-factors for multi-

ple operating conditions. Since the signal probabilities for different scenarios

are different, the NBTI-factors for a particular input-output timing arc are dif-

ferent across multiple scenarios. But we can compute the duty cycle of stress

across multiple scenarios or the effective NBTI-factor as follows. Let γi
nbti,x be

the NBTI-factor in scenario i for the arc with input x. Let Taging be the total

aging time. Since ai is the fractional percentage for the scenario i, time spent

in scenario i is ai × Taging, and the stress time for scenario i for the arc with

input x is ai × γi
nbti,x × Taging. Therefore, total stress time over n operating
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conditions for the timing arc with input x is given by

Ton =
n

∑

i=1

(ai × γi
nbti,x × Taging) (3.8)

So the effective NBTI-factor is given by

γeff
nbti,x =

Ton

Taging

=
n

∑

i=1

(ai × γi
nbti,x) (3.9)

It should be stressed that the individual NBTI-factors for any partic-

ular scenario can not be considered for the timing analysis for that scenario,

and the effective NBTI-factor would be used for NBTI-induced rise-delay/slew

degradation for timing analysis in all scenarios. This is because the effect of

NBTI is cumulative for all the scenarios, and can not be separated out for

individual scenarios. A piecewise-linear model for rise delay/slew is developed

similar to [79], and the effective NBTI-factors are then used to compute the

rise delay/slew in presence of NBTI.

3.6 Experimental Results

We have implemented the algorithms presented in this work in C++

and run it on a Linux machine with 8-Core 2.90GHz CPU and 72GB RAM. In

this section, first the test case generation method is described. Then we will

experimentally validate that gate sizing considering one scenario may not meet

the timing constraints in another scenario and vice versa. Next, power savings

in our algorithm are demonstrated by performing design space exploration

in the gate-sizing step by tuning the system level parameter Vdd. Then we
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propose a speed-up technique in the OSFA design space exploration. Finally,

we experimentally demonstrate (i) the impact of scenario percentage on OSFA

methodology, and (ii) the effectiveness of OSFA considering NBTI.

3.6.1 Test Case Generation

The designs and cell-library for the experimental demonstration are

taken from the recent ISPD’12 benchmark suite [61] (fast version). These

benchmarks are industry-strength benchmarks and the delay model of the

cell-library is non-linear, look-up-table based and very realistic. However, the

cell-library contains the delay values under one operating condition (one Vdd).

We have considered Vdd for this scenario to be 1.2V and created another slow

scenario with the timing target equal to 1.5 times that of the nominal scenario.

For instance, the timing target for the benchmark ‘pci bridge32 fast’ is 660ps,

and so the target delay for the slow scenario is 990ps. Eqn.(3.2) is used to

compute the delay values in the slow scenario, and we need the Vth values

of the cells for this. ISPD’12 cell-library consists of cells with three Vth and

considering the nominal Vth to be around 0.46V in [3], we assume those to be

0.4V , 0.45V and 0.5V . The supply voltage of the slow scenario is varied to

search for power optimal solutions across the scenarios. Since the design IPs in

laptops or smart phones typically run most of the times under slow operating

conditions, we choose the scenario percentage for the fast and slow scenario to

be 0.2 and 0.8 respectively.

For industrial designs, the switching activities are captured by VCD/SAIF
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files which we do not have. So we assume the signal probabilities (SP ) at the

primary input (pi) to be 0.5 for the fast scenario and generate input vectors for

500 simulations. The generation of these input vectors is done by using rand()

function. We generate a random number between 0 and 1, and if it is greater

than 0.5, then we assign logic ‘1’ to that pi or assign logic ‘0’ otherwise. This

is repeated for 500 times to assign logic ‘1’ or logic ‘0’ to pi for each of the

500 simulations. Then we run 500 Modelsim simulations [2] to compute the

signal values at the internal nets and take the average over 500 simulations to

obtain the signal probabilities. Then switching activity (SA) is computed as

SA = 2× SP × (1− SP ) [103]. For the slow scenario, we assume random SP

at the primary inputs and then repeat the same process (by again performing

500 Modelsim simulations) to obtain the SA of the nets. However, we believe

that our algorithm will work with same efficiency in case of given switching

activities, and if not good particularly for dissimilar switching activities across

different operating conditions due to the switching activity driven objective

function.

3.6.2 OSFA vs. Conventional

The contest held by ISPD’12 [61] has focused only on leakage power

optimization instead of considering both leakage and dynamic power. So it

may not be fair to directly compare the power numbers in our approach to

the contest winners or other published works based on this. In terms of run-

time, [42] is the fastest among all published works and gives solutions for all 14
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benchmarks (7 designs with fast and slow version) in 4.9 hours with 2.67GHz

CPU, whereas our algorithm can give the same (optimizing the total power) in

3.8 hours for single operating condition and follow an almost linear relationship

with the size of the circuits.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of OSFA, we take the benchmark

‘pci bridge32’ and run our sizer considering only the fast scenario. Then STA

is run for the slow scenario with Vdd = 0.85V and we get 1818 timing viola-

tions (at the timing-end points, such as primary output or ‘D’ pin of flip-flops).

Then we do the opposite, i.e., size the gates considering the slow scenario and

STA is run for the fast scenario. In this case, we get 11 timing violations. So if

we just consider single scenario for gate-sizing like the conventional approach,

it might not be possible to meet the timing constraints across all the scenarios.

This is due to the non-linearity in delay model and non-uniform delay scaling

across different Vth for a particular Vdd, as explained in Section 3.1. The viola-

tions can be fixed by increasing Vdd. For instance, if we size considering only

fast scenario and then raise Vdd of slow scenario to 0.90V , then it meets the

target delays in both scenarios. But this increases the power consumption of

the design.

However, by running the OSFA considering both fast and slow scenar-

ios, we can meet the timing constraints in both the scenarios as OSFA has

the intelligence to identify which cells are critical in all scenarios and assigns

sizes accordingly. This gives us the flexibility in performing design-space ex-

ploration. For instance, we set Vdd = 1.2V for the fast scenario and then vary
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Vdd of the slow scenario from 0.8V to 1.0V , and run OSFA. Fig. 3.6 shows

the curve for total power of the design vs. Vdd of the slow scenario. We can

see as Vdd increases from 0.8V , the power consumption initially decreases till

Vdd = 0.87V and then increases with Vdd.
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Figure 3.6: OSFA design-space exploration by tuning Vdd of 2nd scenario for
pci bridge32

The explanation for this behavior is as follows. When Vdd is increased,

it has two conflicting effects, (i) increase in LP/DP due to its direct Vdd de-

pendence, and (ii) decrease in delay of the logic gates facilitating down-sizing

or high Vth selection resulting in lower LP/DP. If Vdd for the slow scenario is

too low (such as 0.8V ), slow scenario becomes the constrained scenario and

logic gates require up-sizing or low Vth selection, and power consumption is

high. When it initially increases beyond 0.8V , slow scenario starts to be less

timing-constrained making second effect the prominent one, and decreasing

power consumption. But after certain point (here Vdd = 0.87V ), the fast sce-
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nario starts to become the constrained scenario. Consequently, second effect

becomes submissive because we can not down-size the gates further or select

higher Vth as the timing constraint of the fast scenario needs to be still met.

So beyond this point, first effect plays a dominant role in increasing the power

consumption.

Next, we repeat this experiment for all the benchmarks with fixed Vdd =

1.2V for the fast scenario and varying Vdd of the slow scenario from 0.8V to

1.0V in steps of 0.05V and select the best among all solutions. To compare

with the conventional methodology, the sizer is run by considering only fast

scenario, and Vdd of the slow scenario is bumped up also in steps of 0.05V

until the timing constraint for the slow scenario is met. Then we compare the

obtained power numbers with that achieved by the design-space exploration.

Table 3.1 presents the comparison for all the benchmarks in terms of

power. Column 2 shows the number of cells in the design. Columns 3 and 4

present the total power in the conventional and OSFA methodology respec-

tively. The percentage improvement in power varies with benchmarks, vary-

ing from 2.7% to 12.7% with most designs around 5-7%. On average, OSFA

methodology achieves 6.1% reduction in total power compared to conventional

methodology. The run-time in OSFA is about twice that with one scenario for

all the designs, and this is intuitive as OSFA needs to compute costs, run STA

for 2 scenarios. The run-time for the biggest design (‘netcard’) of OSFA is

around 1.8hr. This is comparable to the run-times in the state-of-the-art gate

sizers [27] [42] even with one scenario considering only leakage power. More
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importantly, the run-time in OSFA can be further improved by running on

machines with more cores.

Table 3.1: Comparison with conventional method
Design Cells Power(W) in Power(W) %

Conventional in OSFA Imprv.
Methodology Methodology

DMA 25,301 0.399 0.375 5.9
pci bridge32 33,203 0.242 0.226 6.4

des perf 111,229 2.448 2.381 2.7
vga lcd 164,891 0.651 0.633 2.7

b19 212,674 0.865 0.755 12.7
leon3mp 649,191 1.528 1.413 7.5
netcard 958,780 2.043 1.951 4.5

Average 6.1

3.6.3 Design Space Exploration for Many Operating Conditions

When the number of operating conditions (n) is more than 2, an ex-

haustive way to perform the design-space exploration can be fixing the voltage

of one scenario and assigning m voltage steps for the rest n− 1 scenarios, and

run OSFA for each case. The complexity of that approach would be O(mn−1).

To tackle this high computational cost, we propose an alternate way

of progressively selecting Vdd for each scenario. At the first stage, we consider

2 scenarios, fix Vdd in scenario 1 and run OSFA for m voltage steps in 2nd

scenario. Vdd for the 2nd scenario is selected by taking the minimum power

point in the design-space exploration curve. Next, we fix the Vdd of 1st and

2nd scenario and run OSFA for m voltage steps in 3rd scenario and so on. To

generalize, at the ith stage, we fix Vdd of i scenarios, and run OSFA considering
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i + 1 scenarios by varying Vdd of (i + 1)th scenario followed by selecting Vdd

for the (i + 1)th scenario. The overall complexity of this alternative method

would be at most O(m× (n− 1)). It should be noted that for the exhaustive

design space exploration, each OSFA run considers n operating conditions,

where as the proposed speed-up technique considers on average n
2

operating

conditions (
Pn

i=2(i)

n−1
≃ n

2
). So on average, each OSFA run in the proposed

technique will have half run-time in comparison to that in the exhaustive

design space exploration as the run-time is proportional to the number of

operating conditions. However, this approach might compromise in solution

quality to some extent.

To validate this, we take the design ‘pci bridge32’ and create two more

operating conditions with clock period twice and 2.5 times that of the fast

scenario (with random switching activities). With exhaustive design-space ex-

ploration, we get 7.3% and 7.6% improvement in power with 53−1 = 25 and

54−1 = 125 OSFA runs for 3 and 4 scenarios respectively. On the contrary, by

using the second approach, the power savings reduce slightly to 6.7% and 7.2%

with 5× (3− 1) = 10 and 5× (4− 1) = 15 OSFA runs respectively for 3 and

4 scenarios. These experimental runs demonstrate the following: (i) as the

number of operating conditions increases, there is generally more power sav-

ings, and (ii) the proposed speed-up technique can reduce the computational

cost significantly with little compromise in solution quality.
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3.6.4 Impact of Scenario Percentage

As mentioned in Section 3.6.1, the percentage for fast and slow scenario

for Table 2.13 are chosen as 0.2 and 0.8 respectively. In order to explore the

impact of scenario percentage on the percentage savings, we take an example

benchmark ‘DMA’ and run our OSFA methodology for other combinations

such as (0.1 + 0.9), (0.3 + 0.7), (0.4 + 0.6) and (0.5 + 0.5) for respectively fast

and slow scenario. As the scenario percentage for fast scenario increases, the

percentage savings in power monotonically decreases from 5.9% → 4.4% →

4.0% → 3.4%. This is intuitive since we have considered fast scenario as the

base scenario for the conventional approach, and as the percentage for the fast

scenario increases, the savings of OSFA compared to conventional approach

decreases. However, it should be stressed that since the design IPs in laptops

or smart-phones run in the fast operating conditions for a very small fraction

of time, the benefit of OSFA methodology would be more prominent for these

applications.

3.6.5 OSFA Considering NBTI

Next, NBTI-impact is considered in our OSFA algorithms as described

in Section 3.5, and NBTI-driven gate-sizing framework is compared with the

worst-case methodology. We have assumed a circuit-speed degradation of 20%

due to NBTI. To compare with worst-case methodology in our experimental

set-up, we run our NBTI-aware OSFA methodology with 20% relaxed timing

constraints and have compared the achieved power with the power which would
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have been achieved with worst-case methodology under that relaxed timing

constraints. The comparison of total power between our approach and worst-

case methodology for the designs is shown in Fig. 3.7. Overall, our approach

improves the total power by 23.9% on average over all designs.

We made several observations in these runs. Firstly, improvement in

our approach is more for more time-constrained designs. For instance, we

achieve respectively 35.0% and 40.9% improvements in ‘DMA’ and ‘des perf’

which are more time-constrained, where as comparatively smaller improve-

ments, such as 9.7% and 7.0% for ‘leon3mp’ and ‘netcard’, which are less

timing constrained. This is because more the design is time-constrained, the

pessimism in worst-case-methodology increases the use of higher size and/or

lower Vth cells more aggressively. As a result, improvement in our approach is

more for more time-constrained designs.

Figure 3.7: Comparison with worst case under NBTI

Secondly, as shown in Fig. 3.6, there is some optimum voltage point in

the design space exploration curve which provides the minimum power of the

design. For our OSFA runs considering NBTI, this optimum supply voltage
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value for the second scenario increases for the timing constrained designs. For

instance, this voltage increases from 0.85V to 0.9V for ‘DMA’ and ‘des perf’.

This can be explained as NBTI causes increase in threshold voltage, and for

V nom
dd > V i

dd, the delay scaling factor in the performance relaxed scenario in-

creases. Mathematically, from Eqn. (3.2) delay scaling factor is given by

DF =
V i

dd

V nom
dd

(V nom
dd − Vth)

(V i
dd − Vth)

(3.10)

Differentiating both sides by Vth, we get

d(DF )

dVth

=
V i

dd

V nom
dd

(V nom
dd − V i

dd)

(V i
dd − Vth)2

(3.11)

So d(DF )
dVth

> 0 for V nom
dd > V i

dd. It causes the shift of optimum V i
dd so that

the overdrive voltage (V i
dd − Vth) becomes sufficient to render the optimum

voltage V i
dd compatible with the nominal supply voltage in the performance-

constrained scenario.

3.7 Summary

This work introduces a novel problem formulation of NBTI-aware gate-

sizing under multiple operating conditions. We present our OSFA algorithms

and a design-space exploration methodology to optimize power of any IP-

design without affecting the performance at different operating conditions.

Compared with conventional methodology, our approach has achieved an av-

erage power improvement of 6.1% in industry-strength large-scale benchmarks.

We have also proposed a faster yet efficient design-space exploration technique
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for more than 2 scenarios and demonstrated its effectiveness. The impact of

scenario percentage on OSFA algorithms is also studied. By extending the

existing NBTI-affected delay model across multiple operating conditions and

incorporating this into our OSFA framework, a significant improvement in to-

tal power is achieved in comparison with the conventional guard-band based

methodology. We also experimentally observe that the power savings increases

with the number of operating conditions. In future, we plan to enhance our

OSFA methodology to consider other aging issues, such as PBTI and HCI.

With aggressive technology scaling, the number of operating conditions will

further increase, and we believe the OSFA methodology will become more and

more relevant in the VLSI industry.
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Chapter 4

Clock Tree Resynthesis

In this chapter, we present the algorithms for clock tree resynthesis.1

4.1 Introduction

Clock Network Synthesis (CNS) is a fundamental problem in physical

design to synchronize sequential elements (sinks) in the design. The inaccu-

racy in clock synchronization is quantified by clock skew which is defined as

the maximum difference in clock arrival time between any two sinks. Clock

network may be a tree or non-tree structure. Historically, clock tree has been

widely used for ASICs, but clock meshes may be used for better robustness at

the cost of power overhead [65] [14], and microprocessors have used clock

1Preliminary results have been published in the IEEE Trans. on Computer-Aided Design
of Integrated Circuits and Systems (vol 34, no 4, pages 589-602, 2015), titled “Clock Tree
Resynthesis for Multi-Corner Multi-Mode Timing Closure” by S. Roy, P. M. Mattheakis, L.
Masse-Navette and D. Z. Pan, and in Proc. Great Lake Symposium on VLSI (pages 87-90,
2015), titled “Skew Bounded Buffer Tree Resynthesis for Clock Power Optimization” by S.
Roy, P. M. Mattheakis, P. S. Colyer, L. Masse-Navette, P. O. Ribet and D. Z. Pan. In the
first article, S.Roy developed and implemented the algorithms with the helps from P. M.
Mattheakis and L. Masse-Navette. The manuscript is written by S. Roy with an active help
from P. M. Mattheakis. D. Z. Pan provided important suggestions. In the second article, S.
Roy developed and implemented the algorithms with the helps from P. M. Mattheakis, P. O.
Ribet and L. Masse-Navette. The manuscript is written by S. Roy. The key idea is proposed
by P. S. Colyer. D. Z. Pan provided important suggestions in writing the manuscript.
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meshes. The traditional Clock Tree Synthesis (CTS) problem can be ab-

stracted to a single-net buffering problem with the objective of minimization

of clock skew using minimum buffer/routing resources. A lot of work has been

done in the past targeting global zero skew [92] [91] [7], but that requires a large

area overhead and insertion delay (clock source to sink delay) for large-scale

designs. Industry-tools typically try to minimize the buffer/routing resources

with the constraint of a given skew and insertion delay margin.

With aggressive technology scaling, the main challenge in CNS for mod-

ern designs is to cope with (i) variation effects, (ii) design complexity and (iii)

low power objective [77]. Due to wide variations from chip to chip, multi-corner

analysis has become difficult. In addition, on-chip-variation (OCV) considers

the local variations within a chip, and OCV-impact has increased significantly

in advanced technology nodes. These variations have intrusive impact in con-

trolling clock skew. Furthermore, there has been a paradigm shift from one

clock to multiple clock domains or one mode to multiple modes (driven by

architectural choices) in modern SoC designs, which creates difficulty in clock

balancing. Finally, low power is the most important concern in current VLSI

design industry. Several techniques, such as clock gating [101] [100], multi-Vdd

design [102], etc., have been employed to reduce power. But these techniques

are disruptive to meeting the CTS objectives and massive clock gating is one

of the main reasons for steering away the CTS problem from single net buffer-

ing problem with uniform balancing constraint to more complex problems of

multiple clock domains with prescribed clock arrivals among groups of clock
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pins.

Performing simultaneous optimization of timing and power in presence

of variation effects by building the clock network from scratch is a very difficult

task, if not impossible. So post-CTS optimizations are essential to meet timing

closure. Such optimizations, such as datapath optimization, at the post-CTS

stage typically cost very high area/power overhead. This calls for clock tree

resynthesis, i.e., incremental clock tree modification after the clock tree has

been synthesized. In this chapter, we have addressed the issues of timing

closure and power optimization in clock network by clock tree resyntheis.

4.2 Clock Tree Resynthesis for Timing Closure

Targeting global zero skew not only costs in area and power, but also

limits the achievable operating frequency to the maximum data path delay in

the circuit. This has led to a paradigm shift from skew minimization to useful

skew optimization as the latter has the potential to significantly improve design

performance [21] [16] [10] [36] [47] [58].

In the nanometer regime, interconnects play a determining role in tim-

ing and uncertainty due to process variations [90] [56] and the multi-corner

analysis becomes more and more tedious. [66] has proposed an algorithm for

chip-level clock tree synthesis (CTS) to tackle the clock divergence issue in

different corners. However, it does not take into account the timing infor-

mation on data path for CTS. Additionally, a chip has to operate in several

modes to reduce power dissipation. For instance, a design can be in active and
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sleep modes when performance and power are the main concerns respectively.

Consequently, timing closure has posed a challenging job for designers to meet

stringent silicon delivery targets [30], especially with multi-corner, multi-mode

(MCMM) designs. In [40] [98] clock tree aware placements are performed with

the objective of reducing total wire-length and/or switching power, but they

do not account for any timing improvements. Several works have focused on

timing optimization during placement and routing as well [64] [50] [29]. But

in spite of all these efforts, timing violations still exist after detail routing in

MCMM designs, especially for the advanced technology nodes. So the de-

signers have to intervene manually to analyze and fix the timing violations

considering every mode and process variation altogether in an iterative and

non-convergent way, where as the verification engineers need to run timing

analysis for each scenario2.

Engineering change order (ECO) is always used after detail routing in

order to fix existing timing violations by incremental adjustment of pertain-

ing cells and nets [80] [12]. These ECO adjustments, focused mainly on data

path optimization, are not sufficient to handle all timing violations. So data

path aware clock scheduling becomes an important step for timing closure,

as it allows modifications in the clock tree which is towards timing closure.

Several works study the clock scheduling problem. In [36] clock skew schedul-

ing is formulated as a constrained quadratic problem, minimizing the least

square error between the computed clock schedule, consistent to the intercon-

2any mode/corner combination
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nection between the registers, and the target clock schedule. [59] presents a fast

primal-dual based approach for minimal clock period, improving over Burn’s

algorithm [9] in run-time complexity. [58] even tackles the clock scheduling

problem in presence of process variations by ILP formulation. But the issues

with these approaches are (i) actual implementation of that clock scheduling

is difficult to achieve in real designs, especially at later design stages (ii) they

are unaware of MCMM scenarios.

[53] formulates an LP problem to optimize clock period in the post-

CTS stage by bounded delay buffering at the leaves of the clock tree. But since

this work only considers inserting delay but not speeding up clock arrival at

the leaves, the scope of the optimization is limited and buffering at the leaf

level introduces a high area overhead in clock tree. Furthermore, [53] does not

tackle MCMM scenarios.

A recent work [81] focuses on the realization of the useful skew on

industrial-scale designs at post-routing stage. It also performs local transfor-

mations at the leaf-level by inserting/removing buffers to minimize negative

D-slack/Q-slack3 violations. For instance, if Dslack < 0, it means the data ar-

rives too late or clock arrives too early. Fig. 4.1 shows an example to mitigate

D-slack violation by delaying the clock arrival. But it might cause Q-slack

violation if there is no enough positive Q-slack available. The main issues of

this work are (i) it does not have the global view of the clock tree, instead

3The slack at the input/output pin of a register is defined as D-slack/Q-slack
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Figure 4.1: Buffer insertion to mitigate D-slack violation can cause Q-slack
violation

performs timing optimization greedily. So this approach can not handle neg-

ative slacks at both sides (D and Q) or negative slack at one side with very

less available positive slack at the other side, which is a common situation in

today’s high-performance time-constrained real designs, (ii) area-overhead in

clock tree is high as it works only at leaf-level, (iii) Speeding up clock arrival to

fix Q-slack violations by only removing buffer is hardly realizable in practice

to be discussed in Section 4.2.2.3 (Fig. 4.8).

To tackle these issues, a novel clock tree resynthesis methodology is pre-

sented [76]. We develop an LP solver based on [67] to estimate MCMM-aware

clock scheduling. The notion of branch level clock scheduling is introduced

which, instead of estimating clock schedule at the leaf level registers, consid-

ers offsets in clock arrival at the clock tree driver pins of any placed design

with already synthesized and routed clock tree. Experimental runs with the

LP solver on industrial designs manifest the advantages of this granularity

reduction from leaf level to branch level clock scheduling in terms of better

implementability and lesser area/power cost without significant degradation
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in the scope to improve timing.

We illustrate in Section 4.2.2.2 that it is easier to realize the positive

offsets by inserting buffer chains, but at the cost of clock tree area. On the

other hand, the negative offset realization is disruptive and can have catas-

trophic effects on the timing profile of the design unless handled properly. As

a result, realization of an arbitrarily large negative offset is not feasible. We

run experiments with the LP solver for industrial designs and come to the con-

clusion that a significant gain in timing metrics is possible by realizing positive

offsets and bounded negative offsets. We develop a slack manager infrastruc-

ture which keeps track of the available slacks for clock arrival at the clock pins

of the clock tree network. By utilizing the positive slack at the fan-out cone

of the clock tree elements as a safe margin, our algorithm realizes the negative

offsets incrementally through clock tree restructuring or sizing.

Fig. 4.2 illustrates the steps of a conventional back-end flow into which

our methodology for clock tree resynthesis can be integrated. The benefits of

our methodology are two fold. Firstly, it helps to lead to the timing closure.

Secondly, post-CTS timing closure involves ECO adjustments, such as data

path optimization etc., which generally cost a significant area/power penalty.

So the more we advance towards timing closure by clock tree resynthesis, the

better are the savings in terms of area/power.

In Fig. 4.2, we place the block of our methodology just before the

post-CTS timing closure. Nevertheless it is worth mentioning that this is

not the limitation and we can perform the clock tree resynthesis after the
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Clock Tree Resynthesis

Figure 4.2: Our methodology in a conventional back-end flow

post-CTS data-path optimizations as well. But then the post-CTS data path

optimizations would cost a significant area/power penalty and the potential of

our approach to recover timing with minor area overhead in the design would

not have been fully exploited. Furthermore, our approach can be suitably

used for reducing design frequency as well by targeting aggressive clock cycle

period.

Our main contributions are summarized as follows.

• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to consider offsets at

output pins of clock tree cells for improving timing metrics in a placed

design with already routed clock tree instead of estimating clock schedule

at the leaf level registers. Moreover, the offset calculation is tightly

coupled with feasibility in realizing those offsets.
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• A novel algorithm which is non-intrusive and area-efficient is presented

that realizes negative offsets.

• A methodology for clock tree resynthesis is presented which has signif-

icantly improved timing metrics of large scale industrial designs (after

placement and clock tree routing) under MCMM scenarios.

• The impact of OCV-derates [6] on our clock tree resynthesis methodology

is experimentally studied in terms of timing improvement as well as clock

tree overhead [78].

4.2.1 Feasibility Aware Clock Scheduling

In this section we first present an LP solver based on [67] to calculate

the offsets in clock arrival at the clock driver pins under MCMM scenarios. Al-

though this LP solver is not our main contribution in this work, it is imperative

to address concisely how the LP solver tackles various modes and corners in the

design. Then we explain the notion of branch level clock scheduling and why

it is beneficial for modern space-constrained industrial designs in comparison

to leaf level clock scheduling by running experiments on designs with the LP

solver. Next the approach for positive offset realization is illustrated. Finally,

the issues in realizing negative offsets are discussed and offset bounds are intro-

duced to tackle those issues. So our clock scheduling technique not only tries

to maximize the gain in terms of timing metric improvements or lesser area

overhead, but also predicts clock schedules which are feasible to implement in

industrial designs. We call this as feasibility aware clock scheduling.
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4.2.2 LP Solver

In [67] an LP engine is presented, which estimates the clock-scheduling

for a design under MCMM scenarios targeting the minimization of timing

metrics, such as the total negative slack (TNS) and total hold slack (THS)4.

To include the various corners in the design, scaling factors (ci) for each corner

i are calculated having as reference the constraint corner i.e., ci = 1 for the

constraint corner and ci < 1 for any other corner. These scaling factors are

used in the set-up/hold time analysis for different corners. With respect to

multiple mode handling, the functional timing paths across all active modes

are analyzed. Additionally, on-chip-variation (OCV) derates [6] calculated on

the already built tree are introduced in the LP solver as means to reduce the

variability effects on the resultant timing profile.

We develop an LP solver based on [67]. It can calculate the posi-

tive and negative offsets at the leaf-clock pins or output pins of the leaf-level

gates/buffers (driving sequential leaf cells) in terms of clock tree level which

corresponds to intrinsic buffer delay (minimum buffer delay in the design),

denoted by Dbuf
min. Positive (negative) offset of doff at any pin signifies that

the clock-arrival at that pin is to be delayed (fastened) by doff . Any offset

doff in the constraint corner is equivalent to an offset of ci × doff in the ith

corner. We can specify the range of these offsets by constraining minimum

level (Loff
min) and maximum level (Loff

max). For instance, suppose the Dbuf
min of a

4Here THS signifies total negative hold slack
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design is 60 pico seconds (ps) and we specify Loff
min = −2 and Loff

max = 3, then

the LP solver will estimate the offsets of values −120ps, −60ps, 60ps, 120ps,

180ps along with a prediction of timing improvement. The calculation and

realization of the offsets are tightly coupled in this work. Additionally, the

realization maintains the timing profile of the parts of the design which should

not be affected.

4.2.2.1 Leaf Level vs. Branch Level clock Scheduling

Several works [36] [58] [53] [81] have focussed on leaf-level clock schedul-

ing, which means the clock arrivals at the clock input pins of the flip-flops are

determined in order to optimize time period or improve the timing metrics. On

the contrary, we define branch level clock scheduling as the determination of

clock-arrival at the output pins of driving clock buffers/gates in the clock net-

work, the objective being the same, i.e., improving TNS/THS. Our LP solver

can handle both types of scheduling by computing offsets at the flip-flop clock

pins (Fig. 4.3(a)) or output pins of the clock drivers (Fig. 4.3(b)). It should

be stressed that the offset computation by the LP-solver is followed by a post-

processing step of offset factorization, i.e., if one buffer drives buffers with

similar offsets, then offsets are factorized and shifted upwards. For instance,

the offsets at the output pins of B5, B6 and B7 are respectively 100, 50 and 50

in Fig. 4.4 and in that case, an offset of 50 would be assigned to the output pin

of B2. But the offset at the output pin of B3 can not be factorized since there

is no prescribed offset at the output of B4. However, as the offsets computed
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Figure 4.3: Granularity reduction in clock scheduling
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Figure 4.4: Offset factorization

by the LP-solver are typically sparse, the scope of this offset factorization is

very limited.

Due to the coarser granularity in the clock scheduling, leaf-level clock

scheduling can potentially provide more improvement in timing metrics, but at

the cost of high area overhead. To demonstrate this, we take several industrial

designs and run our LP solver for leaf level and branch level clock scheduling.

Table 4.1 shows the result of this experiment. Column 2 presents the

number of leaf-pins (or flip-flops) in each design. The predicted TNS im-
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provement and the number of offset counts for leaf-level (branch level) clock

scheduling are represented by Columns 3 and 4 (6 and 7). Offset count here

refers to the total number of offsets computed by the LP-solver. In case of

leaf-level clock scheduling this offset count will be same as the total number

of optimized leaf-pins. But for branch-level clock scheduling, one offset at the

branch level would affect clock-scheduling at all the flops transitively driven

by the corresponding clock-element. For instance, offset at the output pin of

B2 would change the clock arrival at the flops ff1, ff2 and ff3 (Fig. 4.3).

Columns 5 and 8 calculate the percentage ratio of offset count and total num-

ber of leaf-pins for leaf-level and branch-level clock scheduling respectively.

Column 9 presents the total number of leaf-pins where the clock-arrival would

be affected or optimized by the branch-level clock scheduling.

Table 4.1: LP solver prediction for leaf level vs. branch level clock scheduling
Leaf-level Branch-level

Design # of Leaf pins % TNS Offset OCT
NLP

% TNS Offset OCT
NLP

Optimized
NLP imprv. count (OCT) ×100 imprv. count (OCT) ×100 leaf-pins

1 34399 30.8 5483 15.9 16.3 229 0.7 2255
2 53683 89.0 6642 12.4 85.1 286 0.5 9461
3 79797 84.7 5069 6.4 84.3 120 0.2 8100
4 143092 38.4 58783 41.1 36.1 2174 1.5 51075

Average 60.7 19.0 55.5 0.7

We observe that the predicted TNS improvements in case of leaf-level

clock scheduling are slightly better than that in case of branch-level clock

scheduling, except the 1st design, where leaf-level scheduling can achieve much

better TNS improvement. A reason could be that at the transitive fanout of

a branch pin there is a race of the scheduling direction i.e., some flops have
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positive D and negative Q-slack and some others have the opposite, hence

moving the branch optimizes some flops but degrades others. On average,

leaf-level clock scheduling can achieve 60.7% improvement in TNS by adjusting

clock-schedules of 19% leaf clock pins, whereas branch level clock scheduling

achieves 55.5% improvement in TNS with 19
0.7

= 27.1X lesser number of offset

realization. Following are the issues in realizing offsets at the leaf-level:

• To realize positive offsets (Section 4.2.2.2), we need to introduce buffering

to delay the clock arrivals. Since the number of offsets for leaf-level clock

scheduling is very high, this would introduce a significant area/power

cost due to the large number of buffers to be incorporated, and secondly

it is very difficult to place/route so many extra buffers in the modern

space-constrained designs. So post-CTS delay buffering at the leaf level

[53] [81] to improve timing is practically difficult to realize for large-scale

industrial designs.

• Branch-level negative offsets (i.e., speeding up clock arrival at the output

pins of clock buffers/inverters) may be realized by sizing or moving the

driving buffers to be discussed in Section 4.2.2.3. However, this can not

be used to realize leaf-level negative offsets as typically one clock buffer

drives multiple flip-flops and moving/sizing the driving buffer would af-

fect the timing profile of all the sinks driven by that buffer. A possible

approach to realize negative offsets at the leaf-level clock pins could be

to place the flip-flops closer to its driving buffers/inverters. But the
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Figure 4.5: Moving flops can affect data-path timing profile

movement of the flops would not only affect the clock arrival at other

leaf-pins, but also can have catastrophic effect on the timing profile of

the data-path. The situation is illustrated in Fig. 4.5, where the clock

pin and the data pin of the flip-flop ff are driven by the clock buffer

B1 and the combinational gate I1 respectively. So if the flop is moved

physically closer to B1 to speed-up the clock arrival at the clock pin of

ff , it might move further from I1, and in that case, the delay of the

data-path ending at ff would increase. Similar effect can also happen

for the data-paths starting at ff . This is detrimental to timing closure

since the clock scheduling has been performed assuming no change in the

data-path timing profile. However, in case of branch level clock schedul-

ing, movement of clock buffers/inverters to realize negative offsets does

not affect the data-path timing profile.

Driven by the above findings, this work focuses on branch level clock

scheduling which would be feasible to realize, and then physically implement

the offsets predicted by the LP-solver.
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4.2.2.2 Positive Offset Realization

Positive offset realization is accomplished by inserting route aware delay

elements. Fig. 4.6 illustrates the realization of a positive offset at the output

pin of repeater B1. Initially, the LP solver predicts that a positive offset (doff)

should be realized at the output pin (op) of the buffer B1, i.e., the clock

arrival of the buffers/leaf-cells driven by B1 should be delayed by doff . We

can implement this positive offset by incorporating a delay element D (merely

a buffer chain) of doff at op. While doing this, we consider various corners and

insert/size/place the delay block accordingly to realize this positive offset as

accurate as possible across all corners. Additionally it should be guaranteed

that the offset realization does not degrade the quality of the clock tree e.g.

design rule check (DRC) violations are not increased. It should be stressed

that the positive offset realization is not intrusive as the parts of the clock

tree which are irrelevant to the inserted offset are not affected. For instance

in the example shown in Fig. 4.6 there is no impact of D on B2 and B3, the

siblings of B1, as B1 effectively acts as a shield buffer. Consequently, there is

no side-effect on the clock tree in terms of timing profile. However, this will

introduce clock tree area overhead due to the insertion of buffers.

4.2.2.3 Issues in Negative Offset Realization

The negative offset realization poses more challenges. A representative

example is the following. Let us assume that the LP engine predicts a negative

offset (doff) for the output pin of buffer B5 as shown in Fig. 4.7. This offset
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Figure 4.6: Positive offset realization

can be realized by placing, sizing, or changing the clock tree structure. Each

one of the aforementioned approaches has its own drawbacks. For instance,

placing B5 at another location will force its parent (B2) to drive a different

amount of load than before, altering thus the arrival time of all clock tree nodes

at B2’s transitive fanout (TFO). Sizing has similar effects on B5’s siblings as

B2 will again have to drive a different amount of load defined by the gate

sizing result. Another option is to restructure the clock tree, moving upwards

cell B5. In this case, the arrival time to FFs at the TFO of B5 is reduced but

multiple side effects alter the arrival times to the old and the new siblings of

B5. This is due to the load decrease and increase at the nets driven by B2 and

B0 respectively and that affect all the FFs at the TFO of B0.

[81] has mentioned that clock arrivals could be accelerated by removing

the corresponding buffer B1 (Fig. 4.8). But this can be safe only when it does

not have any sibling, which is not common in practice. Furthermore, this
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Figure 4.7: Negative offset realization

technique might not be effective in that case as well as (i) B0 is now driving 3

buffers instead of 1, viz. B2, B3 and B4, (ii) B0 has to drive more wire-load.

When B1 is far away from B0, then the wire-load increase is even more. As a

result the clock arrival might get delayed at the TFO cone of B0.

From the above it can be concluded that realizing negative offsets in the

clock tree imposes side effects which may significantly change the timing profile

of the design and possibly cancel the expected timing gains. Additionally, it

should be noted that the more the negative an offset is, the more the pin should

be moved upwards the tree. As a consequence, more FFs downwards the tree

will be affected increasing the probability of degrading the timing instead of

optimizing it.
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Figure 4.8: Buffer removal might not be effective in realizing negative offset

4.2.2.4 Offset Bounds

Any positive offset can be realized by injecting a delay element with

delay equal/close to the offset. Negative offsets, on the other side, can not

always be realized. For instance, if a pin has a negative offset with delay

greater than the arrival time from the clock root to this pin, then it can be

deduced that this offset is infeasible for this pin. Hence, the pins which can

carry offsets should be bounded to guarantee that the calculated negative

offset can be realized. A per-pin negative offset bound would be cumbersome

as the side effects of each negative offset realization should be modeled into

the LP solver, thus a global bound was selected for all pins. An experiment

was performed to calculate a negative bound which should deliver as much

timing gain as possible and at the same time be as less disruptive as possible,

i.e., closer to zero.
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Figure 4.9: Normalized TNS prediction by LP solver for industrial designs

Three LP runs were performed with real industry-strength benchmarks.

The first run corresponds to LP solutions with only positive offsets, whereas

the second and the third allow for one and three levels of negative offset respec-

tively. For all three runs the positive offset bound was set to three. The results

are shown in Fig. 4.9, where TNS predicted by the solver for each one of the

three aforementioned experiments are normalized w.r.t. the original TNS of

each design, which is the TNS after placement, clock tree synthesis and rout-

ing by an industrial tool. We observe that there is a significant improvement

from original TNS to the TNS predicted in first run and from predicted TNS

in first run to the second run, but the same trend does not continue as the

bound further decreases. From the above it can be concluded that most of the

potential TNS gain can be acquired by pairing a single level of negative offset

with many levels of positive offset. This finding will be used throughout this

work as the solver will be bounded to produce solutions with a single level of

negative offset.
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4.2.3 Our Approach

Section 4.2.2.4 showed that significant TNS gains can be enjoyed if pins

which can carry offsets are bounded to -1 level (Loff
min = −1). In this section we

present a methodology for clock tree resynthesis to improve timing in a routed

clock tree. A novel algorithm is presented which realizes accurately one level

of negative offset, so that the predicted TNS gain is maintained after offset

realization. The two basic operations used are sizing and restructuring. It

should be stressed that the restructuring is always performed within the scope

of a hyper-net to guarantee that the clock gating function will be preserved

by the clock tree restructuring. A hyper-net is a set of logically equivalent

or opposite polarity nets separated by buffers/inverters in the same physical

partition as the root driver of the top net, and thus this set is necessarily

connected in a tree topology. The root of this tree (hyper-root) is either the

driver pin of a clock gate or a clock root. The elements of any hyper-net are

comprised of all the nets traversed until another hyper-root is visited. Fig.

4.10 demonstrates a clock tree comprised of 3 hyper-nets. The datapath logic

and the enable signals at the clock tree clock gates are omitted in the figure.

The key to accurately realizing negative offsets is the utilization of the

positive slack. If a clock tree driver pin has only sequential cells with positive

slack (more specifically Q-slack) at its transitive fanout it is annotated as a

potential acceptor of pins with negative offset. In this way, negative offsets are

realized accurately without degrading the total negative slack. We develop an

engine, called slack manager, which helps to extract the potential acceptors
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Figure 4.10: Clock tree decomposition to hyper-nets

for pins with negative offset.

4.2.3.1 Slack Manager

The slack manager is an engine, that keeps track of certain parameters

at any pin corresponding to the D-slack and Q-slack of the leaf-cells in the

TFO cone of that pin (leafCellsfo(pin)). We define the following parameters.

• Qslacksum(pin)/Dslacksum(pin) = sum of the negative Q/D-slacks at

leafCellsfo(pin)

• Qslackcnt(pin)/Dslackcnt(pin) = count of leafCellsfo(pin) having nega-

tive Q/D-slack

These parameters are calculated recursively in a bottom-up fashion.

Algorithm 10 presents the recursive procedure ‘BUSlackParamCalculate(pin,
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mode)’, which stores the slack-parameters in any pin for all the corners ac-

tive in that mode. Since these slack parameters depend on both modes and

corners, we store these parameters per scenario, i.e. corner and mode com-

bination. However, only ‘mode’ but not ‘corner’ is used as the argument for

the procedure. This is because the recursive traversal of the clock-network in

the procedure is decided by the parent-child relationship of the clock elements,

and this parent-child relationship is invariant across different corners, but may

vary with different modes due to the presence of clock-multiplexers in the clock

network.

Lines 3-7 first initialize the parameter values at each scenario. Then

at Line 8 it is checked whether the pin is a leaf, and in this case it gets the

Q-slack value from the timer (Line 5). If the Q-slack is less than a threshold,

then (Lines 13-14) we set Qslackcnt to be 1 and Qslacksum to be the Q-slack

value. In the other case, i.e., for non-leaf pins, Line 22 calls the procedure re-

cursively for all of its children pins (Note children of a pin depends on mode)

and then it accumulates the values of its children (Lines 23-24). In our im-

plementation, we have set this threshold to be 0, and thus these parameters

respectively estimates the count of leafCellsfo(pin) with negative Q-slack and

sum of negative Q-slacks of leafCellsfo(pin).

The execution of the algorithm is demonstrated with a representative

example in Fig. 4.11. Cells B2 and B3’s output pins have Qslackcnt equal to 1

due to cells ff3 and ff5 respectively. B1’s output pin has Qslackcnt equal to

2 which results from the addition of its children’s corresponding values. The
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Algorithm 10 Procedure to calculate slack parameters

1: Procedure BUSlackParamCalculate(pin, mode);
2: activeCorners ← corners active in mode;
3: for all cor ∈ activeCorners do
4: scn ← combination(mode, cor);
5: Qslacksum(pin, scn)← 0;
6: Qslackcnt(pin, scn)← 0;
7: end for
8: if isLeaf(pin) then
9: for all cor ∈ activeCorners do

10: scn ← combination(mode, cor);
11: Qslack ← getQslack(pin, scn);
12: if Qslack < slackThreshold then
13: Qslackcnt(pin, scn)← 1;
14: Qslacksum(pin, scn)← Qslack;
15: return
16: end if
17: end for
18: end if
19: for all childP in ∈ childList(pin, mode) do
20: for all cor ∈ activeCorners do
21: scn ← combination(mode, cor);
22: BUSlackParamCalculate(childP in, scn);
23: Qslackcnt(pin, scn) ← Qslackcnt(pin, scn) +

Qslackcnt(childP in, scn);
24: Qslacksum(pin, scn) ← Qslacksum(pin, scn) +

Qslacksum(childP in, scn);
25: end for
26: end for
27: return
28: end Procedure
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Figure 4.11: Q-slack parameter calculation

Qslacksum values are calculated accordingly.

Similar calculation is done for D-slack parameters and it has not been

shown in Algorithm 10 or Fig. 4.11 for brevity.

4.2.3.2 Negative Offset Realization Algorithm

The slack manager exposes the space that is available for negative off-

set realization in terms of slack. The Negative Offset Realization Algorithm

(NORA) utilizes this space to (i) accurately realize all negative offsets and (ii)

gain the improvement in total negative slack calculated by the LP solver.

Algorithm 11 captures the functionality of NORA for a single pin, p

(output pin of a cell c), with negative offset. Initially, a reference (constraint)

scenario is chosen along with p’s parent, ppar. Then, (Line 5) it is decided

whether the negative offset will be realized by restructuring the clock tree

or by sizing. This decision is made after the slack parameters calculated by
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Algorithm 11 Procedure to realize a negative offset

1: Procedure NORA(p, offset);
2: scn← getConstraintScenario;
3: ppar ← parent(p);
4: bestSol ← currentSol;
5: if Qslackeff

cnt (ppar, scn) ≥ Dslackeff
cnt (ppar, scn) then

6: acand ← driver pins in p′s hyper-root;
7: prune acand based on level;
8: remove acand elements if their AT is ≥ AT(p)−2 ∗ offset;
9: for all a ∈ acand do

10: if Qslackcnt(inP in(a), scn) > 0 then
11: remove a from acand;
12: end if
13: end for
14: sort acand according to geometric distance from p;
15: for all a ∈ acand do
16: connect p with a;
17: buffer(p);
18: if cost(currentSol) < cost(bestSol) then
19: bestSol ← currentSol;
20: end if
21: end for
22: else
23: size(p);
24: if cost(currentSol) ¡ cost(bestSol) then
25: bestSol ← currentSol;
26: end if
27: end if
28: return bestSol;
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the slack manager for ppar are modified to compensate for the case when p is

detached from ppar. These new values are named Qslackeff
sum and Qslackeff

cnt

and they are calculated according to the following formulas:

Qslackeff
sum(ppar, scn) = Qslacksum(ppar, scn)−Qslacksum(p, scn) (4.1)

Qslackeff
cnt (ppar, scn) = Qslackcnt(ppar, scn)−Qslackcnt(p, scn) (4.2)

The effective Dslack values are calculated accordingly.

If Qslackeff
count is greater than Dslackeff

count for ppar, then it is preferable to

reduce the load at ppar fanout as in this way the clock will arrive faster to the

sequential cells and the negative slack at the Q side will be reduced. Thus,

it is chosen to detach p from ppar and connect it to another node higher in

the tree, as in this way not only the negative offset will be realized, but also

the negative slack at the Q-side of the sequential cells at ppar’s TFO will be

reduced. The above will have a negative impact on the D-side of the sequential

cells at ppar’s TFO, but it is better to optimize in favor of the Q-side, as the

latter affects multiple endpoints with negative slack.

In order to realize the negative offset at p, a driver pin is found higher in

the clock tree, so that if p is connected to it, the difference in Arrival Time (AT)

will effectively realize the offset. However, these driver pins, called from now

on acceptors, should reside at the same scope of hyper-net as p to guarantee

the same functionality as mentioned earlier. In addition, the polarity is also

matched to take care of inverters in the clock tree.
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We use the level of any clock-element within the scope of the hyper-net

as a coarse knob to identify these acceptor pins acand (Line 7), i.e., any driver

pin which is at higher level than p in the hyper-net would be considered for

a potential candidate acceptor. Out of all the candidate driver pins, a finer

tuning is done on the basis of AT. The candidates which have AT greater than

AT(p) - 2 × offset are disregarded (Line 8) as connecting p to them would

not result to the desired arrival time AT(p) - offset, considering a best case

delay of offset (which is also equal to the intrinsic buffer delay in the design)

from the input pin to the output pin p of the corresponding cell c. Finally we

prune acand on the basis of available slack in the TFO of the acceptor pin a

(Line 9-13). If there is no available slack, then we remove the element from

acand. This is to ensure that although a would drive more load in case c is

connected to a and might worsen Qslack at TFO of a, the available slack is

sufficient to account for that (not shown in Algorithm 11).

Then the candidate acceptor pins are sorted according to their prox-

imity to the pin p as it is assumed that the acceptors which are closer will be

directly connected realizing the desired offset without incurring extra buffering

which would increase the total area (Line 14).

Afterwards, the sorted candidate acceptor pins are examined. Initially,

p is connected to the candidate acceptor pin a and buffering is applied on the

net between them. Then the cost of the current solution is estimated. The

solution with the minimum cost is committed by backtracking mechanism.

This cost estimation depends on the accuracy of realizing the offset. The closer
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the AT difference seen at p approaches the desired negative offset value, lesser

is the cost. In addition, if it introduces any new DRC violation, then the cost

is set to infinity making the solution infeasible. If there are lot of candidate

acceptors, the first 10 acceptors are explored. This reduces run time, and at

the same time helps to achieve area-efficient restructuring due to the proximity

of the acceptors to the pin p. If there is no potential acceptor with available

slack, the acceptor with maximum Qslacksum across all scenarios is chosen.

In the case where buffering was chosen instead of clock tree restructur-

ing (Line 5), p is sized and the solution is committed. Interestingly, sizing can

approximately realize the offset as the amount of negative offset is only 1 level

of intrinsic buffer delay or Dbuf
min.

The execution of the above algorithm is illustrated with a representa-

tive example shown in Fig. 4.12(a). In this example, pin p of clock tree buffer

B1 is annotated with a negative offset which is equal to one clock tree level.

Assuming that restructuring is selected instead of sizing, the candidate accep-

tors are initially extracted and suppose B6 driver pin is the best acceptor for p

that can realize the offset most accurately. Then, the restructuring is applied

by detaching B1 from B0’s fanout and connecting it at B6. The resultant clock

tree is shown in Fig. 4.12(b).

4.2.3.3 Our Methodology

Algorithm 12 shows the steps of our methodology for clock tree resyn-

thesis. Initially, the LP solver calculates the offsets in the clock tree. In the
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(b) Resultant clock tree hyper-net
where the negative offset at p is real-
ized by restructuring.

Figure 4.12: Negative offset realization example

case that the offset at a pin is positive, a buffer chain is inserted according to

the methodology presented in section 4.2.2.2 (Line 5). Otherwise, if the offset

is negative, the slack manager is updated (Line 7) and then ‘NORA’ is used

to realize the offset (Line 8). Note that the algorithm has been implemented

into an industrial P&R tool, and so whenever the slack manager is updated

and the D/Q slack parameters are calculated, the timer embedded in the tool

is incrementally called to always give correct D/Q slack values.

Algorithm 12 Clock Tree Resynthesis

1: Calculate clock tree offsets, Soffset by LP solver;
2: Execute ‘BUSlackParamCalculate’ for all clock tree roots and operating

modes;
3: for all (p, offset) ∈ Soffset do
4: if offset > 0 then
5: Insert route-aware buffer(s) at p;
6: else
7: Update slack manager;
8: NORA(p, offset);
9: end if

10: end for
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4.2.4 Experimental Results

We have implemented the algorithms presented in this work in C++

and ran it on a Linux machine with 16-Core 3GHz CPU and 256GB RAM.

Table 4.2 presents the characteristics of 7 industrial designs using cutting-edge

technology nodes (20-32nm), in terms of total number of cells (Column 2),

number of scenarios (Column 3) and initial timing metrics after placement,

clock tree synthesis and routing by an industrial tool. Columns 4, 5 and 6

respectively specify the TNS, worst negative slack (WNS) and failure-end-

point (FEP) across all scenarios.

Table 4.2: Design specification
Design Cells Scenarios TNS WNS FEP

(M) (ps) (ps)
A 0.35 5 -789723 -4433 1907
B 0.62 8 -1586320 -414 12850
C 0.62 8 -82529 -218 1262
D 0.7 8 -1129784 -6433 2408
E 0.85 1 -8032671 -1483 17491
F 1.17 5 -8968128 -6394 43938
G 2.03 6 -4289746 -15418 31946

Table 4.3: Timing metric improvement in industrial designs by our approach
Design Only Negative Offset Positive and Negative

Realization Offset Realization
% TNS % WNS % FEP % Clock Tree Run time % TNS % WNS % FEP % Clock Tree Run Time
Imprv. Imprv. Imprv. Overhead (min) Imprv. Imprv. Imprv. Overhead (min)

A 10.70 -0.13 5.61 2.56 43 77.65 1.20 39.54 20.10 46
B 11.67 0.24 3.61 7.33 175 56.25 0.97 47.32 47.09 189
C 13.35 0.92 9.75 1.05 178 76.62 49.08 57.84 8.63 140
D 32.80 2.64 25.46 1.11 125 31.58 18.51 17.57 11.51 129
E 2.24 2.83 2.20 1.36 98 69.79 10.05 44.43 54.98 306
F 5.91 0.75 7.31 0.17 161 22.80 0.72 35.69 29.78 250
G 34.30 0.08 27.54 0.04 410 62.09 3.80 50.33 11.12 368

Average 15.85 1.05 11.64 1.95 - 56.68 12.04 41.82 26.17 -

Table 4.3 presents the results of our approach. Columns 2-6 exhibit
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that if the LP solver is constrained to use only one level of negative offset

and none of positive ones, then an average improvement of 15.85%, 1.05% and

11.64% is achieved in TNS, WNS and FEP respectively with average clock

tree area overhead less than 2%. If positive offset levels are allowed as well

(Columns 7-11), then an average improvement of 56.68%, 12.04% and 41.82%

in TNS, WNS and FEP respectively is achieved with an average clock tree

area overhead of 26.17%.

Results show that negative offset realization does not increase the clock

tree area significantly, as it is only gate up-sizing which introduces area in this

case and this reinforces our claim of area-efficient negative offset implemen-

tation. If positive offsets are allowed as well, the area overhead increases on

average to 26.17% as positive offsets are typically realized by introducing delay

chains comprised of multiple buffers. The aforementioned percentage in area

increase is in terms of buffers/inverters/combinational elements in clock tree

network only and this does not include sequential leaf cells and data path com-

binational logic, which dominate the total area of the design. So if we consider

the total design area or even include the registers, the percentage increase

would be negligible. For instance, for design ‘E’, the percentage increase in

clock tree area is maximum (55%), but if we consider the total area of the

design, the percentage area increase is less than 1%.

With respect to the timing optimization, using only negative offsets

suffices to reduce TNS for designs D and G by more than 30%. On the contrary,

TNS improvement for designs E and F is below 10%. WNS is almost not
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reduced, as the realized offsets correspond to a single clock tree level which is

a relatively small portion of WNS. FEP reduction follows the corresponding

reduction of TNS for all the designs but A and B, for which FEP reduction is

significantly smaller than the one of TNS.

In the case that positive offsets are allowed as well, TNS reduction

reaches 56.68% on overage, with most of the designs exhibiting TNS reduction

by more than 62%. WNS is improved more when compared to only using a

single level of negative offset. FEP reduction again follows the TNS reduction,

with designs A and D exhibiting significantly less FEP optimization compared

to TNS.

It should be stressed that for designs ‘B’ and ‘D’, besides TNS, THS

is optimized as well, by 88% and 15% respectively with positive and negative

offset realization and by 14.5% and 13% respectively with only negative offset

realization (not mentioned in Table 4.3). For rest of the designs, hold corner

analysis is not enabled. For design ‘D’, compared to the case of realizing

only negative offsets, TNS/FEP improvement decreases while realizing both

positive and negative offsets, but WNS and THS improvement is more.

The biggest design in this benchmark suite contains more than 2M cells

and it has 6 scenarios. Our approach achieves 62% improvement in TNS with

11% overhead in clock tree area. Runtime for this benchmark is less than 7

hours, which is quite reasonable. However, it is counter-intuitive that run time

is high in a few designs (‘C’ and ‘G’) for realizing only negative offsets than

for realizing both positive and negative offsets. This is due to the behavior
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of the LP engine, as for those designs the total number of negative offsets to

be realized in the case where only negative offsets are allowed is more than

the total number of offsets when both positive and negative ones are allowed.

Note that this run-time includes computing the offsets by the LP-solver and

realizing the offsets, followed by global and detail routing of the clock nets.

In Fig. 4.13 the percentage TNS improvements predicted by LP-solver

and that after actual physical offset (positive+negative) realization are com-

pared for each of the 7 designs. Corresponding to each design, the first column

represents the % TNS improvement computed by the LP-solver that would

have been achieved on exact realization of all offsets, and the second column

represents the actual % TNS improvement by our offset realization algorithm.

On average, our algorithm achieves 56.68% improvement in TNS while that

predicted by the LP-solver is 63.58%. The discrepancy is because the physi-

cally implemented offsets are not exactly the same as those computed by the

LP-solver, nevertheless we have achieved most of the timing improvements

predicted by the LP-solver. It should be noted that the offsets computed by

the LP-solver are bounded and discrete valued (Section 4.2.2), and so may not

give the optimum results. Thus the inexactness in offset implementation has

benefited in case of design ‘D’, where we got more timing improvements than

predicted.

Table 4.2.4 presents the results with only positive offset realization

(POR). An average improvement of 56.14% and 9.21% is achieved in TNS and

WNS respectively with an average clock tree overhead of 29.51%. In compari-
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of % TNS improvement between LP-solver prediction
and after actual physical offset realization

son to positive + negative offset realization (PNOR), the timing improvements

in this case are very close but with some additional clock tree overhead. For

designs ‘A’ and ‘D’, PNOR is more effective both in terms of timing optimiza-

tion and clock tree overhead than POR. In case of designs ‘F ’ and ‘G’, timing

improvements for POR are more but with significant overhead in clock tree

area. However, POR gives similar or better TNS improvement with less clock

tree overhead when compared to PNOR for rest 3 designs.

The scope or effectiveness of negative offset realization is limited in

those designs due to the presence of short depth clock trees. In a few cases,

the leaf-level ICGs in the designs drive the sinks either directly or through

few buffers. Since restructuring to realize negative offsets is performed within

the scope of a hyper-net, and as the driver pin of a clock gate is treated as

a hyper-root (as explained in Section 4.2.3), it becomes infeasible to realize

negative offsets by restructuring in those situations. A possible solution to
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this issue may be to make the LP-solver aware of this, i.e., identify these

cases beforehand, and feed this information to the LP-solver such that it is

prevented to assign any negative offset on those driver pins.

Table 4.4: Positive offset realization (POR)
Design % TNS % WNS % Clock Tree Run Time

Imprv. Imprv. Overhead (min)

A 74.22 0.31 23.39 39
B 56.97 -7.97 43.64 158
C 80.76 65.6 8.41 117
D 13.17 17.64 11.84 118
E 69.19 6.04 53.79 364
F 26.84 0.68 48.33 139
G 71.88 -17.84 17.15 523

Average 56.14 9.21 29.51 -

In order to analyze the results of positive offset realization, negative

offset realization and combined offset realization, we define Quality of Results

(QoR) as the ratio of % TNS improvement to the % clock tree area overhead.

QoR for the three cases are compared across all designs in Table 4.2.4. We

can see that combined offset realization gives better QoR in 4 out of 7 designs

in comparison to positive offset realization, whereas negative offset realization

always gives the best QoR due to its very low clock tree area overhead.

Although the comparison between POR and PNOR shows similar tim-

ing improvement, there are several advantages of PNOR or specifically the

negative offset realization. Firstly, as discussed earlier, the overhead in clock

tree area does not contribute much to the total design area. But clock nets

typically switch faster than the signal nets, and consequently, 30-70% of total
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Table 4.5: QoR comparison
Design Pos. Offset Neg. Offset Pos.+ Neg. offset

A 3.17 4.18 3.86
B 1.31 1.59 1.19
C 9.60 12.71 8.88
D 1.11 29.55 2.74
E 1.29 1.65 1.27
F 0.56 34.76 1.15
G 4.19 857.50 5.58

dynamic power of the design is consumed in the clock network [60]. So any sort

of area-overhead in clock network will contribute significantly in increasing the

total dynamic power of the design. The parameter ‘QoR’ is thus an indicator

of timing vs. power trade-off, and better QoRs in negative offset realization

signify more power-efficient solutions. For designs like ‘D’ and ‘F’, we get

more than 2X improvement in QoR for PNOR compared to POR. Secondly,

negative offset realization, but not POR, is the preferable way to fix violations

in certain cases. For instance, a clock-gate may drive (directly or transitively)

hundreds of flip-flops in modern designs. If there are setup violations in the

timing paths associated with the path group through that clock gate, then it

would be convenient to fix those by speeding up the clock arrival at the clock

pins of the flops which are at the transitive fan-in cone of the clock gate, since

these flops are relatively fewer compared to those in the TFO cone of the clock

gate. In addition, if there is any timing violation pertaining to the timing path

between a flip-flop and a primary output, it can also be fixed by speeding up

the clock arrival at the clock pin of the flop. Finally, POR is more prone to
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Figure 4.14: QoR vs. Offset Level

OCV compared to negative offset realization to be discussed later.

Next we study the impact of offset levels on QoR. We run our algorithm

by varying the positive offset levels from 2 to 10 in steps of 2, and negative

offset levels with 0 and 1. Fig. 4.14 shows the plot of QoR with different

positive offset levels for two cases, with (PNOR) and without (POR) negative

offset realization. PNOR achieves better QoR in designs ‘A’, ‘D’, ‘F ’ and ‘G’,

and POR achieves better QoR in design ‘C’ than their respective counterparts

for all positive offset levels. QoR for PNOR and POR are comparable for

design ‘E’. For design ‘B’, POR achieves better QoR except the case for offset

level = 2. There is no general trend for dependence of QoR on offset levels,

and it varies from design to design.

Impact of OCV-derates on clock-tree resynthesis: In any industrial

timer, typically two types of clock arrivals are calculated for each pin, namely

early arrival and late arrival to accommodate OCV, and are characterized by

OCV-derates [6]. For instance, suppose one level of buffer delay is 50ps and
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OCV-derates are 0.97-1.05. Then the early delay (late delay) for that level

would be 50×0.97 = 48.5ps (50×1.05 = 52.5ps). So as OCV-derates increase,

i.e., derates become more apart from 1.00, it becomes difficult to achieve

the timing closure under worst-case scenario. Consequently with increase in

OCV-derates, TNS of the designs as well as the count of offsets perdicted by

LP solver to improve the timing metrics increase. Fig. 4.15 shows the TNS

changes of 5 industrial designs with different OCV-derates. We consider 3

situations, (i) 1.00-1.00, i.e., no on-chip-variation, (ii) 0.95-1.05 and (iii) 0.90-

1.10 and TNS for each case is normalized w.r.t. the TNS without any OCV.

We can observe that as OCV-derates increase, TNS for the designs rise up

significantly. For D1, the increase in TNS is very high as the absolute TNS is

very small in absence of OCV. Similar trend is exhibited in Fig. 4.16, where

the offset counts for different OCV-derates are normalized w.r.t. that with no

OCV. Note that the designs used in this experiment are not exactly same as

those used in Table 4.3, with D3 and D4 corresponding to E and F respectively.

D5 is the biggest design in this suite with around 216k flip-flops, 2.16M cells

and 4 scenarios. The run-time for this design for OCV-derate 0.90 − 1.10

(including computing offsets by LP-solver, offset realization followed by global

and detail routing of the clock nets) is around 12 hours.

Next we compare the improvement of the timing metrics and clock tree

overhead with different OCV-derates. Fig. 4.17 shows the percentage TNS

improvement of the designs under 3 OCV-derates. We observe that percentage

TNS improvement is typically maximum with no OCV, and as OCV derates
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Figure 4.15: TNS of designs increase as OCV-derates increase

Figure 4.16: Offset counts increase as OCV-derates increase

increase it decrease. However, for D5 and D4, this behavior is not monotonic.

On average, the percentage TNS improvements for the OCV-derates 1.00-1.00,

0.95-1.05 and 0.90-1.10 are respectively 52.3%, 41.3% and 27.6%. Similar trend

is also observed in case of FEP improvement (Fig. 4.18). The corresponding

percentage improvements are 43.8%, 29.7% and 14.4% respectively. It should

be stressed that these reported improvements are after clock tree resynthesis or

realization of the offsets, but not the improvements predicted by the LP-solver.

The degradation in timing improvement with OCV-derates is due to several
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reasons. Firstly, the predicted TNS improvement by LP solver decreases with

increase in OCV-derates. This is because as OCV-derates increase, it becomes

more and more difficult to achieve the timing closure. Secondly, incorporating

the buffers to realize positive offsets increase the number of levels and path-

length in the clock tree and consequently, OCV-impact becomes more severe.

Finally, restructuring might benefit or aggravate the OCV-impact depending

on the increase or decrease of the common path between the clock pins of the

launch and capture flops due to the common-path-pessimism-removal (CPPR).

Fig. 4.19 shows the percentage clock-tree overhead for the designs with

different OCV-derates. With increase in OCV-derates, the clock tree overhead

increases and the plot is similar to that of offset counts vs. OCV-derates

(Fig. 4.16). This is intuitive, as number of offsets increase, more buffers will

be introduced and more clock tree restructuring would be performed causing

increase in clock tree overhead. The percentage clock tree overhead for the

OCV-derates 1.00-1.00, 0.95-1.05 and 0.90-1.10 are respectively 29.1%, 56.9%

and 71.7%. Note that this clock tree overhead is calculated based on the area

of the clock tree buffers/inverters etc. and does not include the sequential

elements. The maximum overhead is observed for D4 with OCV-derate 0.90−

1.10, but it is less than 1% if we consider the total area of the design, however

in terms of power consumption the overhead can be significant due to the

higher switching activity in the clock network.
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Figure 4.17: Percentage TNS improvement with different OCV-derates

Figure 4.18: Percentage FEP improvement with different OCV-derates

4.2.5 Summary

This section introduces algorithms which significantly improve timing

metrics in large-scale industrial designs under MCMM scenarios. To our best

knowledge this is the first work to implement a feasibility aware clock schedul-

ing, realized by solving a constrained LP problem globally, and using the

clock tree elements as place holders for the resultant offsets. Our approach

has achieved an average TNS improvement of 57% in industrial designs with

an average overhead of 26% in clock tree area. We define the QoR met-
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Figure 4.19: Percentage clock tree overhead with different OCV-derates

ric and study its dependence on offset levels. We also study the impact of

OCV-derates on our approach.

This framework can be extended to improve on the area overhead in

the clock tree. We can see that the area overhead in the clock tree is mainly

due to the positive offset realization. It should be noted that restructuring

might not be helpful in realizing positive offset at any pin as the place-holders

for offsets are typically leaf-level gates/buffers and so it is difficult to find an

acceptor in the clock tree which can match the desired arrival time of the pin

on restructuring. But we can consider the partial realization of the positive

offsets, while realizing the negative offsets so that the size of the buffer to be

inserted for realizing positive offsets decreases and area overhead improves.

For instance, when we choose potential acceptor for realizing negative offset, a

priority can be given (by modifying the cost function in Algorithm 11) to the

acceptors which have place-holders (driver pins) for positive offsets in its TFO

cone as the restructuring would result some delay in clock arrival for those
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pins, thereby realizing the positive offsets partially.
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4.3 Clock Tree Resynthesis for Power Optimization

In the previous section, we discussed how clock tree resynthesis can

help in multi-corner, multi-mode timing closure exploiting useful skew. In this

section, we will discuss about the power optimization aspect in clock network

without increasing the clock skew.

Commercial tools synthesize buffered clock trees with specific skew tar-

gets in presence of process variations and on-chip-variations [83] [84] which

along with clock latency (delay from clock root to sink i.e., flip-flops) have

been key objectives in ISPD’09 and ISPD’10 contests [89] [88]. However, this

stringent skew target may not be needed in the late design stage, i.e., after

clock tree synthesis (CTS), to achieve the timing closure. Rather, a marginal

relaxation in the clock skew might not hurt the timing profile of the design,

but could be exploited to optimize the clock net capacitance. Wire sizing

and the use of non-default routing with more spacing can potentially improve

skew and reduce overall clock tree capacitance [91] [41] [31], but at the cost

of congestion and higher chip area. Several other techniques have been ex-

plored in the past to reduce clock dynamic power, such as synthesis-based

clock gating [20], data-driven clock gating [101], clock gate cloning [95] and

usage of multi-bit-flip-flop (MBFF) [52], but none of them focus primarily on

the optimization of the clock net or wire capacitance at the post-CTS stage.

Due to the high switching activity and larger capacitive loads, 30-70%

of the dynamic power is dissipated in the clock network [60] [44]. The pin

capacitance of the clock elements, such as the clock buffers, inverters, clock
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Figure 4.20: Incremental clock tree modification

gates etc., and flip-flops, and the wire capacitance of the clock nets contribute

to the clock dynamic power consumption. Recently, the net capacitance has

become comparable, and sometimes even higher than the pin capacitance due

to several reasons. Firstly, device size is shrinking with technology scaling,

and as a result pin capacitance has reduced at much faster rate than the net

capacitance. Secondly, with growing design complexity and aggravating varia-

tion effect, massive clock gating and skew balancing introduce more and more

routing overhead. For instance, hierarchical clock gating creates complex bal-

ancing constraints at each intermediate clock gate as the gating signals must

arrive in time, thus requiring insertion of delay-chains to compensate for the

large down-delay imbalance between different child gators [23]. Additionally,

branching points for launch and capture flip-flops are kept close to the flops

in order to increase the common path followed by common-path-pessimism-

removal (CPPR) during timing analysis which helps to alleviate the on-chip-

variation (OCV) effect [6] [24]. But this often needs long-wire connections
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between the flops and the clock buffers which are geometrically apart. Con-

sequently, clock net capacitance contributes a significant fraction of the clock

dynamic power.

To tackle this, we have formulated a problem with the target objective

of reducing the clock net capacitance of an already synthesized and routed

clock tree network, given a specified relaxation margin in the clock skew [75].

A buffer-tree resynthesis algorithm has been proposed which traverses the

clock network in a bottom-up fashion, and relocates the clock buffers/inverters

guided by mean-centric grid based placement (MCGBP). Since this resynthesis

approach has been exercised in the post-CTS stage, semi-global optimizations

by moving multiple clock buffers/inverters at a time may not be suitable as

it would be disruptive to the timing profile of the design. Instead, we have

explored the movement of the clock buffers/inverters one-by-one and ensured

that these local transformations do not (i) add any design-rule-check (DRC)

violation, such as the maximum load or maximum slew violation etc., and

(ii) increase the clock latency apart from meeting a specific skew bound. In

addition to reducing the clock net capacitance, the down-sizing of the clock

buffers has also provided some benefit in reducing the pin capacitance of the

clock network. Our key contributions are summarized as follows:

• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first problem formulation to

optimize the clock net capacitance at the post-CTS stage given a specific

skew bound.
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• A buffer tree resynthesis algorithm has been proposed by mean-centric

grid based placement of the clock buffers and inverters in bottom-up

fashion without introducing any new DRC violation and increasing the

clock latency.

• Our approach has been integrated into an industrial tool, and the execu-

tion of this algorithm on 22-65nm industrial designs resulted an average

5.6% reduction in the clock net capacitance with small improvement in

the pin capacitance of the clock network as well.

4.3.1 Problem Formulation

Suppose there are n clock domains in an already synthesized and routed

clock tree network. Let WCclk be the total wire capacitance of the clock

network. Then the formulation of our problem is as follows:

minimize: WCclk

subject to: ∀i ∈ [1, n] Skew
′

i ≤ Skewi + ∆margin

(4.3)

where, Skewi and Skew
′

i are the skew of the ith clock domain before and

after the DRC-aware clock network modification respectively and ∆margin is

the margin allowed in the skew. By DRC-aware, we mean that the clock

network modification is not allowed to introduce any new DRC violation, and

in addition not to increase the clock latency. Note that we have used the terms

net capacitance and wire capacitance interchangeably throughout this section.
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4.3.2 Skew Bounded Buffer Tree Resynthesis

In this section, we describe our approach. At first, we present the key

idea behind the incremental clock tree modification. Then we illustrate why

and how the clock network is traversed in the bottom-up fashion. Next, we

describe the algorithm for single buffer migration followed by mean-centric

grid based placement mechanism and pruning strategy for the sizing options

to scale this approach.

4.3.2.1 Incremental Clock Tree Modification

The key idea of our approach is to size and move the clock buffers or

inverters towards its loads. Consider Fig. 4.20 to illustrate the incremental

clock tree modification. For instance, B2 drives two other clock buffers B3 and

B4, and B2 is placed closer to B3 and B4 in Fig. 4.20(b), followed by blockage

aware re-routing of the nets n2, n3 and n4. The new placement of B2 and the

re-routing of the nets (n2, n3 and n4) will impact the clock arrivals in the flip-

flops which are at the transitive-fanout (TFO) cone of B0. Since B2 is placed

closer to its loads, intuitively the wire-load for B2 would decrease whereas

the same for B0 may increase. However, it ultimately depends on how the

re-routing of those nets occurs in the placed design with existing routing. It

should be stressed that global wire-load minimization might not always happen

due to the change in routing topology, but also because of routing in different

layers. Also, note that pictorially it seems the wire-load of B0 will always

increase, but physically it may be possible that the movement of B2 results in
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the reduction of the wire-load of B0.

So the clock arrival at the flops in the TFO cone of B2 are more likely

to decrease while the same for B1 will possibly increase. On the other hand,

downsizing B2 may balance these effects due to the (i) reduction in the load

of B0 reducing the delay across input-to-output pins of B0 and (ii) increase in

the delay across input-to-output pins of B2. Similarly, the buffer B1 can be

re-positioned and the nets connected to B1 can be re-routed as shown in Fig.

4.20(c). Here Fig. 4.20 represents the incremental clock tree modification in

one level of the clock tree.

The benefit of this incremental clock tree modification can be two-

fold: (i) it can reduce the total wire-capacitance of the clock nets, and (ii)

if the size of B2/B1 is reduced, it will reduce the pin-capacitance as well.

But this can increase the skew of the clock network, and can introduce new

DRC violations. So we need to respect these two constraints while physically

realizing the transformation. It should be stressed that this approach is a local

approach, but more semi-global optimizations such as dynamic-programming

(DP) based approaches to move more than one buffer at a time would be

difficult to perform as this is at the late stage of design flow and we can not

modify the clock network drastically causing intrusive impacts on the timing

profile of the design.
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4.3.2.2 Bottom-up Traversal

We adopt a bottom-up traversal of the clock network for performing

the incremental modification in the clock tree. This is due to most of the total

capacitance of the clock network is associated with the bottom-levels, i.e.,

closer to the flip-flops. For instance, [19] has shown with one benchmark from

ISPD’10 contest [88] that 71% and 12% of the total capacitance are respectively

linked with the bottom-most level and second bottom-most level. For each

clock domain the incremental modification is performed within the scope of a

hyper-net. A hyper-net is a set of logically equivalent or opposite polarity nets

which are separated by buffers or inverters in the same physical partition as

the root driver of the top net [76]. So this set is essentially connected in a tree-

topology. Note that we do not perform the transformation on any clock-gate

or clock-multiplexers, as such an action could worsen the timing pertaining to

the enable signals.

Fig. 4.21 shows three hyper-nets, and the traversal order for these

hyper-nets can be HyperNet1 → HyperNet2 → HyperNet0. The relative

order between HyperNet1 and HyperNet2 is random. But a prioritized or-

dering can be imposed based on the switching activity of the hyper-net. For

instance, the switching activity of HyperNet1 and HyperNet2 are 0.5 and 0.8

respectively. In that case, we can traverse HyperNet2 before HyperNet1 to

facilitate more optimization within HyperNet2, since that could save more

dynamic power. Within the scope of a hyper-net, the clock buffers or inverters

are again traversed in bottom-up fashion. For instance, the traversal order for
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the buffers in HyperNet2 can be B1 → B2 → B3 → B4 → B5. It is impor-

tant to note that since the switching activities of all nets within the scope of a

hyper-net are the same, there can not be any switching activity based ordering

for these buffers like that for the hyper-nets. So the relative order between B1,

B2 and B3, and that between B4 and B5 can change, which still maintains the

bottom-up traversal.

HyperNet0

HyperNet1

HyperNet2

Figure 4.21: Bottom-up traversal within and across hyper-nets

4.3.2.3 Single Buffer Migration (SBM)

Algorithm 13 presents the key steps of Single Buffer Migration (SBM).

It works on a buffer or inverter (cell) in the clock network. First, the output net

of cell is obtained, and the bounding box (bbox) of the net is calculated (Lines

2-3). At the next stage, we try to find the best position within bbox for cell

for migration, such that the resultant wire-capacitance of the clock network is

optimized. However, since this migration occurs after placement in post-CTS

stage, cell can not be moved to any position in order to avoid the placement

overlap with the already placed cells. So we find the set of congestion free
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positions (positionSet), and attempt to explore those positions (Lines 4-21).

The detailed mechanism for finding these positions will be discussed in Section

4.3.2.4.

Algorithm 13 Single Buffer Migration

1: Procedure SBM(cell);
2: opnet ← output net of cell;
3: bbox ← bounding box of opnet;
4: positionSet ← congestion free positions within bbox;
5: for all pos ∈ positionSet do
6: cellTypeSet ← available buffers or inverters in the library;
7: for all cellType ∈ cellTypeSet do
8: substitute the cell-type of cell with cellType;
9: place cell in pos;

10: re-route the nets connected to cell;
11: if isDRCViolation then
12: continue;
13: end if
14: if Skew

′

> Skew + ∆margin then
15: continue;
16: end if
17: if cost(currentSol) ¡ cost(bestSol) then
18: bestSol ← currentSol;
19: end if
20: end for
21: end for
22: return
23: end Procedure

For each available position, we also explore different sizing options for

cell, followed by re-routing of the clock nets connected to cell (Line 10). For

instance, if we consider the cell B2 in Fig. 4.20, then n2, n3 and n4 will be

re-routed. If this migration with sizing and re-routing introduces any new
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DRC violations (such as max-load violation, max-slew violation etc.), then

this move is not accepted (Lines 11-13), since we do not want to incorporate

any such violation at this stage. However, we do not up-size the cells as it could

increase the total pin-capacitance of the clock network. We also check if the

skew exceeds the pre-specified margin by the move (Lines 14-16). Among all

these moves (with sizing), the solution giving the best improvement in wire-

capacitance of the clock network is committed by backtracking mechanism

(Lines 17-19). It should be stressed that the algorithm has been integrated to

an industrial tool and all these moves are followed by the re-routing of the clock

nets along with routing layer assignment by the tool to get the accurate skew

measurement and the improvement in wire-capacitance of the clock network

in a fast and incremental way.

However, it is still computationally intensive to explore all congestion

free positions and all sizing options. So we propose mean-centric grid-based

placement along with pruned sizing options to scale the approach.

4.3.2.4 Mean-Centric Grid-Based Placement (MCGBM)

In modern designs, a clock net can drive tens of clock buffers or in-

verters. Although the CAD tools try to place those buffers in geometrical

proximity, it may not be always possible, and thus the buffers driven by a

net can be placed wide apart. As a result, the area of the bounding box of

the clock net can be large, and attempting all congestion free positions in the

bounding box can be run-time intensive. On the other hand, the sum of the
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euclidean distances from a point (x, y) to a set of n points, such as (x1, y1),

(x2, y2)...(xn, yn) is given by
∑n

i=1

√

(x− xi)2 + (y − yi)2 and minimized for

the mean position, i.e., x =
Pn

i=1 xi

n
, y =

Pn
i=1 yi

n
. However, the migration of

the driving cell of the net to the mean of the positions of the driven buffers

does not guarantee the local optimum for clock net capacitance cost. This is

because the capacitance cost not only depends on the routing topology, but

also depends on the routing layer assignment in the design, and in addition

the mean position may not be available for placement due to congestion. Nev-

ertheless, intuitively migration to the neighborhood of the mean position can

give a better optimization scope.

To move the targeted clock cell accordingly, we divide the bounding

box (found in Algorithm 13) into grids of (2h × 2w), where h and w are the

height and width of the cell respectively. To spot the neighborhood of the

mean position, we define a parameter called gridParam. Suppose the mean

position of the net is in a certain grid gr. In that case, we will explore all

the grids for which the grid distance in x and y co-ordinates from gr are both

less or equal to gridParam. This is explained in Fig 4.22 representing the

grid-based partitioning and the centre of gravity (CG) or mean position of the

bounding box. For instance, if gridParam = 1, then all shaded grid positions

in Fig 4.22 will be explored for placement. Note that the granularity of the

grid can also be parameterized, such as making grid-size as (h × w) or (4h

× 4w) etc. However, experimentally we observe that 2h × 2w is a reasonable

choice for granularity. Lesser granularity might miss some available positions
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Figure 4.22: Mean-centric grid exploration with gridParam = 1

causing solution degradation whereas the most granular grid size such as (h ×

w) does not improve the solution quality, but increase the run-time.

Note that the routing of the nets takes place in rectilinear fashion [24]

and manhattan distance is the more accurate distance in that sense. The sum

of the manhattan distances from a point (x, y) to a set of n points is given by
∑n

i=1 |x−xi|+ |y−yi|, and minimized for the median position. So considering

the median position instead of the mean position as the centre of the grids can

be an alternative choice. We have explored that option as well and the results

do not change much as typically the mean and the median positions are very

close and we explore a wide neighborhood around the centre of the grids.

4.3.2.5 Pruning Sizing Options

In Algorithm 13, we attempt to explore different down-sizing options

for the targeted clock buffer or inverter (Line 7). However, traversing through

all these options can be time-consuming. In order to avoid this, we pre-stored

the library cells sorted according to size and keep on decreasing the size of

the cell in that order. Once we get a higher cost compared to earlier sizing
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options, we do not further try to down-size. For instance, the sizes of the

clock buffer in the library are 1, 2, 4, 8, 10, 16 ... and the current size of the

cell is 10. Say, the costs in a particular location are 100, 96, 104, 108 with

size = 10, 8, 4, 2 respectively. In that case, the sizing options of sz = 8 and

sz = 4 will be explored and since the cost increase when sz reduces from 8

to 4, it would not be further down-sized and the solution with sz = 8 will be

stored. The intuition behind this pruning is that this cost resembles roughly

a convex function with sz, and we have experimentally observed that this

pruning technique does not practically incur any compromise in the solution

quality.

4.3.3 Experimental Results

We have implemented the algorithms presented in this work in C++

and run it on a Linux machine with 16-Core 3GHz CPU and 256GB RAM.

Table 4.6 presents the characteristics of 6 industrial designs using cutting-edge

technology nodes (22-65nm). Designs are sorted according to the number of

cells in the design (Column 3). Columns 2 and 4 represent the technology node

and the total number of flip-flops in the designs respectively. Column 5 shows

the maximum clock latency (maximum of rise latency and fall latency) in the

clock networks of the respective designs. Design ‘F’ is the biggest design in

terms of the total number of cells, whereas design ‘D’ has biggest clock network

with around 136k flip-flops.

As discussed in section 4.3.2.4, we can control the parameter gridParam
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Table 4.6: Design specification
Design Technology # of # of Clock

(nm) cells flops latency (ps)
A 65 68,945 11,937 791
B 65 79,055 11,741 1573
C 28 128,444 18,967 1034
D 22 590,392 135,937 1227
E 28 687,221 34,399 738
F 28 859,833 37,239 1554

while running our algorithm. We take the smaller design A and run our algo-

rithm with gridParam = 1, 2, 5, 10, 20 and covering the entire bounding box

for each of the nets. Fig. 4.23 shows the curve for run-time vs. percentage

wire-cap reduction, representing the all six points on the curve corresponding

to the different values of gridParam. It can be seen that as gridParam in-

creases, run-time increases and the percentage wire-cap reduction is more as

well. This is intuitive since with increase in gridParam, more positions are

explored causing more run-time. On the other hand, it may not be possible

to place the clock buffers near the mean position due to congestion, and ex-

ploring more positions for placement gives better improvement in clock net

capacitance. However, the rising curve then starts to flatten as gridParam is

increased further. For instance, beyond gridParam = 10, the curve in Fig.

4.23 flattens.

Table 4.7 presents the experimental results of our approach. Columns 2

and 3 respectively represent the percentage net-capacitance reduction and pin-

capacitance reduction in the clock network of the designs. Column 4 shows the

run-time of our approach in each design. On average, our algorithm achieves
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Figure 4.23: Percentage wire-cap improvement vs. run time trade-off for design
A

respectively 5.6% and 0.52% improvement in the clock net-capacitance and

the pin-capacitance. Although the objective of our problem is to optimize the

clock net capacitance, we get small improvement in the pin-capacitance as well

due to the down-sizing of the buffers in a few cases. The skew margin is kept

at 20ps. gridParam is set to 10 for all these runs. It should be stressed that

these improvements are over the baseline clock network synthesized and routed

by an industrial tool. The maximum run-time is around 4 hours for the design

‘D’. This is because although it is not the biggest design, it has the biggest

clock network in our benchmark suite.

With respect to the net-capacitance optimization, our algorithm achieves

mostly 4-6% improvement with the best being 9.6% for the design ‘E’. In terms

of pin-capacitance reduction, our approach achieves the most for the design

‘B’ with 1.6%. The pin-capacitance improvement is typically much smaller

as down-sizing the buffers can not be exercised in most of the cases, as (i) it

introduces maximum slew and maximum load violations and (ii) it changes
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Table 4.7: Improvement in net-capacitance and pin-capacitance in the clock
network

Design Net-cap Pin-cap Run time
reduction (%) reduction (%) (min)

A 4.0 1.00 25.0
B 4.7 1.6 22.4
C 6.0 0.03 37.9
D 3.3 0.4 245.0
E 9.6 0.84 56.7
F 5.7 0.2 46.3

Average 5.6 0.52

the clock arrivals to a greater extent than just by local move of the buffers,

violating the constraints related to the skew and the clock latency. For the

design ‘C’, the pin-capacitance improvement is negligible, and this is due to

the very few options for sizing the clock buffers and inverters in the library

for the design. It is important to note that although the skew margin is kept

at 20ps, the skew degradation in the designs are typically less than 20ps. For

instance, the degradation in skew for designs ‘B’, ‘E’ and ‘F’ are less than 6ps.

In these cases, during the incremental clock tree modification, the clock skew

degradation changes over time. It sometimes reaches closer to 20ps, but then

reduces to a lesser value. As a constraint, the clock latency is not allowed to

increase. However, since clock nets are optimized by buffer migrations and

re-routing of the associated nets, the clock latency decreases in a few cases,

such as for ‘A’, ‘C’, ‘D’ and ‘F’, which is an additional gain in our resynthesis

approach. The decrease in clock latency is maximum for the design ‘C’ being

around 35ps, while for others it is less than 10ps.

Considering the switching activities to be same across all hyper-nets in
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Table 4.8: Clock dynamic power reduction
Design Net capacitance Pin capacitance Ratio Net capacitance Pin capacitance Dynamic power

(fF) (fF) improvement improvement reduction
(%) (%) (%)

A 35923 59647 0.60:1 4.0 1.0 2.13
B 103737 156314 0.66:1 4.7 1.6 2.83
C 144770 182482 0.79:1 6.0 0.03 2.66
D 258872 114338 2.26:1 3.3 0.4 2.41
E 129583 49910 2.60:1 9.6 0.84 7.17
F 578141 257285 2.25:1 5.7 0.2 4.01

Average 3.54

the clock network, the clock dynamic power improvement can be calculated

as the weighted sum of the improvements in the net capacitance and the pin

capacitance as shown in Table 4.8. For instance, the improvement in net

and pin capacitance for the design ‘C’ are 6.0% and 0.03% respectively, and

the ratio of net to pin capacitance is 0.79:1. So the clock dynamic power

improvement would be 6.0 × 0.79
1.79

+ 0.03 × 1
1.79

= 2.66%. Columns 2 and 3

show the net-capacitance and pin-capacitance for the designs and the ratio is

calculated in Column 4. Although this ratio can vary with designs, the general

trend is that it is higher in lower technology nodes. Columns 5 and 6 present

the percentage improvement in net and pin capacitance respectively and then

we calculate the clock dynamic power improvement as the weighted sum of

these improvements in Column 7. Due to the higher net-to-pin capacitance

ratio, the power improvement is higher in the lower technology node, most

being for the designs ‘E’ and ‘F’ with around 7.2% and 4.0% respectively. On

average, the clock dynamic power improvement is 3.54%.

Currently, we have only considered buffers and inverters for migration

and sizing. But clock gates (or Integrating Clock Gate cells) are extensively

used in modern designs at more granular level in the clock network to save
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power. So clock gates can be moved and/or sized which can give more scope

to improve the net capacitance. However, for that we have to take account

several additional aspects. Firstly, the timing margins for the enable logic

need to be restored. Secondly, the switching activity at the input of the

clock gate is typically higher than that at the output. Since the dynamic

power is proportional to the capacitance and the switching activity, it may

be possible that movement of the clock gate closer to its loads optimizes the

net capacitance, but increases the dynamic power consumption. So instead of

considering capacitance we have to take account the product of the capacitance

and the switching activity for the associated nets as the cost.

4.3.4 Summary

To our best knowledge, this section introduces the first work to optimize

the clock net capacitance of already synthesized and routed clock networks by

a buffer tree resynthesis algorithm. Our approach has been integrated into an

industrial tool, and provided an average 5.6% and up to 9.6% improvement

in clock net capacitance over the baseline clock networks of industrial designs

synthesized and routed by the industrial tool. In terms of clock dynamic

power reduction, our algorithm can reduce the clock dynamic power up to

7.2% and 3.5% on average. Since with technology scaling, the percentage

contribution of net capacitance is becoming higher and higher in comparison

to the pin capacitance, we believe that our approach can potentially reduce

more dynamic power in modern designs.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

In this dissertation, a set of algorithms and methodologies have been

proposed to optimize the logic and clock networks for modern nano-scale de-

signs. The major contributions include:

• In chapter 2, two algorithms are proposed for high performance adder

synthesis. The first algorithm (i) excels all existing algorithms in adder

synthesis for non-uniform input arrival times, and (ii) generates size-

optimum prefix adder solutions for n bit adder with level L = log2n, and

when n is a power of 2. In addition, generating several candidate solu-

tions at a time could provide the flexibility to address the practical design

issues, such as wire congestion and power consumption, which are hard

to model during synthesis stage. The second algorithm targets at the

optimization of prefix graphs for n bit adders with L = log2n and given

fan-out constraints. The design space exploration by this algorithm, af-

ter running through Synopsys DC and ICC with 32nm technology map-

ping, provides the pareto-optimal power vs. performance curve which

has given better power, performance and area than regular adders, such

as Sklansky and Kogge-Stone adders, industry standard DC adders and
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other existing algorithms. In addition, our adder solutions have provided

better area and timing metrics than the custom adders, implemented in

industrial designs targeting 22nm technology node.

• In chapter 3, a new paradigm of gate sizing, OSFA, is proposed for

power/performance optimizations under multiple operating conditions.

Our paradigm can be extended to address the various reliability and

physical design issues. The Lagrangian relaxation based formulation for

one scenario is enhanced to consider multiple scenarios, and the problem

is solved followed by sensitivity based post-refinement. NBTI-induced

delay model is proposed for multiple operating conditions and incorpo-

rated into our OSFA framework. The approach has provided significant

improvement in power consumption for multiple scenarios over conven-

tional approach without any performance loss.

• In chapter 4, algorithms are presented to address the timing and power

aspects in a clock network. The notion of clock tree resynthesis is pro-

posed to improve any synthesized and routed network. The clock tree

resynthesis for multi-corner, multi-mode timing closure has provided sig-

nificant improvement in the timing metrics of large-scale designs with

minor overhead in the clock tree area. The other resynthesis algorithm

optimizes the dynamic power consumption in any clock network by min-

imizing the clock net capacitance. Both algorithms have been imple-

mented and integrated to industrial P & R tool and validated on indus-

trial designs.
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With the above explorations, it has been demonstrated that since most

of the CAD-optimizations problems are extremely hard problems and design

complexity is growing day-by-day, there are a lot of scopes to improve the

solution qualities in existing CAD-solutions, specially for the cross-layer opti-

mizations. For instance, in case of high performance adder synthesis, it is very

hard to guarantee that efficient prefix network synthesis would provide better

power/delay numbers after technology mapping, placement and routing. With

many challenges in this area, the following are some future research directions:

• The physical level optimization problems are mostly NP-hard. In ad-

dition, since these problems are large scale, the CAD engineers are

bound to design O(n2), if not O(n), algorithms to solve these problems

which are supposed to be very sub-optimal. One way to tackle is that

to perform logic level optimizations, which are more abstract and less

time-consuming and then run through CAD commercial tools to obtain

the power/performance after physical placement and routing. Machine

learning methods can then be used to learn the input-output relation-

ship (where input/output are the input/output of the physical synthesis

tools) which can guide to which synthesized circuit can give better result

after placement/routing. A perfect example can be the high-performance

adder synthesis. We can generate millions of prefix adder solutions in

a minute, but can not synthesize and place & route all of them in an

acceptable runtime. The regression analysis or support vector machine

(SVM) methodologies can be helpful in learning the tool with fewer so-
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lutions, and deciding which solutions at a higher level could give better

result after placement and routing without actually running all through

the physical synthesis tools.

• With technology driven to deep nano-scale circuits, the aggravating ef-

fect of On-Chip-Variation (OCV) is severe now. Mostly, the CAD al-

gorithms keep a guard band for OCV while optimizing both power and

performance. But since the OCV-derates are more and more severe, the

guard-band techniques can pay a major compromise in the solution qual-

ity. So more OCV-aware algorithms are anticipated. One application can

be the clock tree resynthesis. Once the clock tree has been synthesized

and routed, the OCV-effects (depending on common path of the clock

signals of the launch and capture flops) or in addition advanced OCV

effects (depending on clock tree routing) are known. The OCV-effects

can then be exploited to guide the clock tree resynthesis mechanism.

As technology is scaling towards the zenith, design issues are becoming

heavily complex with a greater inter-dependency between the problem objec-

tives across different layers of VLSI design cycle. So more and more physical

aware logic and clock network optimizations are anticipated to achieve global

performance/power/reliability trade-off.
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